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Abstract
This thesis investigates the distributed information and detection of a binary source through
a parallel system of relays. Each relay observes the source output through a noisy channel,
and the channel outputs are independent conditional on the source input. The relays forward
limited information through a noiseless link to the final destination which makes an optimal
decision. The essence of the problem lies in the loss of information at the relays. To solve this
problem, the characteristics of the error curve are established and developed as a tool to build
a fundamental framework for analysis. For understanding, the simplest non-trivial case of two
relays, each forwarding only a single binary digit to the final destination is first studied. If the
binary output constraint is removed and the output alphabet size for one relay is M, then no
more than M + 1 alphabet symbols are required from the other relay for optimal operation.
For arbitrary channels, a number of insights are developed about the structure of the optimal
strategies for the relay and final destination. These lead to a characterization of the optimal
solution. Furthermore, the complete solution to the Additive Gaussian Noise channel is also
provided.
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Wisdom is supreme; therefore get wisdom.
Though it costs all you have, get understanding.
Turn your ear to wisdom and apply your heart to understanding,
Call out for insight, and cry aloud for understanding,
Look for it as for silver and search for it as for hidden treasure...
Then wisdom will enter your heart and
Knowledge will be pleasant to your soul.
Discretion will protect you and understanding will guard you.
Then you will understand what is right and just and fair - every good path.
Preserve sound judgement and discernment,
Do not let them out of your sight;
They will be life for you.
Blessed is the man who finds wisdom, the man who gains understanding,
For she is more profitable than silver and yields better returns than gold;
She is more precious than rubies;
And nothing you desire can compare with her.
Proverbs 2:2-4,9-11; 3:13-15,21-22; 4:5-7
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thesis Problem
There are many communication network situations where relays must each transmit a limited
amount of information to a single destination which must fuse all the information together.
For example, a large number of sensors could all be observing some source data which must be
conveyed to a fusion center through limited communication channels. The measurements of the
data are typically noisy, and the sensors usually are not able to communicate with each other
since they are at physically different locations. Since each sensor is allowed to transmit very
limited information to the destination, without knowing what the other sensors observe, it is
not clear what information each sensor should send to the single destination. Another common
example lies in a network of nodes where a number of nodes must act as relays but have no
knowledge, except that from the source, about what the other relays receive. These relays all
receive the same data, each corrupted by different noise, and must relay partial information
about the data to a single destination. The destination fuses the information from these nodes
to determine the original data. All relays and the destination have full knowledge of the code
used at each relay and the decoding rule at the destination. It is assumed that no coding is
permitted at the source. We assume, however, that all sensors know the statistics of the source,
the noise statistics at all sensors, and the strategies of all sensors. Figure 1-1 depicts some
typical scenarios.
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Phenomenon
Sensor 11 Sensor 2 ... Sensor L:
Fusion Center
(A)
Data
X
Channel YL (L
(B)
Figure 1-1: Sensors (A) and Relays (B) obtain noisy information and transmit/relay limited
information to the Fusion Center/Destination
If the source X originates from a discrete distribution Qx, the problem involves distributed
detection. If the data originates from a continuous distribution FX, then the problem involves a
distributed estimation problem. We restrict ourselves to distributed detection where the source
is an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence generated from a fixed distribution
Qx. In fact, we will usually restrict the source to be binary. The relay/sensor's observation
space Y, which can be either discrete or continuous or both, will be quantized or coded and
then sent to the destination or fusion point. The communication constraint between relay and
fusion point determines the fineness of the relay quantization levels which we assume will be
transmitted noiselessly. Otherwise, coding could be implemented on the quantized bits, and
from the Coding Theorem, these bits could eventually be received by the fusion center with
arbitrarily small probability of error.
Each channel can be modeled as a general discrete-time memoryless channel characterized by
a conditional probability distribution for each input. One example of interest is the additive
Gaussian noise channel where the noise has zero mean and unit variance. Another example of
interest is the class of discrete memoryless channels (DMC) where the noise is described by a
probability transition matrix P(Y I X).
Before studying the bigger problem of the distributed detection of an iid source sequence X' =
{X}', we first study the one shot distributed detection problem of a single source symbol
X. The one shot problem of detecting a single source symbol does have some advantages over
encoding an entire sequence, such as no delay. However, it leaves less choice at the relays.
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A relay can at most quantize the channel output, whereas encoding a long source sequence
allows more sophisticated encoding at the relays, possibly resulting in better performance.
For the one shot problem, given the relay encoders, it is straightforward to find the optimal
fusion decoder. For certain special cases, given the fusion decoder, it may be possible to apply
optimization techniques to finding the optimal relay encoders. In general, it is still difficult.
For the distributed problems in this thesis, the simultaneous optimization of relay encoders and
fusion decoder is necessary.
1.1.1 Special Case of Noiseless Channels
Much of the distributed nature of the system would be lost if the relays observed noiseless
replicas of the data. Nevertheless, the noiseless observation case characterizes the asymptotic
limit of very high signal to noise ratio (SNR). Suppose X is a discrete random variable and there
are n relays, each of which can send at most one binary symbol. The fusion point receives n
binary variables and decodes by mapping each binary n-tuple into some source symbol. Assume
we have a minimum error probability criterion. Then the minimum error probability can be
achieved if we could provide a distinct n-tuple from the set of relays to each of the most likely
symbols and arbitrarily place each less likely uncoded symbol into the quantization bin of any
coded symbol. Since each relay observes exactly the same thing, each can simply send one bit of
the n-bit representation of the specified quantization code; the fusion center will then choose the
most likely symbol in the specified quantization bin. For instance, Relay A can send the most
significant bit, Relay B the next most significant bit, and so forth. The probability of error Pe
is simply the sum of the probabilities of all the least probable symbols (the originally uncoded
symbols) which are in a quantization bin with more than one symbol. For example, suppose the
system consists of two relays, each allowed to send one bit. There are six data symbols with the
following probabilities, Pr(A, B, C, D, E, F) = (n, , , 3 ) The destination receives a
total of two bits. To minimize error probability, encode the four most probable symbols A - 0,
B -- 1, C -- 2. D -> 3. Relay A sends the most significant bit with the mapping {A, B} -+ 0
and {C, D} -- 1, and Relay B sends the least significant bit with the mapping {A, C} -> 0 and
{B, D} -+ 1. The decoder decodes 00 -> A, 01 -> B, 10 - C, 11 -+ D with zero error. An
error occurs if E and F are observed, so Pe = .
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1.1.2 Special Case with Unlimited Communication from the Relays
The system also loses its distributed nature if there is no constraint on transmission rate from
relay to destination. From the fusion center's perspective, the accuracy of the measurements
increases as the allowed relay transmission rate increases. When each relay sends its full obser-
vation Y, the scenario becomes a standard detection problem of estimating a random variable
from a finite number of independent samples. Nevertheless, this case provides a lower bound
on the error probability given a finite number of relays. Furthermore, if coding is allowed at
the relays, this case also provides an upper bound on the maximum mutual information of
the system in the asymptotic limit of increasing bit rate. The relay can use standard data
compression on its output. The compression limit is H(Y) = - EZ log Pr(y). Therefore, as the
relay output bits increase from 1 to H(Y), the system goes from a distributed to a centralized
system.
1.1.3 Example of a Gaussian Channel with One Bit Relay Outputs.
We now look at the one shot distributed detection problem of a single source symbol X. To
illustrate some aspects of this problem, let's look at the following simple, albeit important,
example. Two relays, call them Relay A and Relay B, each observe a binary signal independently
corrupted by 0-mean Gaussian noise. Each restricted to send at most one bit to the destination.
The binary symbols are equally likely, the noises are independent of the input symbol and each
other, and the receivers are not allowed to communicate nor have any side information about the
other receiver's observation. The observations of relays A and B are, respectively, Y = X + N
and Y' = X + N', x E {-1,+1}, Pr(X = +1) = Pr(X = -1) = 1/2, and N, N' are Gaussian
AF(0, a2 ). Since only one bit relay transmission is allowed on a single source observation, it
seems reasonable that the relay should just quantize the observation space. It is well known
that that a threshold test on the likelihood ratio (LR) is the optimal strategy. For increased
understanding, we will show via a different argument in Chapter 2, that a threshold tests are
optimal. More generally, a quantization of the likelihood ratio of each relay's observation is
optimal when they are allowed more symbols; this will be shown in Chapter 4. It is well known
for the binary Gaussian detection problem that if each node is allowed to send its full observation
to the decoder, the optimal decision boundary for Maximum Likelihood (ML) decoding is the
line y = -y'. However, this is impossible to achieve since each relay is only allowed to send
one bit to the destination. Upon receiving the two bits, the fusion center must decide whether
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the original symbol is 1 or -1 with minimal error probability. This certainly appears like the
classical detection problem of two independent samples of the data, so one would naturally
think that the optimal solution would be for each relay to use a binary quantization with the
origin separating the quantization regions. Letting Z E {-1, +1} and Z' E {-1, +1} denote
the quantizer output of the relays, then Z= - 1 for Y < 0 and Z= + 1 for Y > 0. Likewise for
Z'. The fusion center maps (-1, -1) -> (-1) and (+1, +1) -- (+1), and arbitrarily decides the
input for a (-1, +1) or (+1, -1) reception. This encoding/decoding scheme has the same error
probability as if only one relay observation were used and the other relay ignored. The second
relay does not help. For this specific quantizer, the reception of (-1, +1) or (+1, -1) carries no
information and is a "don't care" map to either source symbol. To achieve better performance,
it seems that (-1, +1) or (+1, -1) will need to carry some kind of information and having a
second relay in the system should help. The importance of utilizing the (-1, +1) and (+1, -1)
reception will become evident in the ensuing discussion.
Note that the map from the system input to the output of a relay takes the binary source input
into a binary relay output. For the Gaussian problem above with a quantization at the origin,
this map effectively produces a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability
Q (1) where Q (x) is the complementary distribution function' of the zero mean, unit variance
Gaussian density q(x) where
Q(x) = 1 e-2/2du q(x) = 1 e~x 2 /2 d
vl27 xV27 dx
Note that 1- Q (x) = Q (-x). Surprisingly, as we prove later in Chapter 3, the optimal solution
to this binary input additive Gaussian noise (AGN) 1-bit problem with equal priors and 2 relays
is not a binary quantization separated at the origin, but rather a binary quantization separated
at a point strictly away from the origin with each relay using the the same quantizer. These
results were first shown in [IT94]. For one of the optimal solutions, both thresholds T and T'
are set equal to T* where the relay outputs and T* are given by
( -1 for y < T* -1 for y' < T*
1 otherwise, 1 otherwise,
and
T =In[1 ."_i . (1.2)
'A slight variant of Q (x), used in the communication field, is the error function erf(x) = fo e- t2dt, which
is also called the Gauss error function.
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The decision rule at the fusion point is
-1 for(Z, Z') = (-1, -1)
+1 otherwise
The resulting probability of error is
Pe= - 1 1 Q (*+ 1)] [-Q (T*1)2) (1.4)2 U0
From the symmetry of the signals, there exist two optimal solutions. The other solution simply
uses the relay quantizer at -T* and a fusion point decision mapping of (+1, +1) -> +1 with
everything else mapped to -1. This is a totally symmetric problem with an asymmetric solution.
The asymmetry takes advantage of using (-1, +1) and (+1, -1) to carry information. It will
soon be apparent how the gains in the asymmetric solution outweigh the costs. We now provide
some intuition into the plausibility of this somewhat surprising result.
Let T and T' be arbitrary thresholds for Relays A and B, respectively. The encoding vector
T= (T, T') will split the observation region into 4 quadrants each corresponding to one of the
4 possible received vectors Z = (z, z') by the fusion point. Given any T, the optimal decoder
is easily calculated. In particular, for each quadrant, decode to the symbol which gives the
minimum error probability. The following graphical argument shows how to determine the
symbol for each region.
First assume that T + T' > 0 and observe the different decoding regions in figure 1-2. It is
clear that when the fusion point receives (+1, +1) which is region I, it should map it to "+1"
and region IV should be mapped to "-1". Region II can be divided into 2 regions, namely , A
and B as shown in figure 1-2. The error probability is the same regardless of what region B is
mapped to. Refer to these types of regions as "don't care" regions. Region A should be clearly
mapped to "+1" since the likelihood of "+1" is greater than "-1" for every point in region
A. Therefore, region II as a whole should be mapped to "+1". The same argument applies
to region III. Region D={(y, y') : y < -T' and y' ; T'} is a "don't care" region and region
C={(y, y') : -T' < y < T and y' > T'} should be mapped to "+1." Thus, region III as a whole
should also be mapped to "+1." Now that the fusion decoder is fixed, we find the optimal T
and T' that will minimize total error. Given the decoder map of (I,II,III,IV)=(1,+1,+1,-1),
the optimal T equals (T*, T*), this will be derived in Chapter 3. By symmetry, if T + T' < 0,
the optimal T equals (-T*, -T*). The optimal encoder and decoder map is unique and shown
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in figure 1-3. Observe that when T + T' = 0, region A disappears and region II is just region
B which is a "don't care" region. Likewise, region C disappears and region III is just region
D which is also a "don't care" region. The regions can be optimally mapped into any of the
following four choices {(+1, +1, +1, -1), (+1, -1, +1, -1), (+1, +1, -1, -1), (+1, -1, -1, -1)}.
The third and fourth choices are equivalent to decoding on the basis of the first relay alone or
the second relay alone respectively. This is equal to the error probability of just a single relay
observation as seen before.
The ML error probability for the case T = (T*, T*) is less than the ML error probability when
T = (0, 0). We make two observations: First, the second relay is no longer redundant but
useful in reducing error; and second, the "don't care" regions are now utilized. In other words,
the (-1, +1) and (+1, -1) receptions are no longer "don't care" maps since they now carry
information.
Relay B
D
C(1, 1)
(T, T')
(0 Relay A
(0 0 A= (y, y ,-T < y' < T'}
B ={(y, y') : y T, y' < T'}
(-1, -i)
Figure 1-2: Arbitrary (T, T') relay decision threshold on the observation space for T+T' > 0.
Fusion center receives 1 bit from each relay which specifies the 4 regions: I= {(y, y') : y >
T and y' > T'}, II={(y, y') : y > T and y' < T}, III= {(y, y') : y < T and y' > T},
IV= {(y, y') : y < T and y' < T'}. The "don't care" regions of whether a 1 or -1 is assigned
to it are B and D. Region A and C should be assigned to "1."
Figure 1-4 shows the error trade-offs among the different schemes. First, compare the optimal
solution at T = (T, T) with the suboptimal solution at T = (0,0). Since (-1, +1) and (+1, -1)
are "Don't Care" decoding regions for T = (0,0), choose the same decoder for T = (0, 0) as for
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T = (T*, T*) The small increase in error in region A is more than offset by an error decrease
in regions B and C. Note that if T is small, the increase in error probability in region A is
proportional to T2 , whereas the decrease in error probability in regions B and C is proportional
to T. Therefore, for small enough T, the solution at (T, T) has a smaller error probability
than that at (0,0). In Chapter 3, we will show in detail why the two relays must use the same
strategy. Solving for equation 1.2, we find there exists a unique point (T*, T*) which gives the
optimal solution.
Relay B Optimal Relay Encoder
-1 I
(1, 1)
(T*, T*)
(0,0 Relay A -1 0
T*
Optimal Fusion Decoder
(-1, -1) (--)- -1
(-1, 1) -+ 1
(1, 1) -* 1
(A) (B)
Figure 1-3: (A) The optimal solution at = (T*, T*) has the decision boundary shown by
the solid line. Points to the left and below the boundary map to "-1" and pints to the right and
above the boundary map to "1." (B) Corresponding relay encoder and optimal fusion point.
This simple example shows that these types of distributed problems are neither trivial nor
obvious. The complete results for the additive Gaussian noise channel will be established in
Chapter 3.
As the number of relays increases from two to L, the probability of error P decreases expo-
nentially in L for any reasonable relay quantizer and decision mapping. Continuing with our
toy problem, we increase the number of relays. The nontriviality of the problem is further
apparent in the case of three relays for the AGN distributed system. Suppose the noise vari-
ance is one and ML decoding is used at the fusion center. Then the error probabilities turn
out to be within fractions of a percent of each other for the relay observation thresholds at
T=(T, T', T")=(0, 0, 0) with majority rule decoding and (T, T', T") = (0.2,0.2, -0.8) using the
decoder {000, 010, 001} -+ 0, {100, 101, 011, 111} -+ 1. The optimal result for the 3 relay case,
which uses a threshold T=(0, 0, 0) and majority rule decoding, will be proved with more insight
in a future paper.
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Relay B
(+1, +1)
T*
Relay A
(-1, -i)C
Figure 1-4: Tradeoffs in error by threshold at (T*, T*) compared to the obvious but subop-
timal quantization at (T, T') = (0,0). Shaded regions are the "don't care" regions. Region
A = {0 < a,a' < T}, Region B = {a < -T* and 0 < a' < T*}, Region C = {0 < a < T
and a' < -T}. The probability of error in Region A is Pe(A) - T 2 and Region B and C are
Pe(B) = Pe(C) ~ Q (0) T. Thus, for small T the gain in decreased error (proportional to T)
from regions B and C is worth the cost in increased error (proportional to T 2 ) in region A.
1.2 Previous Work and Background
The problem studied in this thesis is a sub-class of a classical problem in decentralized systems
which was first posed by Tenney and Sandell in [TNS84I. The literature in the field is abundant
since numerous people have worked on a number of variants of the distributed system problem.
An excellent and thorough survey article [Tsi93] details the major contributions in this field of
research. The book [Var97] and overview articles [VV97], [RB97] give a history and also discuss
a number of variations in decentralized detection and coding.
Although more complicated networks have been addressed, parallel and serial topologies are
generally considered. Almost across the board, the Bayesian and Neyman-Pearson approach
is implemented. Conditional independence of sensor observations given the source is generally
assumed, because the optimal solution is generally intractable otherwise. In [TA84] and [TA85],
the authors proved that such problems are non-polynomial complete.
The asymptotic analysis of the system has already been well established by Tsitsikis in [Tsi88].
The complete asymptotic result and computational complexity as the number of relays tend
to infinity is established. In general, any reasonable rule will drive the error probability down
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exponentially in the number of relays. Tsitsikis further shows that for M hypothesis, the
maximum number of distinct relay rules needed is M(M - 1)/2. Thus, for binary hypothesis,
one single relay rule for each relay is sufficient for optimality as the number of relays tend to
infinity.
Optimality of likelihood ratio tests at the relays and fusion point is well known. In our analysis,
we will give a treatment and proof from a different viewpoint for added clarity. The problem
with binary hypothesis and conditional independence assumptions (which is studied in this
thesis) is the most studied in the literature. Various characteristics of the optimal solution for
the binary detection problem and especially the specialized case of the additive Gaussian noise
channel has been given in [IT94], [QZ02], [WS01].
[Tsi93], [PA95], and [WW90] discuss randomized strategies. They recognized the non-convexity
of the optimal non-randomized strategies, so dependent randomization was necessary for some
cases. We will state precisely and supply the necessary conditions for the different types of
randomization in our treatment.
[TB96] considered encoding long sequences of the source and looking at the rate-distortion
function and [Ooh98] gave the complete solution to the specialized case for Gaussian sources.
We by no means claim to give an exhaustive list of the field.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
Ad-hoc networks with a large numbers of nodes must use intermediate nodes to relay informa-
tion between source and destination. This is a highly complicated problem. At the moment,
there exists no structure to analyze the major issues in a fundamental way. This thesis attempts
to understand and gain insight into a sub problem of this general problem of wireless networks.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes and characterizes the Neyman-Pearson
error curve for arbitrary distributions and how it is utilized as a fundamental tool in analyzing
the overall distributed detection and coding problem with relays. We prove some general
results for the purely discrete case which will be used in later chapters. In Chapter 3, we
study the joint optimization of relay encoder and fusion decoder. For the case of two relays,
each sending a single bit to the fusion center, this will aid in the understanding of the optimal
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solution and its structure. We provide a complete solution to the Gaussian case and also the
optimal solution for arbitrary channels. Chapter 4 establishes the complete optimal solution
and provides fundamental insights at the encoder and decoder for the case of 2 relays with
non-binary outputs. Finally, chapter 5 concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2
The Error Curve
A significant part of this thesis deals with the detection of a binary digit through relays. Without
relays, there are several approaches to the classical binary detection problem. In the maximum
likelihood (ML) problem, we would like to minimize the overall error probability given equally
likely inputs. More generally, in the maximum a posteriori (MAP) problem, we would like to
minimize error probability for an arbitrary known input distribution. Even more generally,
the minimum cost problem deals with minimizing overall cost given an arbitrary known input
distribution and a cost function associated with each type of error. A final example of interest,
known as the Neyman-Pearson problem , is to minimize the error probability of one type given
a maximal tolerable error probability of the other type. In the classical problem without relays,
the solutions to all these problems can be summarized by the error curve'. When relays are
introduced into the system, we will find that the solution to all the above problems can be found
from appropriately combining the error curves at the relays with an associated error curve at
the fusion point.
This chapter will describe the Error Curve, its properties, and how it is used as a tool to both
characterize the relays and the fusion process. The relay channels are described by error curves,
and the final error curve at the fusion point is a function of the relay error curves.
'A slight variant, better known in the radar field, is called the receiver operating characteristic (ROC).
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2.1 Binary Detection and the Neyman-Pearson Problem
Binary detection for both discrete-alphabet and continuous-alphabet channels is characterized
by the error curves. We start by reviewing binary detection without relays. We can view this
in terms of a channel with binary input X and arbitrary output Y. Let the source a priori
distribution be Pr(X=0)=po and Pr(X=1)=pi. Further, assume for now that fyx(YIO) and
fylx(Y|l) are densities. The discrete channel will be dealt with later in section 2.4. The
likelihood ratio (LR) is defined for the set Y to be
A(Y) - fyx{Y 1} (2.1)fylx{Yl 1}
For the values of y that are possible under X=1 but impossible under X=0, the likelihood
ratio is A(Y) = 0. Likewise, for the values of y that are possible under X=0 but impossi-
ble under X=1, A(Y) is infinite. We assume in this section that Pr (A(Y) rjX = 0) and
Pr (A(Y) 1 X = 1) and Pr (A(Y) q) are continuous functions of ij. It follows that
Pr (A(Y) rIX = i) = 0 for all q and for i = 0, 1.
Define a test, t(Y) -+ {0, 1}, as a function which maps each output Y to 1 or 0.
Define a randomized test over a finite set of tests {ti, t 2 , . . ., tn} as a mapping
tg(Y) = ti(Y) with probability Oj (2.2)
where ?/ = (01, 42, .... , ./n) is the probability vector with which the tests {ti, t 2 , ... , tn} are
used.
Define a threshold test at 77 as a mapping
W1 if A(Y)< (2.3)
0 otherwise
A MAP test is any test which minimizes error probability for given a priori probabilities. The
following lemma shows that the MAP test is a threshold test.
Lemma 2.1.1 A threshold test at q is a MAP test for a priori probabilities po and p1 where
=Pi
PO
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Proof: A MAP test decides X = 1 if Pr(X = 1 1 Y = y) > Pr(X = 0 1 Y = y) and decides
X = 0 if Pr(X = 1 I Y = y) Pr(X = 0 1 Y = y). By Bayes Rule, this is the same as deciding
X = 1 if A(Y) < q and X = 0 if A(Y) > T/. More compactly, for the continuous case,
x=O
A(Y) <> (2.4)
x=1
where by the assumption above, A(Y) has no point masses. D
Having cost functions associated with the different error probabilities is a more general problem
but does not change the core of the problem. The optimal test for arbitrary cost is simply
another threshold test. We show that changing the cost function and a priori probabilities in
the system does not alter the fundamental problem. Let Cj be the cost of choosing hypothesis
i given hypothesis j has occurred. Let pi and po be the a priori probabilities, so 7 = P1. ThePO
total cost becomes
C = p1P(011)Co1 +poP(1|O)C10 + poP(0|0)Co + p1P(1I1)Cn
= P(Ol)[piCo1 -poCool + P(1|0)[poCio -piCi] +poCoo +p1Cii
= p'1P(0j1) + pP(1I0) +C' (2.5)
where p' = piCol - poCoo and pl = poCio - piC1 and C' = poCoo + piC1. The overall cost is
minimized by a threshold test on the LR with threshold q, where
p' _ pico1 - PoCOO
P -P (2.6)
PO P0C10 - Pi 1 1
Thus, for any arbitrary cost, the problem is equivalent to solving the MAP problem with the
modified a priori probabilities given in equation 2.6. If the MAP problem is solved for all apriori
probabilities, it also solves the arbitrary cost problem. That is, the minimum cost problem is
a trivial extension of the MAP problem. In what follows we will solve the arbitrary MAP
problem.
For any given 1, let &(,q) = Pr(e I X = 1) and /(7) = Pr(e I X = 0) for the MAP test,
i.e., the threshold test at i. Since Pr{A(Y)< 1 X=0} is continuous and increasing in 77, and
Pr{A(Y)r IX=1} is continuous and decreasing, we see that /(q) can be expressed as a function
of &(q). Define the error curve by this pair of parametric functions of the threshold 'q, 0 <
77 < oo, called &(77) = Pr{A(Y) 77 I X=1} and )(q) = Pr{A(Y)<7 I X=0} both of which are
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i(a)
tangent line slope of -,-
elO ---------
_p 1111
Figure 2-1: The Error Curve. The parametric form of the error curve is described by
(&(77), iff) and the direct form of the curve by ~3 = /3(a). Each point (a, /3) on the error
curve results from a threshold test with threshold value 77 = P1which is the magnitude of the
slope of its point of tangency. The overall error probability is the value of the abscissa-intercept
multiplied by a priori probability P0.
continuous functions of 77. That is, Pr{A(Y) = qj is zero for all q~. Then the ordinate and
abscissa of the error curve are respectively,
&7)= PrfeIX=1} = Pr{A(Y)>?7IX=1} (2.7)
0q)= PrjejIX=O} = Pr{A(Y)<,qj X=O} = fl(o) (2.8)
As 77 increases, 03(,q) increases and &(q) decreases. The error curve is a graph plotting L(77)
on the ordinate and &(77) on the abscissa as q goes from 0 to oo. An example of an error
curve is shown in figure 2-1. The error curve is later shown to be convex. Note that &(77) is a
monotonically decreasing function and f3() is a monotonically increasing function of q. Later
we will treat the situation in which &(77) and ,3(77) are discontinuous. We call sections of the
error curve which contain discontinuous &(77) and /3(7) the "discrete" part of the error curve
and treat it in a subsequent section. Define &(0)= limn' 0 &(77) and &(oo)= lim77,*0 &(,q) and
03(0)= lim~l-+ 0 (-q) and /3(oo)= lim- *(iO) When &(O) < 1, there is some event with non-zero
probability under X = 1 and with probability zero under X = 0. Likewise, when /3(Oo) < 1,
there is some event with probability greater than zero under X = 0 and with probability zero
under X = 1. We call these types of curves erasure-like error curves.
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1 -t-+ oo
1t > 0
p _ _ (&,)=(Q(t+m),Q(-t+m))
t < 0
t -- oo>I 0
eli
Figure 2-2: The error curve for the additive Gaussian noise channel. The parameters t and
m are normalized.
2.2 The Gaussian Error Curve
Let a relay observe a binary signal at signal level m or -m independently corrupted by Gaussian
noise, A(0,). SinceY=X+N, then Y=m+N if X =0 and Y= -m+N underX= 1.
We now describe the error curve for this additive Gaussian noise channel which we call the
Gaussian error curve.
The Gaussian error curve is an example of an error curve which is strictly convex and everywhere
differentiable. Thus, the function &(r1) is strictly decreasing and 3('r) strictly increasing . It is
easier to represent the Gaussian error curve in parametric form, (a, 0) = (Q (Y9m), Q (Y2M)))
for m = 0 and a 0 and y E R. The LR is A(Y) = exp( 2 ). Gaussian channels can be
normalized and are completely characterized by one parameter, either the signal level m or
variance a2. To see this, let t = then (a, ) =(Q(t + ) , Q (-t + E) for t E R. All that
matters in the curve is the signal to noise ratio g. Thus, without loss of generality, we can
assume a = 1 and let the mean m characterize the different Gaussian error curves. An example
of a Gaussian error curve is illustrated in figure 2-2.
Furthermore, any single point (a*, 3*) on an error curve in the region a*+ 0* < 1 for a* > 0 and
0* > 0 completely specifies the Gaussian error curve. For any fixed point (a*, 0*), there exists
a unique t and m such that Q (t + m) = a* and Q (-t + m) = 0*. Thus, one point completely
determines the entire Gaussian error curve. From this point on, all Gaussian channels will be
normalized with a = 1, mean m, and the error curve described parametrically with parameter t
by (&(t), /(t)) = (Q (t + m) , Q (-t + m)), t E R and m 0 0. Additionally, observe that the LR
is monotonic with the observation parameter y. Henceforth, for the rest of the thesis, whenever
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the Gaussian case is discussed, rather than give solutions as thresholds on the likelihood ratio
A(Y), we will represent solutions as observation thresholds of the parameter t for the normalized
Gaussian error curve.
2.3 The q-tangent Line
We have seen that the error curve was generated from the MAP test over all threshold values.
In this section, we will show that the value of the threshold q is the magnitude of the slope of
the tangent line to its respective point on the error curve. This result is known but we give a
new derivation and explanation. This simpler derivation will be useful in the distributed case
later. Denote the line of slope -q through the point at (&(j), /(i)) as the q-tangent line as
seen in figure 2-1. We now show that every 71-tangent line for an error curve lies on or below the
entire error curve. We have seen that for given a priori probabilities po and pi, the threshold
test at q = P minimizes error probability. Thus, for any arbitrary test x, it must be that
po/3(n) + pi&(,q) poO(x) + pia(x) (2.9)
0(q) + O() /(x  + ?la(x) (2.10)
7(d(7) - a(x)) 3(x) - (7) (2.11)
Suppose a(x) < 5(n), then
/3(x) -/3(n)S< O 0(2.12)
- (n) - a(x)
The quantity on the right of 2.12 is the magnitude of the slope of the line connecting (W(n), 3(7))
and (a(x), O(x)), so the point (a(x), 3(x)) must lie above the q-tangent line. For a(x) > a(nj),
the inequality in 2.12 is reversed, again showing (a(x), 3(x)) lies above the n-tangent line. Thus,
all the 77-tangent lines lie on or below the error curve. Furthermore, by the same argument,
all the q-tangent lines lie below the point (&(,q), /3(,q)) for any test or randomized test. Finally,
this argument also shows that all points of the error curve lie on the convex envelope 2 of these
tangent lines. Thus, every error curve is convex.
2 Define a convex combination of elements of a set X C R2 as a linear combination of the form
A1X1 + A2 2 + - - + AnXn
for some n > 0, where each xi E X, each A, ; 0 and E Ai = 1. Define the convex hull, denoted co(X), to be
the smallest convex set which contains X. Define the convex envelope as the curve which is the lower boundary
of co(X).
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As verification for the case where &(7) and )(q) are differentiable, we show that the line of slope
-I through the point (a, /) = (&(Q), /(4)) is tangent to the error curve at (&(1), 3(4)). The
overall error probability for a given po, pi and arbitrary threshold x is q(x) = po/(x) +p1&(x).
For y - P, the optimal test which minimizes q(x) is the one where x = TI. This implies that if
the error curve is differentiable, then x = r must be a stationary point of q(x), so d4(x) x=,= 0,
which means that at x = 27,
d/3(x) d _x
PO dx +Pi &(x) =0 (2.13)dx dx
d/3(x) 
_ d/3(x)/dx - _P1 at x=(214
d&(x) d&(x)/dx po
Since the error curve is convex, this shows that the line of slope -,q through the point (&(7), 3(i))
lies on or below the error curve. Note that any error curve which lies strictly below another
error curve will have a lower overall error probability for the MAP test at every 71.
so it is called the q-tangent line. Note that the /-intercept of the q-tangent line is equal to
03+ a. The overall error probability is the value of this intercept multiplied by po. By virtue of
the MAP test for a given ratio of a priori probabilities q = g, the tangent line to the error curve
at (&(q), /3(7)) must have the lowest /-intercept since it is the test which minimizes the overall
error probability. Therefore, the magnitude of the slope of the tangent line to (&(), /3(4))
must equal 1. Thus, it is called the 27-tangent line. This gives another way of seeing that each
27-tangent line must lie at or below the entire error curve.
2.4 The Discrete Error Curve
We have seen that when &(q) and 3(4) are continuous, every point on the error curve is by
definition achievable by a MAP test at a specific q. The error curve is strictly convex for &(7)
and /3(7) continuous, but not necessarily differentiable3 at every point. This section treats the
purely discrete case where &(7) is not continuous and the set of possible likelihood ratios is
finite. That is, there is a finite set of y for which A(Y) = q has positive probability under
X = 0 and X = 1. The MAP test in equation 2.4 gives the same error probability when
A(Y) = 7 whether the decision is X = 0 or Z = 1. However, this MAP test is no longer
adequate for the Neyman-Pearson problem, since the choice of X = 0 or ± = 1 results in
different a and 3. When A(Y) = 71 in equation 2.4, there is an ambiguity of which way to
3 the likelihood density is not assumed to be continuous
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choose the inequality sign. We have the situation of a "don't care" choice for MAP but a "do
care" choice for Neyman-Pearson.
First, we take care of the ambiguous sign problem in 2.4 by defining two different MAP tests
for discrete observations as shown in figure 2-3.
Define the threshold test "MAP Left" as
k=o
=fY|X{yIO
A(Y) =fylxyI Of < (2.15)fy|Xfyl 1}
and threshold test "MAP Right" as
k=
A(Y) = f ef}(2.16)frix{y| 1}<
x=1i
MAP left for 71
O V
MAP right for 771
771 V 2
772 V3
Figure 2-3: The Error Curve for the discrete case. The MAP Left test for 771 generates the
point V which is also the MAP Right test for 77o; the MAP Right for m1 generates the same
point as the MAP Left test for 'q2; and so forth. The derivative at a vertex point is well-defined
by an interval and the values are the thresholds which determine the vertex point. For the
error curve in the figure, -- ,11 = [q- ,+] = [1, 770], -_ 10 = 77Q2'77Q21 = [72,711,
and so forth.
Now, to solve the Neyman-Pearson problem, the trick is to randomize between the right and
left MAP tests which give the same error probability. Then the desired a can be achieved while
still retaining the same overall error probability. We will show that this is always possible. In
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other words, for a constraint on one error type, the solution is either a MAP test defined in
equations 2.15 and 2.16, or a randomized solution between two MAP tests. This brings on the
notion of a randomized threshold test.
Define a randomized threshold test at q7 and 0 as a mapping
1 if A(Y) < r1
0 if A(Y)>'q (2.17)
0 with probability V) if A(Y) = r7
1 with probability (1 - 4) if A(Y) =7
Any test or randomized test is characterized by 2 error probabilities, denoted by a = Pr{e I X=0}
and 3 = Pr{e I X=1}. For a known noise distribution, but unknown a priori probabilities with
maximum acceptable error a of one kind, say Pr{e I X=1} K a, the Neyman-Pearson test
is defined as a test or randomized test that minimizes the error of the other kind, namely
Pr{e X=0} = 3. The Neyman-Pearson test is defined independent of any a priori probabili-
ties and is a randomized threshold test on the likelihood ratio A(Y).
We can now define a general error curve for channels with arbitrary LR's. An error point is
any point on the error curve. Define a vertex point as an error point generated by a MAP left
or MAP right test as in (2.15) or (2.16). Therefore, a vertex point is a point on the error curve
which cannot be expressed as a convex combination of other points on the error curve. Vertex
points are generated from non-randomized threshold tests; each is the unique point of tangency
for some tangent line. The endpoints of linear segment are vertex points. All error points on
a linear segment which are not endpoints are non-vertex points and generated by randomized
threshold tests. These points will sometimes be referred to as randomized points. Thus, vertex
points are a subset of the error points on the error curve.
First, generate all the vertex points with the MAP tests defined by (2.15) or (2.16). Then
take the convex envelope of the vertex points by using randomized threshold tests between the
adjacent vertex points. The resulting error curve is denoted by / = )(a) for 0 < a, / 1,
where for any test or randomized test with error probabilities a and /, we have /(a) </3. The
error curve gives the solution to the MAP test as well as the solution to the Neyman-Pearson
problem. We call / = /(a) the direct form of the error curve and an example is shown in figure
2-1. Note that the set of vertex points is the same for both MAP rules defined in 2.15 and 2.16
and therefore, they both generated the same error curve.
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The supremum of the a-tangent lines is the error curve as already defined. As discussed
previously, every r1-tangent must lie on or beneath all points on the error curve. Therefore,
the error curve is the convex envelope of the vertex points. We now show that every point on
the error curve is achievable via a randomized threshold test or threshold test. It is sufficient
to show achievability for just one linear segment of the error curve. Let V = (a1,fl1) and
V2 = (02,132) be MAP left and right vertex points on the error curve such that the segment
of slope -q = 0201 passing through them is on the error curve. We show that every (a*, 1*)
which lies on this linear segment is achievable. Without loss of generality, let a1 < a2. Then
a1 < a* < a2. Consider the strategy of choosing threshold test V2 with probability a*_" and
02-01
threshold test V with probability 2-01. Then,
Pr{eIX=1} = 02 (*01\a)+ i (C2- = a* (2.18)
(C2 - al a2-~ al)
and similarily, since - = _0' and _20* - -3*,3we obtain Pr{e I X=0} = 1*. Thus,a2al 32-01 02-a1 /32431
(0*, 1*) is achievable via a randomized threshold test or time sharing between the threshold
tests Vi and V2. This says that every point on the error curve is achievable. Note that this error
curve still corresponds to a randomized threshold test in the sense that the decision is X = 0
for A(Y) > q and X = 1 for A(Y) <1q. The randomized decision occurs for A(Y) = q, which is
a "don't care" situation for the MAP test corresponding to 7. It is this error curve that solves
the Neyman-Pearson problem. Lastly, note that the error curve has at most one straight line
portion of slope A(Y) for each output y, although, as we see later, several different choices of y
might have the same LR A(Y).
Example: The BAC and its Error Curve. If the relay channel (the channel from source
to relay input) is discrete and finite, then there is a finite set of possible likelihood ratios, so
the non-randomized threshold tests consist of a finite set of single points each corresponding to
one of the outputs as given in equations 2.7 and 2.8. We illustrate the error curve for discrete
observations via the binary asymmetric channel (BAC) in figure 2-4(A) where Pr(eO) = Eo
and Pr(e|l) = El. Without loss of generality, assume that EO + el < 1 for the BAC, since the
outputs could otherwise be reversed. The relay observes one of two possible values, so the
likelihood ratio A(Y) takes on only two values, A(0) = and A(1) = '. This implies that
the threshold test as given by (2.7) and (2.8) is constant over three regions of 7 and jumps
when 7 equals A(0) and A(1). That is, this threshold test is constant for 0 < q < 1 and
chooses X=O for all y. In this case d(7)=1 and /(77) = 0. Similarily, this threshold test is fixed
for ' < n < YO and chooses Z=O if y = 0 and ±=1 if y = 1. At this point, d(1) =
and /(rq) = co. Finally, the test is fixed for 71 > 1-Eq and chooses X=1 for all y, which gives
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&(4)=0 and 3(27)=1. Thus the vertex points resulting from the threshold test (2.7) and (2.8)
consists of only three points {(1, 0), (El, EO), (0, 1)}. The error curve is the piecewise linear curve
connecting the 3 vertex points.
1
1-EO
0
EO
E l 1 o -El
IEN
El 1
Figure 2-4: The Binary Asymmetric Channel (BAC) and its error curve.
From the perspective of the 7-tangent line, for each threshold q, consider the tangent of slope
-j passing through (5(9), (2)). For example, lines of slope -q, for 0 < q < ', passing
through (&(r), /(2)), rotate about the point (1, 0). When 71 = ', the 7-tangent line passes
through (1, 0) and (El, EO). Then as r continues to increase, the 2-tangent line rotates about
the point (El, Eo), until 77 = l"0. Then for 7 > l"0, it rotates about (0, 1).
The binary symmetric channel (BSC) and Z channels are special cases of the binary asymmetric
channel (BAC), the former letting EO = El and the latter letting either EO = 0 or El = 0. The
same interpretation used before for the randomized threshold test applies to the error curves
of these channels.
Define the left derivative of the error curve at a as the infimum of the slope of the 7-tangent
lines to a, i.e., the derivative approaching a from the right,
2; = - lim-a *a - for 0 < a* < a < 1. Similarily, the right derivative at a is defined
as the supremum of the slope of the 2-tangent lines to a, i.e., the derivative approaching a
from the left. That is, 27 - -lima*- ___ for 0 < a K a* < 1. If 7- = 7+, then the
derivative of 3(a) exists at a in the ordinary sense, and this value is equal to the slope of the
2-tangent at a. If 7- 0 q+ , then for all 27 such that 7- :5 7 < q+, the 7-tangent to the error
curve /(a) is at a. In other words, if &(,q) has a unique solution for a particular 2q, then that
2-tangent line intersects the error curve at exactly one point and &(7) is a vertex point. If
there exists more than one solution for a particular 27, then the 7-tangent line coincides with
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a linear segment of the error curve with 2 vertex points at the endpoints.
We now summarize the relationship between (a, 3) and 7 for every error curve. If the derivative
exists at a point (&(g), /(r)) on the error curve, then the slope of its tangent line d3(O) _
___(I)__d7 _ (a)
-y as shown before. If the derivative d3 does not exist in the ordinary sense at
a, then for all T1 E [r/, gj, the r1-tangent line intersects the error curve at a. For notational
convenience, we say that - d(a) E [-- r7]
Lemma 2.4.1 The left derivative and the right derivative exist for every point on the error
curve. Furthermore, the set of non-differentiable points on /(a) is at most countable. This is
a consequence of the convexity of the function and not particular to error curves.
Proof: Given any s, t E [0, 1] with s < t, let p = As + (1 - A)t for some A, 0 < A < 1. The
convexity of the error curve /(a) states that /(p) < A/(s) + (1 - A)(t). This implies that
/3(p) - O(s) < /3(t) - /(s) < O(p) - /(t) for s <p K t (2.19)
P - fo s - s P - (219p-s t-s p-t
It follows that Vs', s such that s < s' < p, we must have <(p3(s) ( . Since
lim is monotonically increasing in s' and bounded above by any t > p in equation
s-+P
2.19, it must have a limit. This limit is the right derivative and its value is -r+. Similarily,
the left derivative is the limit approaching p from the right and its value is denoted by -77-.
Now, we show that the set of non-differentiable points D = {a E [0, 1] : -7 - rtj} is at most
countable. For each a for which /(a) is non-differentiable, the open interval (r, r/) is disjoint
from (r,, r'+,) for any other non-differentiable point a'. For each non-differentiable point a,
let r(a) be an arbitrary rational in (g, r The rationals are disjoint and countable. Thus,
the set of non-differentiable points in D is countable. E
A discrete error curve is a convex piecewise-linear function. As stated before, the derivative
do(c) does not exist in the ordinary sense at the vertex points but is well-defined by an interval.
The non-vertex points of an error curve are on linear segments of the error curve where the
derivative is constant. The general error curve is any arbitrary bounded convex function defined
on the range [0, 1] where /(0) = p and '(q) = 0 for 0 < p, q < 1. The set of points where the
derivative does not exist is at most countable by lemma 2.4.1. We will assume that discrete
channels have a finite set of LR.
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Relay channels are normally determined by the environment, and the problem of interest is to
find the optimal strategy at the given relay and fusion point. For understanding and insight,
however, we will frequently develop classes of relay channels which exhibit certain desired
properties. One of the techniques is to construct these error curves. For non-erasure discrete
channels with an alphabet of N outputs, we use the convention throughout the thesis of ordering
the vertex points from left to right such that V < Vi+1 means ai < ai+1 and Oi > /i+1. Also,
we take Vo = (0, 1) and VN+1 = (1, 0). The error curve is convex so it must obey the following
rules when constructing the curve from left to right. V = (aj, Oj) must lie above the line
through V_1 and V1'2, and it must lie below the line through V_ 1 and (1,0). Algebraically,
for V = (aj, 3 j), must lie below the line 0(a) = ( 1  ) (1 - a) and it must lie above the line
/3(a) = o- -_ a + -Qj -Ij2-j- - 1) This is shown in figure 2-5. An error curve can
be constructed successively after fixing the previous point. There are many ways to construct
a finite discrete error curve. The only requirement is that the successive points must form a
convex curve between (0, 1) and (1, 0), and thus, must satisfy the condition above.
V-2
Vj-1
Vj -1 Vjmust take values in this triangular region
Vj+1
1 1
Figure 2-5: Possible values of V to assure convexity of the discrete error curve. This will
often be useful in constructing examples of the error curve with given desired properties.
All binary input memoryless channels have an error curve. We have defined a discrete error
curve as a system when the likelihood ratios take on a finite set of discrete values, which means
that the error curve is piecewise linear and has a finite number of vertex points. Also, the
function &(71) is a monotonically decreasing staircase function. A discrete error curve does not
imply that the is necessarily discrete. Every point on a strictly convex error curve is a vertex
point. A strictly convex error curve cannot be described by a finite DMC. However, any discrete
error curve can be described by a continuous or a discrete memoryless channel. For example, a
continuous channel with the same error curve as the BEC(e) is the following. Let Y = X + N
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with X E (-1,1) and
for InI < -
fN(n){ 0 otherwise
In our study of the distributed detection and coding problem, we will frequently consider
relay error curves which are strictly convex or strictly discrete, since each brings out different
fundamental insights to the fusion problem. Most importantly, the LR tells us everything we
need to know about the channel and completely determines the error curve.
If a discrete error curve has N slopes (i.e., N likelihood ratios), it will have N - 1 vertex points
in addition to the endpoints (0, 1) and (1, 0). Recall that we take the convention of labeling
the (N - 1) vertex points from left to right such that ai < aj, Vi < j with (ao, 3o) = (0,1)
and (aN, ON) = (1, 0). Define the "canonical channel" representation for an (N - 1) point
error curve in terms of the LR's as depicted in figure 2-6. The outputs of the channel are
the LR's and ordered. The canonical channel is a binary input, N output DMC with the
following transition probabilities, for 0 < j : N, Pr(Y = j I X = 0) = Oj - 3 +l and
Pr(Y = j I X = 1) = aj+1 - aj. The channel outputs are (0,1,..., N - 1) and are labeled
in decreasing order of LR. The canonical channel is defined to be an "Erasure-Like Channel"
when a, = 0 or ON-, = 0 or when both occur. In Erasure-Like channels, the symbols "0" or
"N - 1" or both are detected with zero error.
1-#1 0
0 )31 -- 02
(a2, 02)
N-1
Figure 2-6: An (N - 1) point error curve and its canonical channel representation. The N
outputs are labeled in decreasing order of their likelihood ratios.
When a channel is symmetric, the error curve is symmetric about the 45 degree line, a = /.
That is, for every point (a, /) on Q(a), (0, a) is also on )(a). A binary input channel is
said to be symmetric if, when the input labels are reversed, the output labels can be changed
equivalently such that all channel transition probabilities are the same as they were originally.
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In the examples discussed, we can reverse both input and output labels of the BSC and BEC
without overall change while we cannot do so for the Z and BAC.
2.5 The Binary Asymmetric Channel and Simple Fusion
Define an equivalent channel as that part of the system from binary source X to relay output
Z. If a relay maps its input Y into a single binary digit, then for any given mapping, i.e., any
test, the equivalent channel is some given Binary Asymmetric Channel (BAC). If the relay is
constrained to transmitting an M-ary symbol to the fusion point, then the equivalent channel
is a binary input M-ary output DMC.
Consider a two relay system, each with a different BAC relay channel . Suppose that Re-
lay A has its one vertex point error curve at (a, 0) and Relay B at (a', '). Assume MAP
detection is implemented at the fusion point. The fusion point then receives one of four
possible inputs, {00, 01, 10, 11}. Thus, there are 4 likelihood ratios and the error curve at
the fusion point is shown in figure 2-7 For the input (00), Pz,Z/x(000) = (1 - 0)(1 - 0')
and Pz,z'1x(001) = aa', so the LR is given by A(00) = (Li) (1-). Similarily, A(01) =
(i) (~ 1 ), A(10) = (d) (1), and A(11) = (1) . Without loss of generality
assume that ( (-) ;> -- I Otherwise, just reverse the labels of Relay A and
Relay B. The fusion point receives a binary digit from each relay and must map its reception
pair to either "0" or "1." MAP detection says the following. If 71 > , ( ) the fusion
point maps everything to "1." The mapping of every reception to either a "0" or "1" is called a
"trivial decoder." If (i) (') < ( ( then it maps (00) -- 0 and everything
else to "1." This is called the "OR" decoder. If (jQ) ( 1 0 < 77 (L2) then the
optimal map is {(00), (01)} ->0 and {(10), (11)} -> 1. If (_ ) ( <77 ( (
then the fusion point maps (11) -> 1 and everything else to "0." This is called the "AND"
decoder. Finally, if q 5 - , the fusion center maps everything it receives to "0,"
which is the trivial decoder. Note that at the value q when the 7-tangent coincides with 2
vertex points, there are 2 decoder maps which give the same error probability. These mappings
are called "Don't Care" maps.
The solution to this detection problem is completely summarized in the error curve at the fusion
point which consists of 3 vertex points and 4 LR. Conditional on the source, the relay outputs are
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- 00->0 00 -+ 0
01 -* 0 01 -+0
10-*0 10-+0
11 -'0 11 -*0
00-40 00-0
01-*0 01-0
10 -0 10- 0
11 - 1 11 100-->0
01 -0
10- 1
- 11 + 00-+0
00 0 01 - I
011 00-+ 1 10100 1I10--*1 11-* 1 I 0*
11 1 01 -* 1 01- 1
10 - 1 10-+ 1
a a
(A) (B)
Figure 2-7: (A) The error curve at the fusion point for two different Binary Asymmetric
Channel (BAC) in parallel, namely (a,/3) and (a',/'). (B) Error curve at the fusion point for
2 relays using identical BAC Channel Equivalents (a,3). The optimal decoder at the fusion
point is listed next to the error points. At ML, r7 = 1, the error point is (2E, - El, eO) and the
optimal decoder is the "AND" rule.
independent, so at the fusion point, the likelihood of receiving the symbol Z = (ZA, ZB) = (i, j)
is A(ij) = AA(i)AB(j). Note that as q increases from zero to infinity, the a-tangent solution is
on the error curve and then rotates around a vertex point. Each vertex point corresponds to
an optimal decoding rule, the "OR," "AND," "trivial decoder," etc.
Although this two relay BAC is a centralized problem, it is the basis of the most elementary
fusion problem. When each relay is restricted to a particular binary decision rule, then each
relay channel is equivalent to a BAC. Thus, when 2 relays are each restricted to a particular
decision rule for transmitting one bit to the fusion point, the problem reduces to this parallel
BAC problem. The difficulty is determining the optimal binary decision rule among the set of
possible BACs which each relay can choose from. Chapter 3 will deal with the joint optimization
problem at the relays and fusion point.
If the two relays each use the same BAC (i.e., the same test), the error curve for the fusion point
is shown in figure 2-7B. Since there are four possible outputs from the two relays combined,
there are at most four distinct likelihood ratios. In fact, there are only three likelihood ratios
since the outputs (1,0) and (0,1) have the same likelihood ratio. Observe that the error curve
has three distinct straight line portions, one corresponding to A(00), another to A(11), and the
third to A(01) and A(10), which must be the same. The optimal decision mapping for each LR
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is listed next to its respective point on the curve.
2.6 The Binary Erasure Channel and Coordinated Randomized
Strategy
If the relay channel is binary, such as the BAC or Z or BSC, each relay merely forwards its
observed bit to the destination. Since the relay constraint of one bit is not relevant for these
channels, this system is centralized. We now look at the case when the relay channel is a binary
erasure channel (BEC); this makes the relay output constraint of one bit relevant. We introduce
the notion of coordinated randomized strategies and further clarify the concept of a randomized
threshold test, which is a particular randomized strategy. A coordinated randomized strategy
is defined as relays randomizing together in a coordinated way, e.g., whenever Relay A uses
strategy 1 then Relay B uses strategy 2 and whenever Relay A uses strategy 3 then Relay B
uses strategy 4, and so forth. The fusion point knows which strategy each relay is using at each
time.
The error curve for a single BEC is shown in figure 2-8(A). For the centralized system of L
relays, all transmitting their full ternary observation to the destination, an error can only occur
if all relays see an erasure and thus the error curve is shown in 2-8(B).
We will show in chapter 3 that randomized tests at the relays do not help at the fusion point
for MAP. Thus, all that needs to be considered is the convex hull of the fused non-random
threshold tests at the relays. Finally, a randomized threshold test on the error points at the
fusion point, which translates to a coordinated randomized threshold rule among the relays,
is used to obtain the final error curve at the fusion point. These types of relay strategies are
Coordinated Randomized Strategies.
For the BEC, there are only two possible threshold rules. Each of these rules correspond to
a Z-channel equivalent which is illustrated in figure 2-8 with its corresponding error curve.
Fusing these Z-channels, it can be seen that if both relays use the same Z-channel, an error
occurs when the fusion device receives an error from both equivalent channels. Thus, the error
points (0, E2) for one of the Z-channels and (e2 , 0) for the other Z-channel can be achieved. If
the relays use opposite Z-channels, an error can occur when the fusion center receives an error
from either equivalent channel (it is impossible for both equivalent channels to make an error
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0-4+0
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1 Map everything to "1"
"OR"
L
Map everything to "0"
1-E
0
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0
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E -+ 1
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(A) (B)
Figure 2-8: The error curve for the Z Channel and Binary Erasure Channel (BEC) for (A)
1 relay and (B) L relays. The Z Channels are the equivalent channels of the BEC when the
relays can only forward 1 bit to the destination. The optimal fusion decoders are listed next
to each vertex point on the error curve.
simultaneously). For this choice, the points (0, E) and (E, 0) can be achieved.
A distributed 1-bit relay system is allowed to coordinate the usage of these equivalent channels.
Thus, if a coordinated randomized threshold rule is used among the relays, then every point
between the line connecting (0, E2) and (E2, 0) can be achieved. That is, part of the time,
both relays will use the equivalent Z-channel with the "OR" decoding rule at the fusion point,
and the rest of the time they will simultaneously use the other Z-channel equivalent with the
"AND" decoding rule. The combined error curve is exactly the error curve of the centralized
BEC shown in figure 2-8. The generalization to arbitrary L relays is straightforward.
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EL "AND"
"OR"
In conclusion, every point on the fused error curve for the BEC can be achieved by relays sending
binary data rather than the full ternary data observation but using a coordinated randomized
strategy among the relays. The BEC relay case is a very special case because there is no loss
in performance for this particular distributed system. In Chapter 4, we will understand why
this happens. We will also explain the class of channels and the conditions when relays can
transmit less than full information and still attain the same performance as if they send their
full observation to the fusion point.
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Chapter 3
Fusion of Two Relays with Binary
Outputs
This chapter is devoted entirely to the case of two relays, each transmitting a single binary
digit to the fusion point. This will be referred to as the 2 x 2 system, where the numbers
represent the size of the output alphabet allowed each relay. To simplify notation, we will
restrict attention to the case where the two relay channels are identical. Almost all the results
are applicable to non-identical relay channels and just require a simple modification of notation.
We will point out the places where more significant change is required. We first describe the
fusion process and the mechanics of jointly optimizing the relay and fusion point strategies. For
completeness, we prove via a simple method with insight the known result that threshold tests
on the relay error curve are optimal for fusion. Randomized strategies and all the special cases
when randomization is optimal are discussed. This is followed by a study of the structure of
ternary output relay channels to establish structure rules for the general 2 x 2 system. Finally,
we discuss and provide the complete optimal solution for the general 2 x 2 system, and in
particular, we generalize and establish the MAP solution for the previously discussed AGN
channel.
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3.1 The Error Curve and the Fusion Process
In the first part of this section, we will show how to fuse the outputs of the relays for a fixed
decision rule at the relays. Recall that X is the source, Y the channel output for Relay A, Y' the
channel output for Relay B, Z the output of Relay A, and Z' the output of Relay B. Given the
input, we have conditional independence of the channel outputs P(YY'IX) = P(YIX)P(Y'X),
which means conditional independence at the fusion point, P(ZZ'jX) = P(ZIX)P(Z'lX).
When each relay is restricted to a particular binary test, the equivalent channel from source to
relay output is a BAC. For two relays each restricted to a binary output, the fusion point will
optimally decode the two parallel BAC's as seen in chapter 2. To accomplish this, we will derive
the error curve for the two equivalent channels. The class of equivalent channels is restricted
by the relay channel )(a). Assume that the actual relay channels at the input to the relays
are described by densities fylx(YI0) and fylx(Y(l). The likelihood ratio for a single relay is
defined as
_ YlX{yI 0}A(Y) =fylxfyI 1 (3.1)
fylxfyl 1}
Suppose the relays perform threshold tests to generate the symbols Z and Z', which are for-
warded to the fusion point. The output probabilities for Relay A for a given threshold test
(a, 0) with threshold 71 are
Pr{Z(a) = 01X=1} = Pr{A(Y)>7 IX=1} =P = a (3.2)
Pr{Z(a) = 1i X=1} = Pr{A(Y)<? IX=1} = 1 - = 1 - a (3.3)eli
Pr{Z(a) = 01 X=0} = Pr{A(Y) r? IX=0} = 1 - P f0 = 1-,3 (3.4)
Pr{Z(a) = 1iX=0} = Pr{A(Y)<?7jX=0} = - / (3.5)
elo -
and likewise for output Z' of Relay B. The error curve for relay input Y and output Z(a) is
shown in figure 3-1. The magnitude of the slopes from (0, 1) to (a, /) and from (a, /) to (1, 0)
of the error curve are the likelihood ratios of the relay outputs
I - Pq P 7
_______ 
___ 
eo elo 
_ -/ ___ 3A(a)(0) = i = a - Ai-p 1  1-a (3.6)
The error curve for the other relay using a test (a', 0') and threshold q is constructed the same
way. The BAC equivalent channel is illustrated by the dotted line in figure 3-1. Since the
relays are conditionally independent given the input, we have the following probabilities at the
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-"7-
(a,)3)
Figure 3-1: The error curve for the equivalent channel, represented by the dotted line, of a
single relay output where (a,,3) is the relay test. When the test is chosen as a single point
(a,,3) on the error curve, as shown in the figure, the relay strategy is a threshold test with
threshold 77 where (a,3) =(a(g),#(g))
fusion point,
Pr{OO IX=0}
Pr{OOIX=1}
Pr{01 I X=0}
Pr{01 I X=1}
= 1 - P 7) 1 - P? = (1 - a)(1 - a')
= (P )(P ) =3
= (1i- P)P = (1 -a)(a')
= (P 1)(1 - P )=(#( -7)
and so forth for fusion reception of 10 and 11. The likelihood ratio for
{(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)} at the fusion point is
- Pr{i, j I X=0}A(ij) = Az(i)Az'() - Pri X=1
Prji, j I X=1}
the re
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
ception of (i, j) E
(3.11)
Each Likelihood Ratio A(i, j) is the magnitude of one of the slopes of the fused error curve at
the fusion point. Figure 3-2 shows one specific fused error curve for particular tests (a,,3) for
Relay A and (a', ') for Relay B. As can be seen in the figure, the error curve is formed by
ordering the slopes in decreasing magnitude.
Note that a specifies V, = (a, 0) a test on the error curve. Thus, for notational convenience,
a, Va, (a, 3), and (a, /(a)) all represent the error point on the error curve. We will attempt
to use the notation with the least clutter and greatest clarity.
Define F,, (>) to be the error curve at the fusion point for 2 relays for a given choice of threshold
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tests a and a' at Relays A and B, respectively. Hence, F,, (#) is a double indexed function of a
and a'. This indexed function is general and extends to any finite number of relays. For example,
FQaQ" (0) represents the indexed function for 3 relays where a, a', a" are, respectively, the
threshold tests of Relay A, Relay B, and Relay C. We denote VL , (aa', + 1' - /3') as
a'a
the left vertex point and VR, = (a + a' - aa', 3') the corresponding right vertex point of the
a,a
fused curve F,, (#) as seen in figure 3-2. We will show later that choosing (a', 1') as points
on the relay error curve are optimal relay strategies. The final fused curve F(#) at the fusion
point is then the convex envelope of F,' () over all a and a' as illustrated in figure 3-2. In
other words, F(#) = inf,, F,, ().
There are three possibilities for the likelihood ratios of A(O, 1) and A(1, 0). When A(0, 1) >
A(1, 0), the curve will be the one shown in figure 3-2. The figure shows that the middle vertex
point (a, 1) then lies on the relay input error curve O(a). When A(0, 1) < A(1, 0), the roles of
Relay A and Relay B are reversed. The center point is now (a', 1') and again always lies on the
relay input error curve 3(a). We will show later which of these points, (a, 3) or (a', 0'), will lie
on F,, (4). When Relay A and Relay B use identical threshold tests, i.e, when (a, 13) = (a', 1'),
then A(0, 1) = A(1, 0) and it can be seen from the figure that the center point is colinear with
VL , and VR ,, and thus, not a vertex point.
Recall from chapter 2 that a randomized threshold test is represented by a single point on the
error curve. All other tests must lie at or above the relay error curve. We show in the following
theorem that it is sufficient to consider only relay strategies that are points on the relay error
curve. We will sometimes call this choice of error points the relay encoding point. In later
chapters, we will generalize the theorem and show that choosing points on the relay error curve
is sufficient for optimality for multiple relays and non-binary relay outputs.
Theorem 3.1.1 The use of points on the error curve at the relays is sufficient for optimality
for the 2 x 2 system.
Proof: Fix Relay B at an arbitrary test (a', 1'). Suppose Relay A has an arbitrary non-
threshold test (a, 1 + e) for some e > 0 where 1 = 1(a), i.e, when (a, 1) is an error point. We
will show that the fused curve of Relay B with the randomized threshold test (a, 1) of Relay
A lies on or below the fused curve with non-threshold test (a, 1 + E) of Relay A. These fused
curves are illustrated in figure 3-3. The 3 vertex points of F (#) from left to right
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P(OO 10)
P(01 0)
(1 -13)(1')
P(10 0)
(#)(1 - ')
P(11 0)
(3)(10)
Y
FaAa' a'
A(Aa'a) ()1)
a,
A(aa )(11)
a6 cl aa -aa
P(OO 1,1) P(01 1 1) P(10 1 1)
(a)(a ) (a)(1-a ) (1 - a)(a
Figure 3-2: Fused error curve F0 , (#) for 1 relay with strategy at error point (a,/3) and the
other relay at (a', 3'). The equivalent channels are the two relays are BAC(a) and BAC(a').
Note that the abscissa of the center point is at aa' + a(1 - a') = a and the ordinate is at #.
are
vL= (ao', + ' - 3' + E(1 - 3'))
(a, + e) or (a', 0')
VR
(3.12a)
(3.12b)
(3.12c)= (a + a' - aa', 0#' + ec').
The 3 vertex points of F ( (#) from left to right are
= (aa, + ' -
or (a',,3')
= (a + a' - aa','#).
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VL
(a,/3)
VR(ao,13,(' ')
(3.13a)
(3.13b)
(3.13c)
P(11 1 1),
(1 - ai)(1 - a')
Comparing the equations of 3.12 with 3.13, we find that every vertex point of F
is on or below the corresponding vertex point of F + (). Thus, the ordinate of the
fused curve of Relay B with a non-threshold test for Relay A is everywhere below or equal to
the ordinate of the fused curve of Relay B with a threshold test for Relay A as depicted in
figure 3-3. Apply the same argument to Relay B for a fixed test at Relay A. This implies that
threshold tests at the relays are sufficient for optimality in fusion. 0
Thus, choosing any test not on the relay error curve cannot perform any better than a test
on the relay error curve. Since we are only interested in optimal solutions, from here on, only
randomized threshold tests (a, /) = (a, (a)) will be considered unless otherwise noted.
Corollary 3.1.1 If the relay error curve /1(a) is less than
then the fusion of an arbitrary relay error curve /3(a) with
fusion of /3(a) with /2(a).
Proof: This is a direct consequence of theorem 3.1.1. For
corresponding point (a, /1 (a)) and /1 (a) < /2(a).
or equal to an error curve /2(a),
/1 (a) is less than or equal to the
every point (a, f 2 (a)), there is a
0
(a, 0) --
Figure 3-3: Comparison of the fused error curves of a threshold test with that of a non-
threshold test. The top curve with dark vertex points is the fused error curve of non-threshold
test (a, 3 + E) with threshold test (a', '). The bottom curve represents the fused curve of
both relays using threshold tests (a,,3) and (a',#').
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3.1.1 The Final Fused Curve F(O)
Recall from the previous section and figure 3-2 that the fused curve Fag (4) for a 2 x 2 system
with given threshold tests, a and a', has at most four slopes corresponding to each of the
likelihood ratios . There are at most five vertex points which include the trivial points (0,1)
and (1, 0). The non-trivial points consist of the left vertex point VL ,, the right vertex point
VR ,, and perhaps a center point (a, 1) or (a',p'). From now on, when we talk of vertex
points, we only refer to the non-trivial points unless otherwise specified. Rather surprisingly,
the following theorem shows that the two vertex points, VL , (aa',# + 0' -0,') and VR, =
a'a a'a
(a + a' - aa', 00') over all (a, 13) and (a', 3') completely determine the final fused curve F(#).
The final fused curve at the fusion point is an error curve where q = P(el1) and F(O) = P(eO).
Theorem 3.1.2 The optimal fused error curve F(#) is the convex envelope of the points (0, 1),
(1, 0), VL (aa', +'--31'), and VR , = (a+ a' - aa', 00') over all a, a', with 1=/3(a)a'a a'a
and 3' = O(a').
Proof: Given a and a', F,a (#) has at most three non-trivial vertex points, namely, the left
vertex point VL - (aa', P + 1' - #1'), center point (a, 1) or (a', 1'), and the right vertexa'a
point VR, = (a + a' - aa',0'). We will show that the center point, i.e. V,/ = (a',#') or
Va = (a, 1), of any fused curve Fg (0) is not a vertex point on the final fused curve F(O). To
see this, suppose both relays use the same threshold test (a', 1'); then the center point will be
Vg = (a', 1'). This center point cannot be a vertex point of Faq' (#), since (a', 1') lies exactly
halfway in between V , and V , and the points V , V IV, are all colinear. Now F(O)
a' O a ,a a' a' a ' a pis the convex envelope over all {V ,,Va,Vl,.V ,}, for all a, a', so neither Va = (a,13) nor
Va = (a', 1') can be a vertex point on the final fused error curve F(O).
We call "trivial error curves" error curves that have at most one non-trivial vertex point. In
the following section we will see that for all error curves with two non-trivial vertex points,
V and V2, neither vertex point can be on the final fused curve F(O). It follows that for any
non-trivial relay curve, no relay error point (a, 3) other than (0, 1) or (1, 0) ever lies on the final
fused curve. This means that for all relay channels other than trivial ones and for all a priori
probabilities other than the ones corresponding to the trivial vertex points (0,1) and (1,0) on
F(O), the error probability of two relays is strictly smaller than one relay.
We now look at optimal decoding strategies at the fusion point. Note that the final fused curve
F(O) is an error curve. Define #(7) as a mapping from q to #. The points of F(O) are the
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vertex points (0, 1), (1, 0), VL , V , for different a, a' and linear segments with 2 vertex pointsQ'a a,,Q
as endpoints. Recall from chapter 2 that the fused curve for 2 BACs, the left vertex point VL
corresponds to the "OR" decoding rule for all q-tangents that rotate around that vertex point.
For $() = (0,1), the decoder decodes everything to "1" (trivial decoder); if q(t) = V , the
optimal fusion decoder is the "OR" rule; if 0(7) = V1 R, the "AND" rule is optimal; and finally,
if #(77) = (1,0), everything is decoded to "0" (trivial decoder).
Just as for the single relay, an arbitrary cost function is not fundamentally different from the
MAP problem. We have seen that for a system with relays, the final fused error curve at the
fusion point can always be achieved by using randomized threshold tests at the relays. Again,
given a cost function and a priori probabilities for the overall system, the solution is the solution
to the MAP problem with modified a priori probabilities at the fusion point, and thus, threshold
tests on the LR at the relays minimizes the overall cost. This implies that threshold tests at
the relays are optimal. We will further see that even if we are only interested in ML or MAP
detection for a fixed a priori distribution, the entire error curve corresponding to each relay is
relevant to the solution at the fusion point.
Lemma 3.1.1 Fusing two symmetric relay error curves will result in a symmetric fused error
curve, i.e., for each b, (F(), #) lies on the fused error curve (#, F (#)).
Proof: Let the functions g, h be the following, g(u, v) = uv and h(u, v) = u + v - uv. Then
the left vertex point of F, /(0) is VL, = (g(a, a'), h(3,')) and the right vertex point
v,= (h(a, a'), g(,')). Every point (a, 3) on the symmetric relay error curve has a
corresponding point (/, a). The vertex points of Fg,, (q) are VL, =h(a, a')) and
V -0 (h(,3, /'), g(a, a')). The left and right vertex points of F, ,() are the reflection over
the line a = 3 of the right and left vertex points of F33 (#), respectively. Each point on the final
fused curve has either the form (g(a, a'), h(3, /3')) or (h(a, a'), g(, /')) and as shown above,
the points have symmetric counterpoints (g(3, /'), h(a, a')) and (h(#, #'), g(a, a')). Since this
occurs for every point on the symmetric relay error curve, the final fused curve F(O) must be
symmetric.
3.1.2 The Conditional Locus Curve F(O)
Given Relay A with a fixed threshold test at (a, 3), define the conditional locus curve F,(q) -
inf.i F,, ,,(q) for fixed (a, /) as (a',/') varies over the relay error curve /3(a) (see figure 3-4).
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ii-
The locus curve of the left vertex point as
a' varies (aa', 6+ 0' - of')
Error curve #(a) for Relay I
The locus curve of t
as a' varies (a + a' -
Fa(#
1
Figure 3-4: Conditional locus curve for fixed a as a' varies, F, (q) = inf., F ,(4). As a'
varies from 0 to 1, the left vertex curve is the original curve (a) scaled about the point (0, 1)
by (a, 1- 3) and translated by (0, 3). The right vertex curve is the original curve scaled about
the point (0,1) by (1 - a, fl) and translated by (a, 0).
The conditional locus curve consists of two convex segments. The top left part of the conditional
locus curve is the conditional left locus curve or left vertex curve and the bottom right part the
conditional right locus curve or right vertex curve. Likewise, if Relay B had a fixed rule at a',
the conditional locus curve is Fg (P) = infa Fa (q). Finally, the final fused error curve at the
fusion point is the convex envelope of Fa (q) over all a or the convex envelope of Fg (#) over
all a' which is F(#) = info Fa(0) = infi Fl (#).
At the fusion point, the optimal decoding rule for the left vertex curve is the "OR" decoding
rule. As (a', 0') varies from (0, 1) to (1, 0), # varies from (0, 1) to (a, /). The left vertex curve
in figure 3-4 can be represented by
(#, F()) = (aa',3 + (1 - )0') for 0 < a' < 1. (3.14)
By letting # = aa', this conditional left locus curve representation for a given a in infg F1 (#5)
can also be represented algebraically as
Fa(#)) = for 0<0#<a. (3.15)
Likewise, the 'AND" rule is the optimal decoder at the fusion point for the conditional right
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he right vertex point
- aa', 00')
A
locus curve in figure 3-4. As (a', 1') varies from (0, 1) to (1, 0), 0 varies from (a, 3) to (1, 0)
and we have
(q, Fa(#)) = (a + (1 - a)a', 13 for 0 < a' <1. (3.16)
By letting 1 = a + (1 - a)a', an alternative algebraic representation is
(0, Fa(0)) = #(0, M ( a)) for a<05<1. (3.17)
Note that it is not necessarily true that the conditional locus curve F"(#) lies completely
beneath the relay error curve 1(a).
The conditional locus curve representation and viewpoint is useful in many ways. One is to
find the minimizing a' for a given a and 7. Graphically, as shown in 3-5, it is clear that this
minimizing a' is the a' which corresponds to the q-tangent solution to FQ(#). If the point of
tangency is the left vertex curve, then a' corresponds to the j-tangent solution to 1(a) which
is (&(71), 1(q)) scaled by (a, 1 - 1). In other words, the a' solution to -F!L () = of the
conditional left locus curve is the a' which satisfies
d13(a') _a
- a =- (3.18)da 1-0
Likewise, if the q-tangent solution to F (#) is the right vertex curve, then the minimizing a
corresponds to the 17-tangent solution to 3(a) which is (6(9), (9)) scaled by (1 - a,1). The
a' solution to -Fc(O) = r, of the conditional right locus curve satisfies
do (a') _ 1 - a
d- = 13 (3.19)da 0
We will use this extensively in the section on finding the optimal solution in this chapter.
3.1.3 Is a or a' a Vertex Point of Fa,'(, )?
For a relay test at error point (a,13), the magnitude of the "left slope" from (0, 1) to point
(a,,1) is A(a) (0) = L . This represents the LR of the relay sending a "0" for a threshold test
at (a, 1). The magnitude of the right slope from (a, 3) to (1, 0), AW)(1) = _ is the LR of the
relay sending a "1" for a threshold test at (a, 13). Denote V -- V as the linear segment from
point V to point V. Define A(V -+ V) to be the magnitude of the slope of the line connecting
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0(a)
7q - tangent line
S(aa',/ -) - +
1
Figure 3-5: For a given q and for a fixed a, the a' which minimizes error probability is the
77-tangent solution to the conditional locus curve Fa (4). The point of tangency may be on the
left left vertex curve or on the right vertex curve.
point Vi and V. Then, A(Vi -* V) = and V -+ V -+ Vk is the connected piecewise
linear segment from point Vi to point V to point Vk.
Suppose that Relay A and Relay B use threshold tests Vc, = (a, #) and V, = (a', '), respec-
tively. At the fusion point, the optimal fused curve F,, (#) can take on only 3 possibilities, first,
(0, 1) -+ V , --+ (a,7 ) + VR, -+ (1, 0), second, (0, 1) -+ VL , -+ (a',3') -+ , - (1,0),
a'a a'a a'a a,a
and third, (0, 1) - VL , VR , -+ (1, 0). The error curve is convex so either Va = (a, /3),a'a Qaa
= (a', 3'), or both will be on Fa, (#). More precisely, if A(VL , -+ Va) > A(V , - Va'),Va,,ca'a a'a--
then V, is a vertex point and Fa, (#) is the piecewise linear curve (0, 1) _+ VL, -. V _ -+
VR, -+ (1,0). If A(VL , V,1 ) < A(VL , V->V), then Vg, is an vertex point and Faa' (0) =aa a,a a'a
(0, 1) -+ VL, V , , -+ (1, 0). Observe that A(VL , -+ V/ ) = A(V0 -+ VR,) and
A(VL ,-> V) = A(Vai) _ V ,. This creates a parallelogram with vertices VL, Va, V V,
as depicted in figure 3-6. When A(VL , Va) = A(VL , -> V), then both V0 and Val areak'a a,0
colinear with VL , and VR, and are not vertex points. In this case, F.0,(#) is the piecewisea'a aaa
linear curve (0, 1) - VL, - VR, -+ (1, 0).
We will describe the conditions under which each of the 3 cases described above occurs. Note
that A(VL , -> Va) = A(a)(0)A(a')(1) = (1,) is the LR of receiving a (0, 1) given that
Relay A uses a and Relay B uses a'. This gives the following inequality which determines which
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V orV orV,,Qa + a' aa ')
1
Figure 3-6: Fused curve for Relay A using threshold rule V, and Relay B using threshold
rule V/g. The dotted line represents the relay error curve (f).
point is the vertex point,
A(VL -Va)= ,f0 ( (i (I,') = A(VL + V ) (3.20)
a 1-a' 1  -a a ,a a
For a fixed Va, we solve the above inequality to determine the admissible regions for Va such
that Va is on the fused curve F,a, (#). In the opposite inequality, Vgi lies on the fused curve.
At equality, both V, and Val are on the fused curve. Rearranging equation 3.20 and solving for
#'as a function of Va = (a, 3) and a' we have
, (I '
z ( )(3.21)
Va (1- a') + a' (13) (N )
For a' > a, at equality for equation 3.20, /(a') is a non-linear convex curve from the point V,
to (1,0). When Va, lies on this curve, both V and Vag lie on Fa, (q) but neither are vertex
points. For a given V0 , figure 3-7 shows the regions of Va, in the 3 different cases. Note that
when V, lies on the left dotted line (it is colinear with (0, 1) and Va), then Val is a vertex
point of Fg, (#); if Va, lies on the right dotted line (colinear with Va and (1, 0)), then Va is
the vertex point of F '(0). It follows that the boundary curve in which both Va and Va' are
vertex points must lie inside the triangle of permissible values of V"i. When Vag is below this
boundary curve, Val is a vertex point of F,a, (#) and when Vag is above this curve, Va is a
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vertex point of F,, (#) .
In general, if the relay error curve is symmetric and if Relay A and Relay B use symmetric
points, (a, 3) = (a, b) and (a', 0') (b, a), then both a and a' are on the fused curve Fa (q)
but neither is a vertex point.
1
V vertex point
Va and V, on fused curve but not vertex points
Vg vertex point
1
Figure 3-7: The above curve shows for each possible value of V,, relative to a given Va,
whether V or V', or both are on FaaI (<P).
For the Gaussian relay channel, the encoding point furthest away from the middle point of the
Gaussian error curve a = 0 = Q (m) is the vertex point of the fused curve F, (#). This result
will be proven in the last section of this chapter.
3.2 Randomized Strategies and Discrete Memoryless Relay Chan-
nels
Every discrete memoryless channel has a piecewise linear error curve which we refer to as a
discrete error curve. The canonical channel for a piecewise linear error curve is a binary input
DMC with outputs labeled in decreasing LR. The discrete relay error curve merits some special
attention, since it gives insight into the nature of the fusion process. Moreover, every continuous
relay error curve can be approximated as closely as desired by a discrete relay error curve. On
the flip side, a piecewise linear error curve can also be approximated by a strictly convex error
curve which, for most situations of concern, still captures the characteristics of the discrete case.
Examples and counter-examples from both piecewise linear and strictly convex error curves are
mutually beneficial to our understanding of this fusion problem.
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Randomized strategies can never improve MAP error probability because averaging over a
set of error probabilities can never be smaller than the smallest error probability in the set.
Any randomized strategy at the relays can be taken from the viewpoint of a special case
of randomized strategies at the fusion point. This concept will be clarified in the following
discussion. Randomized strategies are sometimes needed in the Neyman-Pearson problem (by
achieving points on the linear segments of the error curve) problem), but are never needed in
the MAP or Minimum Cost problems.
As discussed earlier, non-vertex points (the linear regions of the error curve) on the error curve
can be viewed as randomized threshold tests between two vertex points. A randomized rule is
also equivalent to time sharing among different strategies. In a system with relays, the overall
performance can be viewed at the fusion point. When the relays use randomized strategies, the
MAP performance depends on whether the strategies are coordinated and whether the fusion
point knows the randomized choice. These distinctions are clarified in detail below. We will
show the surprising result in this section that it is never necessary to randomize at the relays
unless there is a need for a coordinated randomized strategy to achieve all the points on the
final fused error curve. In other words, the vertex points of the relay error curve (a) are
sufficient to achieve every vertex point on the final fused curve F(#). It follows that a discrete
relay error curve will yield a discrete final fused curve. We further show, except for one very
special case, that independent randomization by both relays is strictly suboptimal.
A randomized strategy at the relay means that a relay randomizes between 2 or more vertex
points. In all cases, the fusion point and the relays are assumed to know the set of randomizing
points and the randomizing distribution. There are 3 types of randomized strategies which can
by typified by the following cases.
(1) Coordinated Randomized Strategy - a randomized strategy on the final fused curve F(O)
which corresponds to the relays randomizing between 2 fixed rules on the relay error
curve 3(a) in a coordinated fashion. For any two points #1 and #2 on F(O) and any p,
o < p < 1, this strategy achieves the value F(po1 + (1 - P)#2) = pF(#1) + (1 - p)F(#2).
The implementation is as follows. Assume #1 is achieved by the tests a, and a' on the
two relays and 02 by tests a 2 and a'. Then with probability p, Relay A uses a1 and Relay
B uses a',, and the fusion point uses the optimal test to achieve F(01 ). With probability
1 - p, Relay A uses a2 and Relay B uses a', and the fusion point uses the optimal test to
achieve F(02 ). In the end, the fusion point has used F(01 ) with probability P and F(02 )
with probability 1 - p. This randomized test is coordinated because the fusion point and
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both relays observe the outcome of the random variable p and exactly what relay tests
are being used for each outcome.
(2) Independent relay randomization where the fusion point has knowledge of which sample
rule has been selected by each relay. The choice made by the first relay is independent
of the choice of the second relay, and the fusion point has knowledge of which choice the
relays make at each time. That is, the fusion point always knows the relay encoding points
used by each relay, and therefore, can always implement the optimal decoder ("AND,"
"OR," or Trivial Decoder).
(3) Independent relay randomization where the fusion point has no knowledge of which sample
rule is selected by each relay. The choice made by the first relay is independent of the
choice of the second relay. However, the fusion point has no knowledge of which choice
the relays make at each time. That is, the fusion point knows the distribution and set
of choices, but not the sample value being chosen. Without knowledge of the sample
rule, the fusion point does not know whether the optimal decoding rule is the left vertex
("OR") or right vertex ("AND") point or the trivial decoder, so the fusion point must
implement some convex combination of all the possible opitmal decoders associated with
the set of relay choices. From the fusion point perspective, this situation is equivalent to
just knowing the relay encoding points at the average value of their randomized vertex
points.
The third type of randomization has worse performance than the second type since the fusion
point can always ignore the extra information about the relay choices. These 3 different types
of randomized strategies listed above are illustrated with the following BEC example with ML
decoding. Theorem 3.2.2 specifies the conditions for all the special cases when each of the 3
types of randomization is optimal.
Example: The BEC with ML decoding. Recall from chapter 2 that the final fused curve
F(0) = (0, 1) -+ (0, e2) _, ( 2 , 0) -+ (1, 0) as in figure 2-8. We examine the case when the relays
randomize equally between (0, c) and (e, 0).
(1) Coordinated randomized strategy - To achieve any point on the extended error curve of
F(#), e.g., the linear segment between (0, e2) and (e2, 0), Relay A and B will use the same rule
simultaneously. They will both use (0, E) which leads to the fusion error curve (0, 1) -+ (0, c2) _
(1, 0) or they both use (E, 0) which leads to the fusion error curve (0, 1) -+ (E2, 0) -> (1, 0).
Note that each point on the line between (0, e2) and (e2, 0) can be achieved by a coordinated
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randomized strategy between (0, c) and (c, 0) with the appropriate distribution. The resulting
error probability for each such strategy is Pe = .
(2) Independent Relay Randomization - The fusion point knows which choice is made by each
relay. Relays A and B independently randomize with equal probability between (0, E) and (e, 0).
The relays will be using the same threshold tests {((0, c), (0, c))} and {((E, 0), (E, 0))} with proba-
bility 1/2 and different threshold tests {((0, c), (e, 0))} and {((e, 0), (0, e))} with probability 1/2.
The overall error probability Pe = (2Pe (same rule) + 2Pe (different rule)) = 1 + =
E(1+E)
4.
(3) Independent Relay Randomization - The fusion point does not know which choice is selected
by each relay. Relay A and B again independently randomize equally between (0, c) and (E, 0).
This is equivalent to both relays simply using the error point at (f, j), which is a BSC with
crossover probability -. The error probability is Pe = .
As expected, the error probability of (1) is optimal and lower than the error probability in (2)
which in turn is lower than the error probability of (3).
We now show that only the vertex points of the relay error curve 3(a) are necessary for MAP
optimality at the fusion point. This means that vertex points on the relay error curve are
sufficient to generate the entire final fused error curve F(O), and thus, independent randomized
strategies at the relays are never needed.
From theorem 3.1.2, the final fused curve F(O) is the convex envelope of all the fused left and
right vertex points generated by every possible error point on the relay error curve. Recall
that relay vertex points are the non-randomized threshold tests at the relays. We will show in
the following theorem that all fused points lie in the convex hull of all the fused relay vertex
points. This implies that all the vertex points of F(O) are determined by the vertex points
on the relay error curve. The rest of the error points on the final fused error curve F(O) are
achieved through a coordinated randomized strategy of the adjacent vertex points of F(O).
Theorem 3.2.1 Each vertex point of the final fused curve F(O) is either VL , or VR, for
some vertex points a and a' of the relay error curve /(a).
Proof: Consider each relay with a strategy on its error curve (theorem 3.1.1), either a vertex
point or a randomized point. For the the randomized case, if the theorem is true when the
fusion point has knowledge of the relay choice, it must also hold true when the fusion point has
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no knowledge of the choice. Thus, we will prove the theorem for the former.
Suppose Relay A uses Vi with probability p and V with probability 1 - p and independently,
Relay B uses V with probability p' and V with probability 1- p'. Assume that all of the vertex
points are distinct (V = Vj and Vk $ V). At a given y, let P(V, Vs) be the error probability
at the fusion point for a MAP test given that Relay A uses error point V and Relay B error
point V. Note that P((V., V) is the q-tangent solution to Fr,,, (#) and will be either a left
vertex point V. or a right vertex point V.4 or both (theorem 3.1.2). At the fusion point, the
total error probability for a MAP test at q is
Pn = pp'P (Vi, Vk)+p(1-p')P,(, V )+(1- p)p'PI (V, )+(1-p)(1-p')Pe (V, V) (3.22)
which is a convex combination of the 4 fused vertex points {Vik, Vil, Vik, Vi1}. The overall error
probability cannot be smaller than the minimum of the error probabilities of the 4 fused relay
vertex points and thus,
P > min{P2(V, Vk), P2((V,,V7), Pf (Vj, Vk), P2(VJ, V1)} (3.23)
We have just shown that each MAP test at the fusion point can be achieved by each relay
using a vertex point (non-randomized threshold test). This implies that randomization is never
necessary for MAP optimization.
We show in Appendix A that when p and p' are not 0 or 1 (randomizing in the strict sense),
the inequality in 3.23 is strict. This is done by showing that the fused points {Vk, Vi, Vk, Vji},
with some choice of left or right vertex point, cannot all be colinear on the final fused curve,
thus, demonstrating that the error probabilities cannot all be equal.
Corollary 3.2.1 If the input to each relay is the output of a binary input finite output DMC,
then the optimal fused error curve F(O) is piecewise linear.
Proof: From theorem 3.2.1, the vertex points of the relay error curve O(a) determine the final
fused error curve F(O). Since there are a finite number of vertex points on the relay error curve,
then the number of vertex points on the final fused error curve F(O) is also finite. This implies
that F(O) is piecewise linear. E
Therefore, fusing piecewise linear relay error curves results in a piecewise linear final fused
curve. However, a strictly convex relay error curve will not necessarily have a strictly convex
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final fused curve. The additive Gaussian noise channel discussed at the end of this chapter is
an example.
Recall that theorem 3.1.1 stated that the optimal rule at each relay is an error point for MAP
decoding at the fusion point. We now give some added insight and additional perspective why
this must be true.
We will show that it is strictly suboptimal if Relay A uses some arbitrary test V, = (ap, Op) not
on the relay error curve and Relay B uses a point V on the error curve. Recall that V cannot
lie below the relay error curve, only at or above the error curve and must satisfy a, + O, < 1.
Then V can be written as a convex combination of three distinct vertex points, say Vi, V, Vk
chosen from the error curve. Thus, for some 0 < A, A < 1,
V, = p[XVi + (1 - A)Vl + (1 - A)V (3.24)
Note that A and p cannot both be 0 or 1; otherwise, V will be a vertex point which violates
the assumption. Now fuse V with V and the left vertex point becomes
V,1 = A[AVi'l + (1 - A)Vi] + (1 - k)Vl (3.25)
which is a convex combination of 3 distinct vertex points on the fused curve F(#). These vertex
points are not colinear since A(4 -+ V4) A( -> V). Therefore, V cannot possibly be
optimal since the convex combination of three vertex points lies in the convex hull of the three
points and thus, cannot lie on its convex envelope . Thus, it cannot be a vertex point of F(#).
The same argument shows that the right vertex point VR cannot be optimal.
In general, independent relay randomization is strictly suboptimal. However, it is of some
interest to find if independent randomized rules at the relays are ever optimal. It turns out
that there are just two special cases. There is one special case of optimality when both relays
randomize and one special case of optimality when only one relay uses a randomized rule. All
other cases of independent randomization are strictly suboptimal. For completeness, we discuss
all the special cases when randomized strategies are optimal in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.2 All the special cases when randomized strategies at the relays are optimal.
(1) Coordinated Randomized Strategy. If the fused points of the coordinated random-
ized relay strategies correspond to adjacent vertex points of F(O), then the coordinated
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randomized strategy of those vertex points on the relay error curve is optimal.
(2) Independent relay randomization when the fusion point has knowledge of the
relay choices. Performance is strictly suboptimal, except in the following cases: (A) If
both relays independently randomize between the same 2 vertex points on the relay error
curve, and the resulting fused vertex points (with some choice of left or right vertex) all lie
on a linear portion of F(O). (B) When one relay rule has a fixed rule at a vertex point,
the other relay independently randomizes between 2 vertex points, and the fused vertex
points (with some choice of left or right vertex point) are adjacent vertex points on F(O).
(3) Independent relay randomization and the fusion point has no knowledge of the
relay choices. Performance is strictly suboptimal, except in the following case: When
one relay is fixed at a vertex point, the other relay independently randomizes between 2
vertex points, and the fused vertex points are adjacent vertex points on F() and are of
the same type (either both left vertex points or both right vertex points).
Proof: (1) Randomizing between any two adjacent vertex points on F(#) is optimal because
the average value is on F(#). If Vi and Vk are adjacent vertex points of F(#), then any point
on the error curve, pVi + (1 - p)Vkl for 0 < IL < 1 is achieved by the following coordinated
randomized strategy. With probability p, Relay A uses Vi while Relay B uses Vj, and with
probability (1 - p), Relay A uses Vk while Relay B uses V1. The fusion point chooses the
optimal decoding rule corresponding to each vertex point of F(#). 0
Proof: (2A) The adjacent vertex points on F(#) can be either a left vertex or right vertex
point. When the fusion point knows the relay selection, it can choose the fused left or right
vertex point for optimal decoding. Like the proof in theorem 3.2.1, the total error probability
is a convex combination of the error probabilities of 3 vertex points (if both relays randomize
between the same 2 vertex points) and 4 vertex points (if the combined set of vertex points
being randomized is 3 or 4). We will show in Appendix A that if each relay randomization is
between the same two vertex points, there is a possibility of optimality. Appendix A also shows
that when both relays independently randomize on a combined set of greater than two vertex
points, performance is strictly suboptimal.
(2B) Suppose Relay A has fixed threshold test at Vi and the other Relay B independently
randomizes between vertex points V and Vk. If Vj and Vik are adjacent vertex points on F(O),
with some choice of left vertex or right vertex, then the independent relay strategy of Relay B
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becomes the same as the coordinated random strategy, and thus is optimal.
Proof: (3) To prove that independently randomization by both relays is strictly suboptimal,
we will show that the fusion of any two arbitrary non-vertex points q and q' on the relay error
curve will lie inside the convex hull of the fused points generated from the relay vertex points
neighboring q and q'. Note that these fused relay vertex points may or may not be on the final
fused curve F(O). Any two arbitrary points q and q' chosen on the linear segment of an error
curve can be written as a convex combination of two vertex points. Without loss of generality,
let q = Pu1/M + (1 - bt)V and q' = p'V + (1 - p')V1 . Assume V, V, Vk, V are distinct vertex
points. We will show that V , and VR, lies inside the convex envelope of {V , kf, Vi4, Vil}
and {Vf, VR, VRj, V}, respectively. The left vertex point is a convex combination of 4 left
vertex points and can be expressed in 2 ways as
(i) V , = ['{Vi + (1 - )Vik + 1-p'{k1 1- ) ] (.
(ii) VLi = 'V + (1- p')VLf ] + (1 - p)[,p'V4 + (1 - p')Vj]. (3.27)
The fused vertex point VL, is simply a strict convex combination of the points {VS, VL VL VL}q,q k' il ' k1
which cannot be colinear (Appendix A). The two cases in 3.26 and 3.27 can be seen geometri-
cally in figure 3-8 for the left vertex point. The same argument applies for right vertex points.
Simply relabel "left" to "right" in equations 3.26 and 3.27.
If Vi, Vj, Vk, V are not distinct, the above argument is slightly modified. Suppose there are
only two distinct vertex points {V, V}. Then q = piM + (1 - IL)V and q' = tu'V + (1 - tt')V.
Then the left vertex point VL, and right vertex point VR, will lie, respectively, in the convexqq qq
hull of the fused points {i , V , V' } and {V', V-q, Vj2 }. If there are three distinct vertex
points {V, Vj, Vk} be vertex points, then q = piVH + (1 - pI)V and q' = tL'V + (1 - 1 ')Vk The
left and right vertex point will lie, respectively, in the convex hull of {V , 4, Vj, V } and
{Vf, VR, VR, VJ}. Appendix A shows it is impossible for all the vertex points in these sets to
be colinear. Thus, both relays independently randomizing is strictly suboptimal.
We now prove the special case of optimality. As discussed before, the relay randomizing points
must be adjacent vertex points on the relay error curve 3(a) and the fused vertex points on
F(O) must be both right or both left. Therefore, if ki' and ViiL, are adjacent vertex points on
F(O), then the randomized rule q = pVi + (1 - p) + at Relay A fused with q' = Vk at Relay
B will achieve pVk + (1 - p)VKik on F(#) for 0 < p 1. This sole Relay A randomization
is equivalent to a coordinated randomized strategy of both relays between V/k and V . The
,k i±1,k. h
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Figure 3-8: Fused left vertex point of independent randomized relay strategies where fusion
point does not know sample value. Relay A uses non-vertex point q = piV + (1 - pL)Vj and
Relay B the non-vertex point q' = I'Vk, + (1 - IL')Vt. The left vertex point VL , is the convex
qlq
combination of the fusion of at most 4 vertex points, {Vk, V ,Vjevj} and lies inside the
convex hull of these vertex points. Same situation for the right vertex point.
same applies to the right vertex points. 11
Note that for the special cases when randomization is not sub-optimal, the individual relay
randomizing points might be anywhere on the error curve for the coordinated randomized
strategy and independent randomization when the fusion point knows the choice. However, for
independent relay randomization when the fusion point does not know the choice, the relay
randomization must be between adjacent vertex points on the relay error curve to even have
a chance at optimality (theorem 3.1.1). Thus, it follows that if every point on the relay error
curve is a vertex point, a.k.a. the strictly convex error curve, then independent randomized
strategy of the relays is always suboptimal.
When the relays independently randomize between 2 vertex points and the fusion point knows
the choice, the average encoding point on the relay error curve throws information away. In
other words, knowing the relays encoding point average value is not equivalent to knowing the 2
vertex points they are randomizing from. The reason is as follows: since the fusion point knows
the vertex points used at every time instant, it can optimally choose the fused right or left
vertex point and the associated decoding rule. However, if the fusion point does not know the
relay choices, the fusion point having only knowledge of average value of the relay randomized
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points is equivalent to having knowledge of the 2 vertex points they are randomizing from.
It is never necessary to randomize at the relays unless there is a need for a coordinated ran-
domized strategy to achieve the non-vertex points on F(0). We have shown all the special cases
when it is optimal for independent relay randomized strategies. In particular, it is optimal for
one relay to independently randomize occurs when the situation is equivalent to a coordinated
randomized strategy that achieves a point on the extended error curve of the final fused curve.
The other very special case occurs when both relays independently randomize between the
same 2 relay vertex points and the fusion point knows the relay selection. Other than these
very special cases, we have also shown that it is otherwise never optimal for both relays to
independently randomize.
3.3 Structure of F(#) for Discrete Channels
3.3.1 The Two Relay Ternary Alphabet Channel
This section studies the structure of the optimal fused curve F(#) at the fusion point when
the relay error curve is restricted to 2 vertex points, V = (ai, 01) and V2 = (a2,12). This
means that V is not colinear with (0, 1) and V2 , and also V2 is not colinear with (1, 0) and V1 .
Otherwise, the relay error curve would reduce to the trivial or BAC curve. We also assume no
erasure-like channels, which means a 5 0, 0i 0 0, i = 1, 2. For the next 2 sections on structure,
the results only apply to identical relay channels. There is no simple change of notation or
extension to non-identical channels.
Let V < V < Vk mean that ai < ay < ak and ik < #j < 0i. Recall that Vi -- V denotes the
linear segment from points V to point V and A(V -+ V) is defined as the magnitude of the
slope of the line connecting point Vi and V. Then, A(Vi -> V) = _-_ and represents the LR
of the output determined by the points Vi and V. When the superscripts R or L are left off a
fused vertex point, this implies that the statement applies to both L and R.
As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, the LR tells us everything we need to know about the channel
in order to solve this distributed optimization problem. The canonical system representation
for a two-vertex relay error curve is a DMC with a binary input and ternary output. This is
shown in figure 3-9 for a relay error curve with vertices V = (ai, #1) and V2 = (a 2 , 32).
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Figure 3-9: Canonical DMC for a error curve with 2 vertex points.
We will study the structure of the optimal fused curve for this simplest non-trivial relay error
curve. All the structure rules generated for the 2 vertex error curve apply to any pair of
points on an arbitrary relay error curve because the relays either choose the same error point
or different error points.
Thus, as demonstrated in the previous section, the left locus curve of V is equal to the entire
relay error curve scaled by (a, 1 - 3) and translated by (0, f1). The right locus curve of V is
equal to the entire relay error curve scaled by (1 - a, 3) and translated by (al, 0). Since the
error curve is convex, all the locus curves are convex. Specifically, the relay error curve with
vertex points V, V2 has 4 locus curves with 2 points on each curve, for a total of 8 points (not
distinct as some points may be the same). The left and right locus points of V are respectively
{[al,201 - ],[a1a2,701 +32(1 -31)]} = {V, V/} (3.28)
{[2a 2 - a, 3], [al + a2(1 - ai), 0102]} = {V 1 , VR}
The left and right locus points for V2 are, respectively,
{[aj,2/1 - 0], [aia2, 01 + 02(1 - 01)]} = {V ,V'} (3.29)
1- Q0,2], [al + a2(1 - al), 70102]} = {Vr, }
The final fused curve is the convex envelope of the conditional locus curves of V and V2 in
3.28 and 3.29. There are 8 fused points of which two are repeated, namely VA and V1R. Hence,
there are a total of 6 distinct fused points, namely {V,, VA, V, VR, V, V2R}, to consider for
the convex envelope.
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Lemma 3.3.1 The left most part of the curve F(#) is always (0,1) -> VjO -+ V1' and the right
most part is always V -> -> (1,0).
Proof: F(#) is the convex envelope of all possible convex combinations of vertex points.
Construct the fused curve F(O) from the 6 possible vertex points. Starting at (0, 1), the one
which produces the steepest slope from (0, 1) is V6 and it is equal to (lji) ( 1 ). The
next steepest slope is A(VL -+ VL) = (101 (10). The next steepest slope will need a
comparison of A(VL -- VR1 ) with A(VL -+ V22). Therefore, the beginning or left most part
of F(#) is the piecewise linear segment (0, 1) -- V'jA -- V1L. The right most part of F(#)
consists of slopes with the smallest magnitude. Looking at the construction of F(#) from
right to left, starting with (1,0), the slope with the smallest magnitude is ( ) ( 2)
which is A(V -+ (1, 0)). From the point V22 the next slope with smallest magnitude is
01 (1012 ~(112 \FrmVRA(V 2-al 1-a2 .From 12, a comparison will need to be made. Thus, the
right most part of F(O) is the piecewise linear segment V/R -+ V2R -+ (1,0). l
Lemma 3.3.2 V/L satisfies V/j < V < VA and the points form a convex curve.
Proof: We will first show that (1) V2 lies in between VA and VA and then (2) show that
A(VA --+ V1') > A(VL -+ Vi). (1) Since al < a2, this implies that a2 < aia2 < a .
(2) A(Vd -> VL) - and A(VL -> VA) = (- 1- . Due to the
convexity of the relay error curve, we have 1 > 0 for all i < j. This implies that
a1  a
A ( V + VIL) > A ( VjL - + V22) .
Lemma 3.3.3 V/L satisfies VA < V < VR and the points form a convex curve.
Proof: As illustrated in figure 3-10 V/L lies between VA and V1 . Now V is between and
colinear with V'jA, V1R, so it follows that V2 must lie in between VA and V3. Since
A(VL- + V/i) = (1 - 0 0 ( -2 > A(V -+ V1 ) = 1 2 (3.30)
al )(2 - al al 1-a2
and A(V'2 --+ V1) = A(V2 -- VjR2), VA - Vjf2 -* VR1 is convex. 0
Lemma 3.3.4 V/L < VA < V and V < VR < V.
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Figure 3-10: Partial structure of 2 point error curve.
Proof: We need to show the following set of inequalities
2 (a)(i) aia 2 < a2 < al + a 2 - aa2
(b) 2 (c)
() 1 +02 -#1,32 > 202 - 02' > 0102
(3.31)
(3.32)
Since a1 < a2 and 01 > 02,
(i) (a) al + a2 - aa2 - a =
(i)(b) 32 [(1 - )31) + (1 - 02)] > 0
(c) 31 + 02 - 0102 - 202 - 022 = (1 - 02) (01 - 02) > 0
(3.33)
(3.34)
(3.35)
If one interchanges a to / everywhere above, one finds that V1'2 < V' < V. 
Lemma 3.3.5 Either VI or V or both will be on the final fused curve F(O).
Proof: Recall that {V/L, 1, V2 , V/R} always form a parallelogram with V1 and V2 at opposite
corners and VfL and V/R at opposite corners. Both V and V2 are between V2 and V 12. Assume
first that V2 -+ V -+ VR form a convex envelope. It follows that V/j -- V/L -+ V -+ V1R forms
a convex envelope . Recall that {VA, V1 , Vj1'} are colinear. It follows that VR must lie below the
line connecting Vi and V/i. Thus, VA -+ V/L -+ V/R -- V/R form a convex envelope. Similarily, if
we assume that V/L - V2 -* V/R form a convex envelope, it follows that VfL -+ VA -+ V1 -+ V2
forms a convex envelope. Therefore, in both cases, either V11 or VA or both will lie on F(O).
LI
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Theorem 3.3.1 Given a two point relay error curve (0,1) -+ V --+ V2 --+ (1,0) with two relays
each transmitting a binary symbol, there exists four types of error curves F(O) with the following
vertex points1 ,
V1L LIil
(0,i) -*V -+ V[ - I - >V2 -(R,0) (3.36)
Vil -22
V -+ VR
Proof: Combining the above lemmas proves the theorem.
Corollary 3.3.1 (Erasure-Like Channels)
(A) If V1 = (0, q) and V2 = (p, 0), then the two point relay error curve is (0,1) -+ (0, q) -+
(p, 0) -> (1, 0). Its final fused curve is F(O) = (0, 1) -+ (0, q2 ) _- (p2 , 0) -+ (1, 0), which is
(0,j1) ->VR -+ V2L -+ (1, 0).-
(B) If V1 = (a,0) and V2 = (p,0), then the right most part of F(O) is V = (p 2 , 0) - (1,0).
From equation 3.36 the final fused curve can be either of the following
(i) F (#) = (0,7 1) -- V - VO -> V - (1,7 0)
(ii) F(O) = (0, 1) -+V6-+ Ve-+ VR - V2L --+ (1, 0).
Similar results for V = (0, q) and V2 = (a, 0).
Theorem 3.3.1 and corollary 3.3.1 can also be understood graphically from the viewpoint of
section 3.1.2. The final fused curve is the convex envelope of the conditional locus curves of
V and V2 . Note that the vertex points of the convex envelope can alternate between left and
right.
'Note that it is possible that the line segments in each of the 4 cases {V2 - V -+ V, V2 -- + V
Vi , Vil -f V22 -> V1', V2 -+ Vi -> V11} can be colinear. Since the error curve F(O) is specified by vertex
points, these cases are included in 3.36.
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3.3.2 The General Two Relay Discrete Output Channel
The following structure rules apply to any discrete relay error curve with J vertex points. We
examine the structure of F(0) for two relays with binary outputs each.
Lemma 3.3.6 For a relay error curve with J vertex points, the left most part of the final fused
curve F(#) is always (0,1) -+ V/j -+ V1L and the right most part of the fused curve F(0) is
always VjR_ -+ VfR -* (1,0).
Proof: With a slight modification of the last point as J on the relay error curve the proof is
virtually identical to that of lemma 3.3.1. El
Corollary 3.3.2 (Erasure-Like Channels) If V = (0, q), then the left-most part of F(0) is
(0, 1) -> V1 = (0, q2). If V = (p,0), then the right most part of F($) is V" = (p2,0) -+ (1,0).
All the possible left vertex points and right vertex points can be represented as elements in 2
J x J matrices, called respectively, the Left Convex Envelope Matrix CL and the Right Convex
Envelope Matrix CR. Since Relays A and B are the same, Vj = Vi. Therefore, either the
upper right or lower left diagonal triangle of each Convex Envelope Matrix is sufficient for all
the fused vertex representations. We choose the convention that i < j for the element indices,
which means we use the upper right triangular part of the Convex Envelope Matrix. Conditional
on a vertex point on F(#), the lemmas above and below limit the next possible adjacent vertex
point. When the LR comparisons are made, the path through the matrix determines the convex
envelope for each decoding rule associated with the matrix. Note that once the path has passed
a point, it cannot return to any point before that. The matrix of vertex points and the possible
paths for the convex envelope are depicted in figure 3-11. Finally, F(O) is the convex envelope
of the left vertex curve generated by CL and the the right vertex curve generated from CR.
The following lemma shows that in the vertex point matrix, the convex envelope can only travel
one entry from left to right or one entry down in CL and CR. In other words, the path of the
vertex points of the convex envelope cannot skip any vertex points when the path is vertical or
horizontal.
Lemma 3.3.7 (1) A(Vij -+ V,j+1) > A(Vij -- Vj+k), Vk > 1. and
(2) A(Vij -+ V+ 1,j) > A(V - Vi+k,j), Vk > 1.
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Proof: (1) Since A -> V) = _ and A(V? -> V) = , the
assertion follows from the convexity of the error curve, * < _ for all k > 1.
aj+k k-a, - aj+i-a,
(2) Follows from interchangeability of relays. 13
This next lemma shows that the vertex point index in CL and CR cannot increase simultane-
ously for both relays. In other words, the convex envelope can only travel one element horizontal
right or one element vertical down in CL and CR. It cannot travel diagonal down to the right.
Lemma 3.3.8 (1) A(Vf -+ Vf 1+1) > A(Vf VL+, and
(2) A(Vij 
- Vi+ 1) > A(V? -+ i+ 
-
Proof: (1) Computing the slopes from one vertex point to the next vertex point in the left
convex envelope matrix,
A(Vi '> Vj1) +1\3 ai / aj+1 ~ aj/
VL I~~)-)+ O+1) O 0j+1
i+ aj + aj+1 ) a +1 - ai)
(3.38)
Comparing 3.37 and 3.38, we need to show < . Note that if a, b, c, d > 0
andif q > , then - < < Let a = 1-0j,b = a c= 1-j+ 1,d = aj+l and the assertionb d' d b+d b
is proved.
For (2), the right convex envelope matrix,
1i- a ) (3.39)
(3.40)
(/3 
- 0i+1 )
a j+1 - a )
aj+1 - ai
We just need to show ++ < 0 . Same argument as in (1). Just let a = #j, b =
1 - aj, c = 13j+1, d = I - aj+1.
The following rules summarize the lemmas above.
Allowed:
(a) One element to the right. Vij -+ Vi,j+1
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A (V -+ Vi+1 =
1- ai f
A(VzR IRJ +Ij+l)
(b) One element down. Vij -+ %+1,j
(c) Diagonal up and right. Vj -- V-l,j+k, for k, 1;> 1.
(d) Diagonal down and left. Vj -- V+l,j-k, for k, 1> 1.
Not allowed:
(a) Skipping horizontally or vertically
(b) Diagonal down and right.
(c) Diagonal up and left.
Vii V1 2  -~V 13  - --- V J
0 ------------------ 0 VJ
Figure 3-11: Convex Envelope Matrix of allowed successive point for the right vertex points
and left vertex points of a discrete error curve. The convex envelope of the piecewise linear left
curve and right piecewise linear curve is the final fused curve F(0).
As a specific example, for the relay error curve with 2 vertex points, the dimension of the convex
envelope matrix is 2 x 2. The path is fixed, namely it is 1V, -* VL - V,' for the left convex
0i V233 2
envelope matrix and allR Vs ->i poin for the right convex envelope matrix. Finally, the convex
envelope of both curves results in the final fused curve F(O). In the 2 x 2 case, the only points
that need to be compared (to determine which point lies on the convex envelope for F(0)) are
the points VA and VR. The comparisons result in 4 different types of error curves as seen in
theorem 3.3.1.
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An upper-bound on the total number of vertex point computations required to obtain the final
fused curve is the number of upper diagonal elements in the left and right convex envelope
matrix 2 2 = J(J+1).
3.3.3 An Example on Identical/Non-Identical Relay Strategies
We may be inclined to believe that for a symmetric relay error curve and ML detection at the
fusion center, the relays will use identical threshold tests. We have already seen that relays
use identical but asymmetric strategies for the Gaussian relay channel at ML. We will shortly
show that in fact, the optimal solution for the Additive Gaussian Noise case requires that both
relays use identical threshold tests on every part of the final fused error curve F(O). However,
this is not true in general. Recall from previous discussion, for the discrete J x J case (each
relay error curve has J vertex points), the structure of F(O) is piecewise linear. Furthermore,
the adjacent vertex points {V1 , V 1 } and adjacent vertex points {V j_, VjR} are always on
the final fused error curve F(O). At 77 = A(Vr, V L) (1 - 1 -- ) the 77-tangent line goes
through the two vertex points {Vj, VL } where one vertex point corresponds to identical relay
threshold tests and the other to the relays using different threshold tests. This means that
the optimal solution is not unique and the relays can use the same threshold test, different
threshold tests, or some linear combination of both and arrive at the same error probability.
Do relays use identical strategies for ML decoding and a symmetric relay channel? Again this
is not true. We provide the following example.
Example: (Symmetric Erasure-Like Channel) A binary input, 4 symbol output symmetric
relay channel and its error curve is shown in figure 3-12. The vertex points are V = (0, p), V2 =
(e, e), V3 = (p, 0). The relays forward one bit to the fusion point. There are 3 types of relay
strategies: (i) non-identical relay tests, (ii) identical but asymmetric relay tests, and (iii) identi-
cal and symmetric relay tests. We show below that the optimal relay strategy for ML decoding
is non-identical relay tests for values of p and e such that p > e
Suppose that p and e are allowed to vary. For the implicit output ordering, to assure convexity
of the error curve and an erasure-like channel, the condition 0 < p < 1 and p > 2e must
be satisfied. The final fused curve is symmetric from lemma 3.1.1. From the structure rules,
there are 2 final fused curves. When p > pe, the final fused curve is (0, 1) -+ ViR -+ VA -+
3- V3 -+ (1, 0) as shown in figure 3-13 (B). We see that for - < < 1, the the optimal
solution is V1R. If 1 < 1 < P , then VL is optimal. When p < e-, the final fused curve isep 23p-e
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(0, 1) - (0, p2 ) _ (p2 , 0) - (1, 0), which is shown in figure 3-13 (A). This is the error curve of
the BEC. The optimal solutions are VIR' for 77 > 1 and VJL for 77 < 1. This is the identical and
asymmetric relay strategy. It is somewhat surprising that the symmetric and identical relay
strategy V22 is never optimal.
As p decreases and approaches 2e, the channel looks and behaves increasingly like a BEC.
Thus, the optimal solution is like that of the BEC, identical relay tests (a, a') = (0,0) and
(a, a') = (p, p) with asymmetric points on the relay error curve. In other words, when 2e <
p < pe, the gain of zero-error detection when the symbol "1" or "4" is received by each relay
is significant, so the best strategy for each relay is a Z-channel equivalent, similar to the BEC
example in section 2.6. When p > ,, the gain of the zero-error detection is less significant
compared to the symbol output of a "2" or "3" by each relay. The optimal strategy (V1 or
V1R) is then a combination of a Z-channel and BSC equivalent. As seen from the final fused
curve, an interesting fact for the symmetric erasure-like channel is that the relay strategy of
two BSC equivalent channels is never optimal.
I-P
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(A) The Relay Channel (B) Symmetric Erasure-Like Relay Error Curve
Figure 3-12: (A) Symmetric erasure-like relay channel and (B) the corresponding relay error
curve.
We might further be inclined to believe that identical relay strategies for symmetric and strictly
convex relay error curves and ML decoding may be optimal. This again is not true by a slight
modification of the example just given by approximating the error curve in figure 3-12(B) with
a strictly convex curve. A discrete error curve can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a
continuous strictly convex curve which still preserves the same essential characteristics. We
will revisit this example in Chapter 4.
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(A) Final Fused Curve when p < - (B) Final Fused Curve when p > e.
Figure 3-13: Symmetric erasure-like relay channel. (A) If p < -s--, then the identical
relay tests VA3 and ViR are optimal. (B) For p > e and -P r <h then the non-
identical relay tests, V2 and VR2, are optimal. The symmetric and identical relay test V2 2
which corresponds to the relay mapping {1, 2} -> 0 and {3, 4} --+ 1 is never optimal.
3.4 The Optimal MAP Solution to the 2 x 2 System
We have now shown that the final error curve for the 2 x 2 system is the convex hull of the left
vertex points and the right vertex points of all possible fused curves where the relay strategies
are taken over the entire relay error curve. These left and right vertex points correspond,
respectively, to the (OR) and (AND) decoding rules at the fusion point. This final optimal
fused curve is an error curve at the fusion point. For any given y, the optimal relay strategies
are the relay threshold tests, (a, /) and (a',/'), corresponding to the the 71-tangent solution to
the fusion point error curve F(4). The tangency point will be either a left vertex point, right
vertex point, trivial point, or a linear segment with vertex points at the end of the segments.
The overall error probability is the ordinate intercept of the q-tangent scaled by po (or Po'
if there is a cost function other than the cost of one for a wrong decision). For given relay
threshold tests at (a, /3) and (a', 0') the error probability of the left vertex point is
P L(a, a') =paa' + po(W + ' - 0/') (3.41)
and the right vertex point is
Pe(a, a') = pi(a + a' - aa') + po,0/'. (3.42)
Call PL the error probability for the left vertex curve or left decoder curve and P the error
probability for the right vertex curve or right decoder curve. Both Pe(a, a') and Pe(a, a') are
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continuous functions of 2 variables, a and a', since # and 0' are functions of a and a', respec-
tively. We provide geometric insight into the behavior of the solutions as well as the optimal
relay tests strategies. We also show how to determine the optimal solutions in a geometric and
insightful manner (rather than taking the convex hull of all possible relay strategies in theorem
3.1.2).
We first study the strictly convex relay error curve 3(a). This means that every point on the
relay error curve is a vertex point. The results derived hold in general but the conditions and
arguments need to be slightly modified for discrete and more general error curves.
Since P for a fixed 77 is a bounded continuous function of two variables, 0 < a < 1 and
0 < a' < 1, defined over a closed and bounded region [0, 1] x [0, 1], there exists a global
maximum and minimum. The minimum and maximum is located at a boundary point or an
interior point where =Pe - =We - 0 or where ape, does not exist. If (a, a') is a stationary
point, which means that both partial derivatives are equal to zero, then we have the following
from calculus of variations:
_1__~ a2p a2r, _ 2 p2
(1) 9 <0 and I - (_, )2 > 0, implies that (a, a') is a relative maximum;
____~ __,_ _&Pe tha > /(2) > 0 and ur - ( )2 >0, implies that (a, a') is a relative minimum;
(3) )2 (Q , )2 < 0, implies that (a, a') is a saddle point;
(4) a & - (P a, )2 = 0, implies that (a, a') is inconclusive.
For an everywhere differentiable relay error curve, the second derivative of the error probability
function with respect to a and a' is always positive. We will show that a > 0 in theorem
3.4.1. This says that all the stationary points of Pe are local minimum of saddle points. For a
discrete relay error curve, we will later show that all the stationary points (a, a') for which a
and a' are vertex points are local minima.
Denote ++ =-limoo dF(O and - - lim4_i dF(0). Then for q < q--, the optimal
decoder is the trivial decoding rule which maps everything to "0." For q > 7++, the optimal
decoder is the trivial decoder which maps everything to "1." For the trivial decoder, the
performance is the same regardless of the number of relays and the relay encoding rate. Observe
that for any non-trivial relay channel, for any particular rj E (77~, 7++), the MAP performance
of two relays strictly decreases the error probability of one relay. This follows from theorem
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3.1.2 which says V, and V are never on the final fused curve.
Recall that an erasure-like channel occurs when one or both of the following occurs: (i) 3(0) < 1;
(ii) for some 0 < p < 1, /(a) = 0 for p < a < 1. In other words, the error curve for an
erasure-like channel will either start at (0, v), end at (w, 0) for some 0 < v, w < 1, or both.
For these erasure-like channels, the optimal solutions may lie at these endpoints and must be
checked. For non-trivial channels which are not erasure-like, suppose one relay has a threshold
test at (0, 1) or (1, 0). Then regardless of what that relay observes, it always sends a "1" or
"0" to the fusion center. The fusion center receives no information from this particular relay
and might as well ignore it. Hence, relay tests at either point (0, 1) or (1, 0) are suboptimal
unless q is so large (,q > q++) or so small q < q-- that the fusion point uses the trivial
decoder, in which case it does not care what either relay sees. Therefore, for non-erasure
like error curves, when (q--) 2 < q < (T,++) 2 , the minimum does not occur at the boundary,
(a, a') E {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1,0), (1, 1)}, but at an interior point. In other words, if q-- = oo the
minimum does not occur at (0, 1); or if 7++ = 0, the minimum does not occur at (1, 0). From
the necessary optimality conditions, the optimal solution on the left vertex point curve must be
a stationary point and satisfy the extremal condition that all the partial derivatives of Pe with
respect to a and a' are zero. Taking partial derivatives of equations 3.41 and 3.42, we have
pL d(a) ,
e_ p'+po (1-/3)=0 (3.43)
aa da
, = P&a d(a) (1 - 0 (3.44)
=a da =
and similarily for the right vertex point,
a.PR , dO(a),e = p1(1-a')+po 0()=O (3.45)
aa da
a.PR tl (a
e, = P1(1 -a) + PO (O) = (3.46)
0a da
which reduces to the following necessary conditions for the left vertex curve
(dt ) (1 /3 = -71 and ( ) ) = -' (3.47)
da )(a da' a
and for the right vertex point curve,
(d3(a)) ( ')= -q and , =)) a. (3.48)
(da ) 1 - a' da' 1 - a
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Geometrically, the first equation of 3.47 for the left vertex curve above is the product of the
tangent slope at a multiplied by the likelihood of Relay B receiving a "0." Recall that A(a) (0) =
is the value of the magnitude of the slope from (a', 0') to (0, 1). Likewise, the second
equation of 3.47 for the left vertex curve above is merely the product of the magnitude of the
slope at a' multiplied by the likelihood of Relay A receiving a "0." Recall A(a) (0) = L is the
value of the slope from (a, /) to (0, 1). Similar geometric interpretation for the equations in
3.48 of the right curve. The right vertex curve above is the product of the tangent slope at a
multiplied by the likelihood of Relay B receiving a "1," where A(")(1) = _3, is the value of
the magnitude of the slope from (a', 0') to (1,0).
3.4.1 Joint Optimality Conditions
A more insightful method to derive the joint optimality conditions of 3.47 and 3.48 is to use
the conditional locus curve representations F0 (#) in section 3.1.2. For a given 7 and a, the a'
which minimizes the Pe for the left decoding rule is the ??-tangent solution to the left vertex
curve, which is the conditional left locus curve of F0 (#). Likewise, for the given 7 and a', the a
which minimizes the P, must also be the r-tangent solution to the conditional left locus curve
of F0' (#). If (a, a') is an optimal solution, then a must be optimal given a' and vice versa,
a' must be optimal given a. That is, both conditions of optimality must be satisfied. Thus,
from equation 3.18, any stationary point solution (a, a') = ((a, 3), (a', /')) of P using the left
vertex point decoding rule must satisfy the joint optimality conditions
d/3(a') a a dO(a) a'
-a=d dand -- =3' (3.49)da da -'
Similarily, from equation 3.19, any stationary point solution (a, a') of P using the right vertex
point decoding rule must satisfy the joint optimality conditions
do(a') = 1-a 7 d/3(a) 1 - a'
d = - and - - (3.50)da )3 da o'
This argument using conditional locus curves also shows that stationary points of Pe must be
a minimum or saddle point. It also further shows that if vertex point solutions of a discrete
relay error curve are chosen to satisfy the joint optimality conditions, these stationary points
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must be local minimum. The reason is as follows. Any small perturbation from a vertex point
will be on a linear segment (randomized point), which can only increase P. Thus, the vertex
solutions of a discrete relay error curve which satisfy the joint optimality solutions of 3.49 and
3.50 are local minimum. Finally, the Pe for the global minimum for the left vertex curve must
be compared to the global minimum for the right vertex curve for the overall global minimum
solution.
3.4.2 The Strictly Convex Relay Error Curve
This section treats the strictly convex relay error curve which is everywhere differentiable. Strict
convexity implies that all stationary points (a, a') are distinct. Note that a stationary point
(a, a') represents two points on the relay error curve (a, a') = ((a, P), (a', 3')). Equations 3.49
and 3.50 give some insight into where to look for the optimal solutions on the relay error curve.
We show in the following lemma that all left vertex curve solutions lie on the right/lower part
of the relay error curve /(a), and all the right vertex curve solutions lie on the left/upper part
of the relay error curve.
Lemma 3.4.1 For any given q, the (a, a') that minimizes FLai (#) must satisfy a, a' > i(9).
The (a, a') that minimizes FR , (#) must satisfy a, a' < &(7). For a strictly convex relay error
curve, the stationary points are unique for each vertex curve.
Proof: To see this, note that for a fixed 7, the necessary optimal conditions for the left locus
from equation 3.49 say that a stationary point (a, a') = ((a, /), (a', ')) must satisfy both
| (a = l < q andI d = (a) 1 < n. This implies that all the solutions (a, a') to
the left decoding rule are located in the right/lower part of the relay error curve, in the range
a, a' E [&(71), 1] where 7 = -d3 for some a. Likewise, for the right decoder curve, from
equation 3.50, 1 1 ( = 1 > q and =-f > q which implies that all the optimal
solutions (a, a') occur in the top/left half of the relay error curve, in the range a, a' E [0, (7)].
Uniqueness of the stationary point solutions follows from the fact that the q-tangent solutions
are unique for each 7 for a strictly convex error curve. L
Note that this is not inconsistent with the general structure rules of the previous section. The
first two vertex points on the final fused curve for a discrete system are VI'j and V/L. In this
case, 7++ is just large enough that the right/lower part of the relay error curve contains all the
vertex points for 7 < 7+
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This lemma is also consistent with the BEC example as we have seen before where the relay
error curve is (0, 1) -- (0, c) -+ (c, 0) -+ (1, 0) and the final fused curve is (0, 1) -- (0, 62 ) _
(e2 , 0) -+ (1, 0). The left vertex solution is the point (0, e2 ) and corresponds to both relays
using the same threshold test (6, 0), which is the stationary point (a, a') = (E, c). This optimal
solution is located in the right/lower part of the relay error curve. The right vertex solution is
the point (e2, 0) and the result of both relays using the same threshold test (0, e) which is the
stationary point (a, a') = (0, 0). This stationary point solution is located in the left/upper half
of the relay error curve.
Theorem 3.4.1 (Nesting property of stationary solutions for a strictly convex everywhere dif-
ferentiable relay error curve.) At every T1, 3.47 has exactly one solution of the form a = a';
all other pairs of solutions (a, a') are of the form a : a' and will occur in strictly nested pairs
around the a = a' solution. The same holds true at every 71 for 3.48. Finally, all the stationary
solutions are either local minima or saddle points.
Proof: All stationary points are disjoint for the strictly convex relay error curve because there
is exactly one point of tangency to the fused curve for each '. If a = a', then the pair of
left vertex optimal equations are satisfied with -d = 77 and the right vertex optimal
equations are satisfied with -d(a) = 7- Since - d() is monotonically decreasing fromda- 13 da
oo to 0 and 1P is monotonically increasing from 0 to 1 as a function of a, they can only
intersect at one point. See figure 3-14. Thus, there exists only one solution of the form a = a',
which we call the "identical solution," for the left decoding rule. The same argument applies
for the right decoding rule, for which the conditions -d(a) = - / and - -"I = - must
be satisfied. Since -- y is monotonically increasing from 1 to infinity, again there exists one
point of intersection which implies exactly one solution of the form a = a'.
Next, we prove the second part of the lemma, which says that if additional stationary points
(a, a') exist, they must be nested. These stationary points are called the "non-identical so-
lutions." The nesting property is a direct consequence of the monotonicity of the functions
d/(a) o, and which can be understood graphically in figure 3-14. Let the solution wheredo1 1-0an 1
a = a' be denoted by a* on the left vertex curve.
Assume without loss of generality that a*1 < a*. We will show that a*1 < a* < a* for
any solution (a*1, a*) other than (a*, a*). Suppose there are two additional solution pairs,
(a*_1, a*) and (a*2, a2). without loss of generality, let a*2 < a* 1. The necessary conditions
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g~)=-dO(a)
h(a) = '0 a
I I
a_2 a*_, a. a a2 1 a
Figure 3-14: The 3 stationary point solutions for the left vertex curve at (0c, os), (a a),
and (a*-2, a*) all satisfy the necessary optimal conditions g(a) = h(a') and g(a') = h(a).
There exists exactly one identical relay solution (as, a*). All other solutions must successively
nest around (a*, a*) and form a "box" as seen in the figure.
d,3(a) 0*
for optimality in equation 3.47 require that the solution (a*, a*) solution that - I' l -
and for the (a*1 , at) satisfies - d) 1a* = -'- and _d3(o) =i * ,dli-3*  do( 1* - 1 - Since a 1 < a*, then
doi 01 dfo 10*
d,3(a) I*_ > - d) Ic which implies y-a' > and it follows that at > a*. Thus, the
solution pair (a* 1, a) must nest around a*.
We next show that another solution pair (a*, a*) nests around (a*1 , a*). Without loss of
generality, assume a*2 < a* 1 < a*. The necessary optimality conditions in equation 3.47
require - do' 2) 1-2 and -do') = 1 Since a* 2 < a* 1 , then
____ 
-2 0* a -3*d
d *_ which implies a >1 a and it follows that a* > a*. Thus, there exists exactlydol~ ~ -2 1
one solution where the relays use identical rules a = a' and all other solutions are of the form
a , a' which must successively nest around the identical solution.
Finally, to show that no stationary point is a maximum, we show that & 2J9- > 0 for both locus
curves. The second partial derivative of the left vertex curve is p = 
(1 d2-' (a)
curvs. =do
2  and of
the~p rih etxcre~~ d 23o d2 3(C)the right vertex curve O(2a). By convexity of the relay error curve, --- > 0 which
a2 p
implies - > 0 for both left and right decoder curves. This implies that all stationary point
solutions must be local minima or saddle points. E
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After finding the minimum for the left decoding rule and the minimum for the right decoding
rule, we must compare their error probabilities to determine the global minimum.
We now investigate further the optimality conditions of 3.47 and 3.48 for a stationary point.
First consider the left decoder curve. For simplicity, let g(a) = - d,) and h(a) = ary
Then the 2 necessary optimality conditions in equations 3.47 and 3.48 can be restated as
g(a) = h(a') and g(a') = h(a). For the strictly convex and everywhere differentiable error
curve, the functions g and h are both 1-1 with a so their inverse functions, g- 1 and h 1 exist.
An iterative procedure is shown in figure 3-15 The optimality conditions of g and h can be
combined and expressed as a = g-1 h(a') and a' = g-'h(a). It can further be combined
to a = g- 1 (h(g' (h(a)))) = f(a) where the function f represents the composite function
f = g-lhg-1 h. Then, all stationary points (a, a') are fixed points of a = f(a) and a' =
f(a'). Note that g-1 h(a) = (g) for the left vertex curve and g-'h(a) = &(i) for the
right vertex curve. Hence, a' = f(a') = & (&(-)). A fixed point solution a to a = f(a)
has the corresponding a' to the solution pair (a, a') defined by a' = g-1 h(a) = &(,).
Similarily a fixed point solution a' has corresponding a defined by g-'h(a). The equations
can also be combined in the other way to a = h-lgh-lg(a) = k(a) where k is the composite
function k = h'gh~1g. Note that the functions f and k are monotonically increasing and are
continuous functions of a and a'. We show that f is monotonically increasing by showing that
if a > ao ==> f(a) > f(ao). If a > ao, then h(a) < h(ao) ==> g-1 h(a) < g-lh(ao) ==>
hg~1h(a) > hg-lh(ao) ==> g-lhg~'h(a) > g-lhg-'h(ao) == f(a) > f(ao).
Now suppose that f(x) is an arbitrary monotonic increasing continuous function and that f(x)
intersects the line y = x at least once. We now look at the fixed points of f. As seen in the
figure 3-16, if for all x, f(x) - x is monotonically decreasing, then this implies f'(x) - 1 < 0,
which can be restated as f'(x) < 1, and then this further implies f(x) has one stable fixed point
at x*. This means that starting at any arbitrary point x1 and using the iterative procedure,
X2 = f(Xi), x 3 = f(x2), .- , xn = f(xn-1), the sequence x, converges. A stable fixed point x* of
the algorithm means that the algorithm converges to the fixed point solution lim_.+oo Xn = *
On the other hand, if Vx, f(x) - x is monotonically increasing, this implies f'(x) > 1, then the
algorithm has an unstable fixed point at x*, which is noted as f(x) has one unstable fixed point
at x*. This means that starting at any arbitrary point xi and using the iterative procedure,
Xn = f(xn-), the sequence Xn diverges as n -+ oo.
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- - - -- - h(ao)
Q3 = 9- (h(a 2 )) 1( 2
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Figure 3-15: (Continuation of the example in figure 3-14)The stationary point solutions will
alternate between local minima and saddle points. For this particular example of the left
vertex solution, the iterative procedure starts at ao, then to a, = g-lh(ao) = d( "' q), then
to a2 = g-l h(ai) =d ),and continue to spiral into to a local minimum solution. In the
figure, (a*--2, a*) is a local minimum, (a*,, a*) is a saddle point, and (a*, a*) is a local min. If
the iterative procedure started in between the nested boxes, a*2 < 0o < a*1, it would spiral
out to the stationary point (W-2, a*), which is the outer nested box. If the iterative algorithm
started in between the nested box a* < a, < a* and the point of intersection (0a 03,i ol
spiral into (a*, a*).
0I 
Now back to the composite function f . Rom theorem 3.4. 1, f (a) has at least one fixed point,a*,
in the range a* E (0, 1). Isolated fixed points of f cross the line y = a at a slope less than one
(stable fixed point) or greater than one (unstable fixed point). In Appendix B, we will show by
example that the composite function f (x) can equal 1 on an interval which implies that relay
error curves exists that have countably infinite stationary points. Since the composite functions
f and k are continuous functions of a and a', and the stationary points are either local minima
or saddle points, these solutions must alternate as fixed points of f. In fact, the local minimum
solutions are stable fixed points and cross the y = x line at slope less than one (convergence to
a* must occur for any a close to a*); the saddle points are unstable fixed points and cross the
y = x line at slope greater than one (small perturbation for a* must move away).
We now examine these fixed point solutions of f (a) in more detail in figure 3-15:. This is the
same viewpoint of figure 3-16 but in expanded detail. The solutions must be successively nested
and alternate between local min and saddle point. To find the stable fixed point solutions, we
implement the same iterative procedure just discussed, a,,+, = f (a,,) = g-1hg-'h(ce,), but in 4
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f(x) >x
f(a)
----- 
. yx) <
f(x)>
X2 X1 f
f(x)<x
(A) stable fixed point at x* (B) unstable fixed point at x* (C) composite function f
Figure 3-16: The fixed point solution to f(x) = x at x* in (A) is stable and corresponds to
a local min and in (B) it is unstable and corresponds to a saddle point. (C) The composite
function f = g-'hg~'h where g(a) = -d!f and h(a) = ' 77 (left curve) and h(a) = '7
(right curve). Every a and a in the stationary point solution (a, a') of P is a fixed point of
f. Observe that the stable and unstable fixed points of f must alternate since f is continuous
and monotonically increasing. Note that f(a) can have intervals which coincide with y = a.
steps instead of one. As shown in the figure, start at a,, the first point is g(ai); travel vertically
down to h(ai); then right across to a 2 = g-1 h(ai); then straight up to h(a 2 ) = g-lh(ai); then
left across to a 3 = g-1 h(a 2 ) = g-1hg-1 h(ai), and so forth. The figure shows local min at
(a , a*) and (a*2 , a*) and saddle point at (a*, at). The iterative procedure either spirals
into a local min solution, out to a local min solution, spirals around a "box," or remains stuck
at (a*, a*). It will stay on the "box" of a saddle point if it starts anywhere on that "box."
If it starts anywhere near a local min, the error probability decreases at every iteration and
converges into that local min "box" or point.
Lemma 3.4.2 (Sufficient condition for identical relay strategies.) For a given relay error curve
and fixed r7, let (1) the left solution iteration aj+1 = d & and (2) the right solution
iteration ai+1 = & and the optimal identical relay strategy at a = a' = a* for the
left curve and a = a = a* for the right curve. Then for the chosen q, a sufficient condition for
identical relay strategies on the fused error curve F(05) occurs if for both (1) and (2), we have
Vai < a* implies ai < aj < a* for all j > i; and if Vai > a* implies a* < a < ai for all j > i.
In other words, if for any initial value a,, we have limn-, an = a* and limno an = a*.
Proof: If for any starting point a1 on the relay error curve, the left iterative algorithm an+1 =
f(an) spirals into the intersection of g(a) = _fa) and h(a) = ' 77 for the left vertex curve
and the right iterative algorithm an+1 = f(an) spirals into the intersection of g(a) = _ dc(,)
and h(a) = i-,q for the right vertex curve, then there exists only one fixed point solution to
f. In other words, if for all a, for both curves, each sequence of the set of points of an has a
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limit, lim,, a., = a* and lim a , a= a*, then that limit is the only fixed point solution
a*. for the left and right curves, respectively. Since there is only one solution, it must be the
identical solution from theorem 3.4.1. L
Corollary 3.4.1 A trivial extension of lemma 3.4.2 says that if the lemma is true for all i,
then the solution to the entire final fused error curve has identical relay strategies.
3.4.3 The Discrete Relay Error Curve
Most of the results of the previous section for the strictly continuous everywhere differentiable
error curve hold but need to be slightly modified for discrete error curves. From the previous
section, local minimum and saddle points alternate and must occur at vertex points for the
strictly convex error curve. Recall that the derivative at the vertex points of discrete error
curves does not exist mathematically in the usual sense, although it is well-defined by an
interval, d^(a)| p E [ii, +] for a vertex point p. Thus, all stationary points must satisfy the
following modified joint optimality conditions. For the left vertex curve, (a, a') is a stationary
point of PL (a, a'; 7j) if a and a' satisfy
, 7 E ,q ] and a E [ , " ] (3.51)1-0 a1-#7E a'a
Similarily, for the right vertex curve, (a, a') is a stationary point of PR(a, a'; 7) if a and a'
satisfy
1-a' 1-a
, fE [aI and -qE [ ,rf ,]. (3.52)
From the discussion of the joint optimality conditions in section 3.4.1, stationary point solutions
which are vertex points are local minima. Thus, between any 2 nested stationary vertex points,
there exists a nested saddle point solution (which is a randomized threshold test). This must
happen because the error probability is a continuous function of a and a'. In order for the
Pe function to have several local minima, there must be a saddle point or local maximum in
between the local minima. From the conditional locus curves, it can be seen from the figure that
conditional on a, the a' which maximizes the error probability must occur at the boundary,
{0, 1}. Therefore, the local minima and saddle point solutions are alternately nested.
Lemma 3.4.3 (Locations of optimal solutions on the relay error curve). For any given 77, the
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(a, a') that minimizes FL", (q) must satisfy a, a' ;> d(q). The (a, a') that minimizes FR, (q)
must satisfy a, a' < &(77). At most one vertex point, specifically, the vertex point a = 07),
on the relay error curve can be a part of a left vertex stationary point as well as a right vertex
stationary point.
Proof: Similar to proof of lemma 3.4.1. Since the a-tangent solutions can have at most two
vertex point solutions and each vertex point can have a range of q as its 77-tangent, the point
a = (7) can be a part of the left and right stationary point solutions, and it is the only such
point. 0
We now examine the solution structure for the discrete error curve. Since 4a1) is defined to be
an interval for vertex points, g(a) = -d/(a) is a staircase function and monotonically decreas-da
ing. Since 1'- and are monotonically increasing functions of a, the solution structure is
essentially the same as in the strictly convex case.
Theorem 3.4.2 (Nesting property of stationary points). At every 7q, 3.51 has exactly one
solution of the form a = a'; all other pairs of solutions (a, a') are of the form a 54 a' and will
occur in nested pairs around the a = a' solution. The nesting condition is not strict, which
means that the the stationary points need not be distinct. An error point, a or a' can be part of
at most 2 stationary point solutions. For example, a set of solutions can be (ao, ao), (ao, a,),
(a-1 , a), (a1, a2), and so forth. The same holds true at every q for 3.52. Finally, all the
stationary solutions which are vertex points are local minima.
Proof: The nesting part of the theorem is essentially the same proof as theorem 3.4.1. The 7-
tangent line solution can have at most 2 vertex point solutions. Thus, if a is part of a stationary
point solution, say (a , a*), then it can at most be a part of another solution, (ar, a*), where
- +
1_ = = 77k , assuming j < k.
There is no discrete counterpart to corollary 3.5.1. From the structure rules, for a discrete
relay error curve with J vertex points which is not erasure-like, the left part of every final fused
curve of every discrete system is (0,1) --+ (V) -+ (VL) and the rightmost part is (Vj_.,) -+
(VR) -+ (1, 0). Thus, there exists some 77 such that the optimal fused relay rule is non-identical
strategies. Only the erasure-like relay error curve (0, 1) -+ (0, q) -+ (p, 0) -- (1, 0) has identical
relay strategies for all 77. In conclusion, other than the 2-point erasure-like error curve just
described, there exists no discrete error curve where the optimal solution is identical relay
strategies everywhere on the final fused curve.
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1 - -
g(a) = -
1-2
h2() = h3)2
hi (a)= 17,
al a2
Figure 3-17: The local minima solutions of the discrete error curve with 2 vertex points
(ai, 1) and (a2,/32) for the left decoder rule. At 71: there is one point of intersection of g(a)
and hi(a), which is with the vertical segment of g(a). There is no "box" anywhere, so the
optimal solution must be (a2, a2) or V2'2. At 72: the point of intersection of g(a) and hi(a) is
with the horizontal segment of g(a). This means the identical solution is a randomized point
between V and V2 and thus cannot be optimal. There exists a box created by a, and a2 so
the optimal solution is VL .
We first look at the point of intersection of g(a) and h(a) for the left decoding rule. This is
the stationary point solution when both relays use the same rule, the a such that g(a) = h(a).
Unlike the strictly convex case, there does not exist a composite function f since g- 1 and h-1
do not exist. However, the solution still exists as seen from figure 3-17.
Suppose for some 'q2, the identical stationary point solution (a*, a*) is a non-vertex point, then
h 2(a) = _-,772 intersects -9a on a horizontal segment of g(a) (see figure 3-17). This means
that the stationary point for the left decoding rule where both relays use identical threshold
tests is a randomized test for both relays. From theorem 3.2.1 this cannot be optimal, so it must
be a saddle point. Hence, the global minimum for the left decoding rule must occur when the
relays use strictly different threshold tests. For the example in figure 3-17, the global minimum
must be V'. Indeed, the stationary point (a, a 2 ) forms a "box" and is a vertex stationary
point.
Suppose for some qj, the intersection of g(a) and h(a) occurs at a vertical segment of g(a),
then the identical stationary point solution (a*, a*) is a vertex point and a local minimum.
This is demonstrated by the curve of hi(a) = ra0gi in figure 3-17. The identical stationary
point is (a*, a*) = (a 2 , a2) and nested stationary point is (a,, 1).
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For the general error curve, the joint optimality conditions of equation 3.49 for solutions of the
left decoding rule imply the following geometrical conditions which are depicted in figure 3-18:
(I) A vertex point a* is a stationary point (a, a') = (a*, a*) if a* = & (1-). This means
that there exists no part of the relay error curve below the line of slope '2> passing
through a*.
(II) A pair of points (a*, fl) and (a*, M*) for i $ j, is a stationary point (a, a') = (a, a)
if both of the following 2 conditions below are satisfied. These conditions guarantee the
necessary joint optimal conditions a = & and a = I (ji.
( i
(2) No part of the Relay error curve )(a) lies below the line of slope a through
(ar, U3), and no part of the Relay error curve lies below the line of slope 1
through (a*,/3).
The above conditions say the following about relay error curves. If there are 2 solution pairs,
say (a 2 , a2) and (a,, a 3 ), then conditions (I) and (II) imply that the following must hold:
(i) _a2z < 01 -2 < _a3_1-#2 - a2-a1 - 1--3
(ii) a < 02 -03 < a2_/1-01 - Q3-a2 - 1-02
(iii) a < 1 1
(iV) 0 < 3_3a < al
- i-a3- 1-/3
These conditions are shown graphically in figure 3-18. Combining the conditions of (i)-(iv), we
arrive at the following nested inequality
0< /33 < a </32-433< a2 <2< a 3  <1 /31 <1 (3.53)1-a 3 - 1-1 3 - a -a 2 - 1-02 a 2 -ai - 1-3 - a1
This string of inequalities can easily be extended for more nested solutions. There can exist
an infinite number of local minima solutions for each locus curve. We will demonstrate this
by constructing a discrete error curve with countably infinite number of stationary points for
Pf(a, a') in Appendix B. Similar optimality conditions exist for the right vertex curve.
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a3
1-3
1-62
a' __
V1
V2
V 3
Figure 3-18: Discrete example of necessary conditions for optimality for the left decoding
rule. Local minimum solutions at VA and V13.
Note that, given any r7, an error curve can be constructed with given desired properties. For
example, we can always construct a relay error curve such that the global optimal solution
occurs when the relays use different threshold tests. By the same token, we can also construct,
for a given rq, a relay error curve such that the relays use identical strategies for global optimality.
There are many special cases which have interesting quirks that we are not going to treat them
all here. The theory for each of these special cases can be worked out from what has been
developed in this chapter.
3.5 Additive Gaussian Noise Channel (AGNC)
The ML solution to the AGNC for the 2 x 2 system was discussed in chapter 1. There are 2
optimal solutions, one corresponding to the "OR" decoding rule and the other to the "AND"
decoding rule at the fusion point. Any coordinated randomized strategy among these two
solutions results in the same error probability. We now prove the complete result for the
Gaussian Relay Channel in the following lemma and theorem.
Lemma 3.5.1 Given two points (a, f) and (a', ') on the Gaussian error curve, the point
farthest from the 45 degree line is a vertex point of the fused curve F a(#). In other words, if
a - 31 > |a' - 0'|, then V is on F 0 (q) and Va for the reversal of the inequality.
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Proof: From the LR, we have a or a' as a vertex point if
a} (Sa1 - a )aa ( -a)
Both points are on F,,(#) if equality holds above.
probabilities,
Expressing 3.54 in terms of Gaussian
Q (t - m)
Q (t + m)J
Q(-t'+ m)
Q (-t' -m) )aa' Q + M))Q ( - M)
and rearranging,
Q(t+m) Q(-t+m)
Q(t-m) Q(-t-m)
a'
a
- 1
Q(t+m)
Q(t-m)
i ~ t
Q(t'+m) Q(-t' +m),M) M) = R (t').Q (t'- m) Q (-t' -m)
R(t) = tm)(t )Q(t-m)Q(-t-m)
t
Figure 3-19: Functions of ratios of the Gaussian error
vertex point will be on the final fused curve.
function used for deciding which relay
Note that R(t) = R(-t). We will show that for all m, R(t) is monotonically increasing as t varies
from negative infinity to the origin (which also means that R(t) is monotonically decreasing as
t varies from the origin to infinity) by showing that ; R(t) = 0 only at t = 0. By doing so, the
lemma is proved.
q(-t - m)
Q(-t-m)
q(-t + m)
Q(-t+m)
q(t -m)]
+Q(t 
-m)
Letting L(x) = ,
dR t) = -R(t) [L(t + m) + L(-t - m) - L(-t + m) - L(t - m)]dt
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(a ) (3.54)
(Q (t' -m)Q (t + m))
Q(-t+m)
Q(-t-m)
(3.55)
- R(t) =
dt R(t) m)IQ(t+m)
(3.56)
(3.57)
Now, limt-+}o -R(t) = 0 and R'(0) = 0. We need to show that Vm, t, tR(t) # 0 except at
t = 0,Vm. Without loss of generality, suppose t and m are the same sign. Then |t+mI > It -m.
Let a = It -mI and a+b = It+m1. If t and m are the opposite sign, merely reverse the indices by
letting a = It+ml and a+b = It - ml. Since It+ml < It - ml the argument is the same. We now
show that AR(t) = -R(t) [L(a + b) + L(-a - b) - L(a) - L(-a) is equal to zero only at the
origin. To do this, we will show that the midpoint of the line connecting L(a+ b) and L(-a - b)
will always lie above the midpoint of the line connecting L(a) and L(-a) for all a, b = 0. This
is depicted in figure 3-20. We show in lemma 3.5.2 that L(x) is a monotonically increasing
q ()=
-(a+ b) -a 0 a a+ b t
Figure 3-20: The chords do not intersect except at t = 0. Therefore, 1(L(a+b)-L(-a-b)) >
'(L(a) - L(-a)) except when a = 0 or b = 0.
function and that L'(v) < L'w), Vv < 0 and Vw > 0. If L'(v) < L'(w), Vv < 0 and Vw > 0, then
the midpoint of the chord connecting L(-a - b) and L(a + b) is strictly above the midpoint of
the chord connecting L(-a) and L(a). From the MVT (Mean Value Theorem), there exists a
V E [-a - b, -a] and w E [a, a + b] such that L'(w) = L(a+b)-L(a) and L'(v) = L(-a)-L(-a-b)b b
Since Vv < 0 and Vw > 0, L'(v) < L'(w), this implies that L(a+ b)+ L(-a - b) > L(a)+ L(-a).
Theorem 3.5.1 For the 2 x 2 additive Gaussian noise channel, the optimal relay strategy for
every cost function is unique and identical for both relays. That is, every point on the final
optimal fused error curve F(O) corresponds to both relays using identical threshold tests.
Proof: It is more convenient to use a parametric representation for the Gaussian relay error
curve. Let d(t) = P(ell) = Q (t + m) and 3(t) = P(eO) = Q (-t + m) for t E (-o, oc).
We prove the lemma for the the left decoder curve and then show that the right decoder
curve follows the same argument. Calculating expressions for dI/- and qf - for the necessary
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F(O)
Left Vertex Curve - "OR" Decoding Rule
Right Vertex Curve - "AND" Decoding Rule
Figure 3-21: The final fused error curve for the additive Gaussian noise channel. F(0) is
the convex envelope of the left vertex curve and the right vertex curve. Only the ML (q = 1)
solution has 2 solutions, the "OR" and the "AND" fusion decoding rules, and a randomized
region between them. All other MAP and cost functions have one unique solution and identical
relay threshold tests.
optimality condition equations in equation 3.47 for the Gaussian case, we have respectively,
d(t) 1 exp (-t+m) 2
da dt = = - exp(2mt) (3.58)
and
a Q (t + m) Q (t + m)
lq = lq = q (3.59)1 - 1 - Q (-t +m) Q (t - M)
Let t be the normalized parameter for Relay A, so its threshold decisions will be a = a(t), and
let t' be that of Relay B whose decisions will be a' = a(t'). Substituting in equations 3.58
and 3.59 for the left vertex curve, the local extrema conditions of equation 3.47 must satisfy
dp(&) = 'and - a = - which becomes
Q (t' + m) ___+m
exp(2mt) = , q and exp(2mt') = Q (t + m) (3.60)Q(t - m) Q (t - m)
and reduces to
1 Q (t + and t' Q (t +m)t In , - = In . (3.61)2m Q (t -m) 2m Q(t - m)
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Let G(t) = in Q(t+m) + - ln . Then equation 3.61 can be restated as t = G(t') and2m Q(t -m) 2m
t' = G(t) which can be combined to t = G(G(t)) or t' = G(G(t')). All solutions to equations
3.61 are also fixed points of t = G(G(t)). Furthermore, a fixed point solution t to t = G(G(t))
has the corresponding t' to the solution pair (t, t') defined in equation 3.61. The stationary
points are the fixed points to t = G(G(t)) and we will now show for the Gaussian case that
there exists exactly one fixed point solution. If there exists only one solution, then it must be
of the form t = t' as proven in lemma 3.4.2.
As shown previously, there is only one stable2 solution t* to the fixed point equation t = G(G(t))
iff Vt < t*, G(G(t)) > t* and Vt > t*, G(G(t)) < t*. In other words, if G(G(t)) - t is
monotonically increasing, then there is only one stable solution. Equivalently, if AG(G(t)) < 1
for all t, then there is only one fixed point solution. 3 We will show that there is only one stable
solution by showing
dt~G(GQD ) = GGt G' = G('G' < 1. (3.62)
Since
d , 1 '[q(t-+ m) _q(t -m) 1
-G(t) = G(t) [Q(t+m) Q(t-m) (3.63)dt 2m _Q (t +m) Q (t - m)
Using equation 3.63 in equation 3.62, we need to show that
d 1 q(t'+m) q(t' -M) 1 [q(t+m) q(t-m) 1
d[ 2m Q (t' + m) Q(t' -m) 2m Q(t+m) Q (t - m)
The left side of equation 3.64 is the product of two functions evaluated at different points.
Note that 1 q(t~m) Q(t-m) is merely the slope between two points of the function (
evaluated at t + m and t - m.
The Mean Value Theorem (MVT) says that if y = f(x) is continuous and differentiable in the
interval [a, b], then there exists at least one x E [a, b] such that f'(x) = f(b)-f(a) If a function
f satisfies f'(x) < 1 everywhere, then it follows that f(b)-f (a) < 1 for all b $ a. Since m
and y can be arbitrary real numbers and q(t) is continuous and differentiable everywhere, it
is sufficient to show that A (t) < 1 for all t. This is shown in lemma 3.5.2. Thus, the left
decoding rule ("OR") corresponding to the left vertex curve has only one unique solution which
implies that the relay strategies are identical and the solution is the global minimum.
2 A stable point of the algorithm means that starting at any arbitrary value and iterating, the algorithm will
converge to the solution.
3 Note that the converse is not necessarily true - having only one fixed point solution does not imply that the
derivative is less than one everywhere.
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The argument is the same for the right decoding rule ("AND"). The necessary local extrema
conditions of the right vertex curve must be a stationary point given in equation 3.48 which
d13(a) -1-a'/ d13(a' 1- sreuestmust satisfy da = and -7a = . This reduces to
t = n rand t'= In Qr-t M)7 (3.65)2m Q(-t'+ m) 2m Q (-t + m)
Like the technique for the left vertex solution, this can be combined to G(t) = In Q-t-mn +
ln r which has derivative
h 1t q(-t - m) q(-t + M) ~366
2m Q (-t - m) Q (-t + m)_
Follow the same argument as for the left decoder rule. Since there is only one fixed point
solution, it must be identical and the global minimum. L
Lemma 3.5.2 The ratio of the Gaussian density to its cumulative distribution function L(x) =
q(x)/Q (x) is monotonically increasing and its derivative L'(x) = -L(x) is bounded in the
following regions, 0 < L'(x) < 1 for x < 0 and 2 < L'(x) < 1 for x > 0.
Proof: First, since Q (x),q(x) > 0, we have L(x) > 0,Vx E !R. For the first part of the
lemma, we show that L(x) is monotonically increasing by showing that W(x) = L - Q)
is monotonically decreasing. Note that limx_.,+ W(x) = 0 and lim,-_,, W(x) = oc. If, in
addition, W(x) is convex, then W(x) is monotonically increasing. We will show W(x) is convex
by showing that W"(x) > 0 for all x.
X2f 00 -U
W(x) = e2] e-du (3.67)
00- (u22 )
= ] e 2 du
= Je 2 du let y=u-x
= e 2e-lydy
Taking the second derivative of W(x), we have
d2W(X) = y2e 2 e-Xdy (3.68)
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which is positive for all x. This implies W(x) = Q(x) is convex 4.qx)
Now for the second part of the lemma. We first prove that <  L'(x) < 1 for x > 0. The
derivative of L(x) is x) = -- = L(x)(L(x) - x). There are many known bounds
on L(x) for x > 0. We will use the following bound of the ratio of the Gaussian density to its
distribution function for x > 0,
+ X 2 +< <+- x 2 +4 (3.69)2 2 ~ Q(x) 2 2
For all x > 0, use of the lower bound in 3.69 gives L(x) - x > x[. x 2 + 8 - ] > 0. We have
for x > 0, dx) is upper-bounded by
dL(x) L(x)(L(x) 
- x) (3.70)
and lower-bounded by
dL = L(x)(L(x) -x) (3.71)
dx
< ( + 2+) - + 2+)
x 2 2
4 4 ir ir
Combining both lower and upper bounds, we have L'(x) < 1 for x > 0.
Now for x < 0, we establish convexity by showing that d2L") > 0 in this region. We prove by
ddx
contradiction. Note that L(0) = ~, L'(0) = 3, and L"(0) > 0. First,
L"(x) = L(x) (2L 2 (x) - 3xL(x) + x2 - 1) (3.72)
< L(x) ((x/2L(x) - x)2 _ i)
= L(x) (VL(x) - x + i) (v'L(x) - x - )
4Note that if a function W(x) is convex ,this does not imply that 1/W(x) is concave.
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Suppose that there exists some support set such that L"(x) < 0. That means those x must
satisfy v 2L(x) - x - 1 < 0. Since v'2L(x) - x - 1 is a continuous function, there must exist
some x1 such that L(x) is convex for x E [x 1 , 0]. This means that v'2L(x) - x - 1 > 0 in [x 1 , 0].
Choose x1 to be the largest x such that v2L(x) -x- 1 = 0. Since L(x) is convex for x E [xi, 0],
L(xi) > L()+xi L(x) Ix=o= I+i x . Now, v2L(i) - x, -1 > + ->
A contradiction!
Thus, L" > 0 for all x < 0, so L must be convex for x < 0. This implies that the derivative
must be monotonically increasing from limxoo L'(x) to L'(0) which gives 0 > L'(x) 7.
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3.6 Appendix A
We show in this appendix that the inequality in 3.23 is strict by showing that {Vk, Vi, Vik, Vj1 , }
cannot all lie on a straight line. We prove this for the case when the relays use independent
randomization and the fusion point knows the relay selection. Then the assertion must also be
true when the fusion point does not know the relay selection.
It is sufficient to prove the result for randomizing at each relay between 2 vertex points. The
results hold for relay randomization with more than 2 vertex points since a randomization
will be a convex combination of those vertex points. Without loss of generality let Relay A
randomize between 2 vertex points with probability p and Relay B between 2 vertex points
with probability M', where 0 < p, p' < 1. Let {V, V, Vk, V} be distinct vertex points of the
relay error curve. Assume without loss of generality that i < j and k < 1 and i < k. There are
3 cases to consider. The relays randomize from a combined set of either 2 relay vertex points,
3 relay vertex points, or 4 relay vertex points. These cases are listed individually below.
(1) Relay A and B independently randomize between 2 vertex points, say V and V1. The
fused vertex points are {Vii, Vij, V}.
(2) Relay A and B independently randomize from a combined set of 3 vertex points, {Vi Vj, V}.
Without loss of generality assume V is the common vertex point shared. The fused vertex
points are {Vij, Vi, Vg, V}.
(3) Relay A and B independently randomize from a combined set of 4 vertex points, {V, Vj , Vk, V}
Assume Without loss of generality Relay A randomizes between V and V1 and Relay B
randomizes between Vk and V. The fused vertex points are {Vik, Vi, Vjk, Vil}.
We prove the following 3 assertions corresponding to the 3 cases listed above.
(1) {Vii, Vj, Vj} can be colinear if they are not all left or all right vertex points.
{Pe (Vi, V), Pe (Vi, Vj), Pe (V, V)} can all have the same error probability. This implies
that two relays independently randomizing between the same two vertex points can be
optimal.
(2) {Pe (Vi, V), Pe (V, Vk), Pe (Vj, Vj), Pe (V, Vk)} cannot all have the same error probability.
(3) {Pe (Vi, Vk), Pe (V, V), Pe (V, Vk), Pe (V, V)} cannot all have the same error probability.
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We first show, for all 3 cases, that if all of the fused points in a set are all left vertex points
or all right vertex points, then they cannot be colinear. We will show this for the left vertex
points. The proof for the right vertex points is similar.
(1) Calculating the slopes of VK -- V4 and V --+ V and checking for equality, we get
(frci) Qj -Ct (iai) (Q'- , which implies that A (vM -- V) A (Vk - VA).
Thus, Vi4, V cannot be colinear.
(2) Since ~_-ik 1/ ,k-k this implies that A (kr A (' j V -+ V.
Thus, VL Vj VL are not colinear.
(3) Since (ak-a -) this implies that A (ik - i) i A (Viu -+ VL
Thus ii VL, V L VL are not colinear.
We now prove the 3 assertions by showing whether the fused vertex points in each set can be
colinear.
(1) Section 3.4 shows that the relay error curve with 2 vertex points can be constructed such
that either (V1R -+ V -+ V1R) or (VA -+ ViR -+ VjR) is colinear.
(2) Since Vi < V < V, if we start with any of the 4 fused vertex points in the set
{Vj, Vi, Yg, Vji}, and arbitrarily assign it either a left or right vertex point, then according
to lemma 3.4.1 the 3 other points must be of the same kind. For example, suppose V,
were a right vertex point, then this implies that Vil must also be a right vertex point
by lemma 3.4.1. In other words, if VL is on F(O) at a given r7, then jR cannot be on
F(O). Continuing with the same argument with 1f, we have V% ==> VR, and then
V ==> V!?. Therefore, by lemma 3.4.1, all 4 points must be of the same type and
if so, then they cannot be colinear as just shown above. This happens to all 8 different
possibilities of initially choosing a vertex point to be either right or left.
(3) There are exactly 3 types of ordering, namely Vi -+ V -+ Vk -- V and Vi -+ Vk -+ V -* V
and or V, - Vk -+ V -+ V. The 4 vertex points are {Vik, Vil, Vjk, Vjl}. Start with any
vertex point and arbitrarily assign it a left or right vertex point. Then use the same
argument as in (2). It turn out that all 4 vertex points must be of the same type (all left
or all right). If they are all the same type, then they cannot be colinear. This is true for
all 24 possibilities.
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3.7 Appendix B
We demonstrate by construction the existence of a relay error curve which has an infinite
number of stationary vertex points. We will show this for the left vertex point which is the
"OR" decoding rule and q = 1. The point a represents the point (a,/3) on the relay error
curve. A stationary point (a.-j, aj) implies that the pair of points ((a-j, /_), (aj,/3j)) on
the relay error curve satisfies aj = &(1 ) and a-j = &(-). We will construct a relay
error curve with countably infinite stationary vertex points. These stationary points nest out
from the identical solution stationary point (ao, ao) as described in theorem 3.4.1 and satisfy
the conditions of equation 3.53 for q = 1. The construction process follows the construction
conditions of figure 3-18 and described as follows.
(1) Start the construction of the relay error curve with the 3 points (ai, _-) = (0.1,0.2),
(ao, 3o) = (0.25,0.079), (ai, 31) = (0.8, 0.06). Then (a-1, a,) and (ao, ao) are stationary
points.
(2) Let the point B be the /-intercept of the line through a-, with slope & as shown in
figure 3-22. Let C be the midpoint between B and (a_1, /31). Let ml be the slope of the
line through (0,1) and C.
(3) Let D be the a-intercept of the line of slope 1/mi through the point (ai, /1). Then
a, < D < 1 and {ai, D, (1,0)} form a triangular region. Let (a2,/3 2 ) be the center of
mass of this triangular region. This vertex point will be on the relay error curve being
constructed so it will be referred to as a2 as shown in figure 3-22.
(4) Let m 2 = 1 2 . The line of slope m2 through the point (ai,3-1) will intersect the line
of slope mi through (0,1). Call this intersection point E (shown in figure 3-23).
(5) Choose the midpoint between C and E and call this point (a-2, 3-2). Then the set
of points {a- 2 , a-1, ao, ai, a2} form a convex curve (figure 3-23). Now, (a- 2 , a 2 ) is a
stationary point since by construction a2 = ) and a-2 = & (TC2).
(6) Continue the same procedure using the vertex points a-2 and a2 to construct the next set
of points a- 3 and a 3 on the relay error curve where (a-3, a3) is the next nested stationary
point. Iterate on a- 3 and a 3 to construct the next nested stationary point (a-4, a4), and
so forth.
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The iterative procedure described above constructs a relay error curve with a countably infinite
number of stationary points for the left vertex point.
slope = "
B
slope = mi
C
ja-,
-. a 1
D - slope=- M1
Figure 3-22: The construction of a relay error curve with an infinite number of stationary
points. Given initial points {a_1, ao, a1}, where (a-,, ai) and (ao, ao) are stationary points,
construct a2, where a2 is the center of mass of the triangular region formed by (ai, D, (1, 0)).
slope = "'
slope =
B
slope = mi
C
a,
- - a2
D slope=-
Figure 3-23: The construction of a relay error curve with an infinite number of stationary
points continued. Construct vertex point a-2, the midpoint between E and C, then (a-2, a2)
is a stationary point.
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Chapter 4
Two Relays with Arbitrary Output
Alphabets
In this chapter, we continue with a system of 2 relays but remove the restriction of one bit
per relay. Unless otherwise noted, all the results are general and apply to non-identical relay
channels which are described by relay error curves /(a) and '(a'). We first study the situation
when one of the relays is the fusion center and the other relay is restricted to a binary output.
We use the insights from this problem to provide a complete optimal solution when both relays
are constrained to send a symbol from an alphabet of arbitrary size. Suppose there is a limit
of M symbols for relay A and M' for Relay B (assume M and M' are less than or equal to the
the number of vertex points on their respective relay error curves). The fusion point receives
one of at most MM' distinct pairs of symbols. From conditional independence of the outputs
given the inputs, the likelihood ratio of receiving a symbol pair (i, j) is the product of the
likelihood ratios of receiving each individual symbol, A(i, j) = A(i)A(j). We have shown in
Chapter 2 the well-known result that a sufficient condition for optimality with M = M' = 2 is
for each relay to use a threshold test, i.e., a binary quantization of its LR. We will show, via a
simple argument with detailed explanation, the known result that it is sufficient for optimality
if the strategies of Relays A and B are interval quantizations of their respective LR. That is,
with an alphabet of M symbols, the relay quantizes the LR into M intervals and associates
each interval with one of the alphabet letters. Any such quantization will be represented by
a vector d = (ai, a 2, ... , aM_1) where ai represents the boundary between i and (i + 1).
Specifically, we will show that, conditional on Relay A, the optimal encoding points for Relay
B, a' = (a'4, a'2,..., a',_ 1), lie on the Relay B error curve; and vice versa, conditional on
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Relay B, the optimal encoding points for Relay A, a = (al, a2, ... , aM-1) lie on the Relay A
error curve. In this chapter, we will determine the necessary optimality conditions and give an
iterative algorithm to find the optimal encoding points for Relays A and B. Lastly, we determine
the conditions when the encoding rate of the relays can be reduced without a deterioration in
performance. This case will only arise on the discrete portions of the relay error curves and
under very specific conditions.
4.1 Binary-Ternary Case
Suppose first that the fusion center is co-located with one of the relays, say Relay B. This
scenario is equivalent to the distributed system model we have been studying except that Relay
B sees what Relay A is sending to the fusion center, makes a decision based both on its own
observation and what the other relay is sending to the fusion center, and then sends its decision
to the fusion point. This scenario is also equivalent to a system where the fusion point makes
a decision after receiving full information from Relay B and limited information from Relay
A (figure 4-1(A) and (B)). In this section, we will prove that in fact the fusion point does
not require full information from Relay B. Specifically, if Relay A uses an alphabet of size M,
then an alphabet of size M + 1 from Relay B is sufficient for optimality. That is, the fusion
center just needs one more alphabet symbol from Relay B than from Relay A. Furthermore, we
will determine joint optimality conditions for both relays. We will show that figure 4-1(B) is
equivalent to 4-1(C) by proving that figure 4-1(A) is equivalent to 4-1(C). It then follows that
all three systems illustrated in figure 4-1 are equivalent.
For simplicity, first consider a two relay system where Relay A has an arbitrary fixed test at
(a, L) which is not necessarily on the relay error curve; it broadcasts its binary choice to Relay
B, which acts as the fusion point (figure 4-2 and figure 4-1(A)). From the equivalent parallel
structures of figures 4-1(A) and (C), what should Relay B send to the fusion point? We will
show that as far as the fusion point is concerned, all it needs is at most ternary information,
which translates to a 3 level quantization of the LR from Relay B. How can it possibly be that
the fusion center does not need the full information from Relay B? That is, how is transmitting
a ternary symbol from Relay B equivalent to sending its entire observation information?
Suppose that the priors are fixed with 1 = . We now look at the situation at Relay B whenPO
it has observed the output from Relay A but before it pays any attention to its own output
from channel 2. Suppose that Relay A uses an arbitrary test, (a, 3) not necessarily on its error
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X Channel I Relay A
M symbols fsofusion
Channel 2 Relay B
1 bit.
(A) Relay B as Fusion Center
X -1 Channel I Relay A M symbols
fusion
0 Channel 2 Relay B
transmit full observation
(B) Maximum Information from Relay B
M symbolsX 0- Channel 1 --- - ReyAMsybs
fusion
-- Channel 2 Relay B (M+1) symbols.
(C) Maximum Information of M+1 symbols needed from Relay B
Figure 4-1: Equivalent performance of all 3 systems (A), (B), and (C) when Relay A is
restricted to M symbols. Channel 1 and channel 2 are arbitrary and can be different.
curve. Then Pr(ZA = OIX = 1) = a and Pr(ZA = 1X = 0) = f.
From the perspective of Relay B, if it receives a "0" from relay A, then the new ratio of a
priori probabilities changes to o = Pr(X=1ZA=O) Pr(ZA=OIX=4)Pl = .7. Relay B makes thePr(X=OIZA=O) Pr(ZA=OIX=O)PO 1/
optimal decision based on this new ratio of a priori probabilities, (call this the ratio of conditional
a priori probabilities), and forwards its one bit decision to the fusion center. Similarly, if Relay
B receives a "1" from relay A, then the ratio of conditional a priori probabilities becomes 71, =
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Pr(X=1IZA~1) = Pr(ZAIX=1)Pl 1-a. Note that the ratio of conditional a priori probabilitiesPr(X=OIZA=1) Pr(ZAIjX=Ofo pror
is equal to the inverse of the received symbol multiplied by q. Based on either conditional
a priori information, Relay B makes a binary decision by comparing the LR for its channel
observation with either 7Jo or 771. This translates to having two threshold tests. Define (a',,3')
as the threshold test for ql (when Relay B receives a "1" from Relay A) and (a', 0' ) as the
threshold test for m.
,o Relay B
0 N 2 
- {0,1}
Relay A
-+ a'l --- 1 0, 1}
Figure 4-2: Relay A sends its one bit observation to Relay B which acts as the fusion center.
Relay B forms a threshold test at a' if it receives a "0," and a threshold test at a' if a "1" is
received.
We next show the equivalence of figure 4-1(A) and (C) for the binary-ternary case. That is,
for this 2 x 3 system, the necessary two threshold tests from Relay B in figure 4-1(A) can be
represented by a single ternary symbol from Relay B in figure 4-1(C).
In the situation of figure 4-1(C), Relay B does not observe the output of Relay A, but it could
still send two binary signals, one based on the test (a4, /3) and the other on (a2, ,3). The
fusion point will implement what Relay B did in figure 4-2. It sees the output from Relay A
and then observes the corresponding binary symbol from Relay B to make its final decision.
Specifically, if the fusion point sees a "0" from Relay A, it needs the result of the threshold test
(a2, 02) at Relay B. The fusion point decodes a "0" if the observation of Relay B is less than a2
and a "1" if greater than a'. If the fusion point sees a "1" from Relay A, it needs the results
of the threshold test (a/, 03) at Relay B; it decodes a "0" if the observation of Relay B is less
than a' and a "1," if greater than a'.
We can now understand the equivalence of figure 4-1(A) and 4-1(C) for this 2 x 3 system. From
the standpoint of the fusion point, it will decode a "0" or "1" depending on what it receives
from Relay A and what side of the threshold (either a' or a') the observation of Relay B lies on.
This can be achieved with a 3 level quantizer using the optimal encoding points from Relay B.
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Specifically, the mapping [0, c4] -* 0 and (a', a'] - 1 and (c', 1] -- 2 at the output of Relay B
answers both threshold questions at the fusion point. In other words, this ternary symbol from
Relay B tells the fusion point the results of its threshold tests at (al, ,3) and (a'2, f3 ). That is,
if "0" is received from Relay A, the ternary symbol indicates whether the observation of Relay
B is less than or greater than a'. Similarily, if "1" is received, the ternary symbol indicates
whether the observation of Relay B is less than or greater than a'. This is summarized in the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.1.1 Given q and given an arbitrary binary test at Relay A, a ternary test at Relay
B suffices for an optimal final decision. The ternary test at B is a quantization d' = (a/, c')
of the Relay B error curve where ac is the optimal test conditional on "1" from Relay A and
a2 is the optimal test conditional on "0" from Relay A.
For the remainder of this section, we assume that the relay error curve is strictly convex, so
that every r-tangent to the error curve has a unique tangent point. The general curve will be
treated in the last section and just requires some slight modifications of the treatment in this
section. Thus, (a', 0') is uniquely determined from 1 = 1 , with a' = 5(qi). Similarily,
(a2,/2) is uniquely determined from 7jo = 7 with a' = d(9o). Since rjo < 7 < ql, a' < a'
Finding a', a' can be done graphically since - is the inverse of the slope from (a, 3) to the
point (0, 1) and - 1- is the inverse of the slope from (a, f) to the point (1, 0).
The symbol outputs Z = (zi, z 2 ) from the relays can be represented by a 2 x 3 matrix at
the fusion point. Let the rows represent the symbol outputs from Relay A and the columns
represent the symbol outputs from Relay B. Given q, given a choice of a at Relay A, and given
a' = (a 1 , a2) at Relay B, let the 2 x 3 Decoder Matrix D(a, a') represent the optimal fusion
decoding rule. That is, each entry Dij = ,(i, j) is the optimal fusion decoder map given that
symbol i from Relay A and symbol j from Relay B was received.
Denote (a, arg min P() (a, a')) as a conditional solution pair, such that given 77 and arbitrary
at
test (a, 3) at Relay A, the optimal encoding points at Relay B is a' = arg mi P) (a, a') where
P') (a, a') is the probability of error given q and (a, ').
From the discussion of the 2 x 3 case, for every (a, arg min P (a, &)), the optimal decoder
.,
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matrix at the fusion point is unique and is
D(d, d') = (4.1)
0 1 1
At this point, we know the optimal decoding rule and how to choose the optimal a' conditional
on any given a and 71. That is, we know how to determine ' in (a, arg min PM (a, ')).
However, for overall optimality, optimization over Relay A's set of possible tests is necessary.
We now show that the optimal a for a given & is a threshold test determined by the ratio of
conditional a priori probabilities given that a "1" was received by Relay B.
From the optimal decoder matrix D(a, a') in (4.1), when Relay B transmits a "0" or "2," the
fusion point uses the trivial decoder, ignoring Relay A. However, if Relay B sends a "1," the
fusion point makes a decision based on Relay A's output. What is the optimal "a" for Relay
A? We implement the same idea just discussed but with the added condition that the decoder
matrix of 4.1 must be implemented, since the optimal MAP decision for every 2 x 3 system uses
this unique decoding rule. Interchange the roles of Relay A and B in figure 4-1(A). Relay A is
now the fusion point and receives a ternary symbol from Relay B. Based on its own observation,
the given q, and the decoder matrix 4.1, Relay A must make an optimal choice and forward
its decision to the fusion point. When Relay A receives a "0" from Relay B, it decodes a "0";
when a "2" is received from Relay B, it decodes a "1"; finally, when Relay A receives a " 1," from
Relay B, it makes an optimal decision based on the conditional ratio of a priori probabilities
== '1 = _,3 q; this is a threshold test. Figure 4-1(A) is equivalent
to figure 4-1(B) with the the labels of Relay A and B interchanged and constrained to binary and
ternary symbols, respectively. Thus, the optimal Relay A encoding point for a given a' is a =
& (a'a n), and hence, (arg min P ()(a, '), a') is a conditional solution pair, the a is optimal
f1/2 /a
given a'. For this pair and newly chosen a, the old (a') chosen optimally based on the original
a need no longer be a conditional solution pair. The global optimal (a, a') must satisfy both
conditional solution pairs and be a stationary point, (arg min P' (a, a'), arg min Pe (a, ')).
We now have the joint necessary conditions the optimal (a, &) must satisfy for a given 7. We
also now have an iterative algorithm to find a local minimum for the MAP test at q. Start with
any arbitrary threshold test a for Relay A, find the optimal a' for Relay B, then conditional
on this a', find the optimal a, and so forth. That is, iterate back and forth between the 2 con-
ditional solution pairs, (arg min P ()(a, '), a') and (a, arg min PM 4(a, &)), until convergence
a ea
to a (a, C'). Convergence must occur since P 17 decreases at each step. Furthermore, if the
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error probability P ,)(a, d') as a function of (a, a') has only one stationary point, e.g., the
AGN channel, this iterative algorithm will converge to the global optimum solution; otherwise
convergence may be to a local minimum.
Let entry Dgj = A('a ')(i, j) = A(Q)(i)A(W')(j) of the Likelihood Ratio Matrix AGaM') be the
likelihood ratio of receiving symbol i from Relay A and symbol j from Relay B.
- -1- ) 1
a i) '2t a W_ 1-a'2
A(a,a' = (4.2)
1-a) ats 1-a) a/2_a/1 1-a) )(-21 2)
Note that each row and each column of 4.2 is monotonically decreasing. One method to find
the entire final fused curve F(#) is to implement the optimization procedure just discussed for
every r. In other words, F(0) is constructed point by point for every r.
For some r1 and the (a, d') which satisfies both conditional solution pairs, the fused curve
Fa, (al'i)(#) has at most 6 distinct slopes. From (4.2) and (4.1), for all relay encoding vectors
(a, ') = (arg min P ()(a, a'), arg min R ()(a, &)), the likelihood ratios A(00), A(01), A(10) are
all greater than rq and A(11), A(02), A(12) are all less than r. Thus, the rj-tangent line is tangent
at the middle vertex point of F,(aQ;)(#). This middle vertex point is (4, F,(QiQg)(q)) =
(aa' + a(a' - a') + (1- a)a', (1 - 0)02' + 0(0' - 02') + 0023). Since # = Pr(ell), the decoder
matrix in 4.1 says that # is the sum of the denominator of entries D 11 , D 12 , and D 2 1 of the LR
matrix in 4.2. Similarily, F,,(,,/) (#) = Pr(e0) and is the sum of the numerator of entries D 13 ,
D 2 1 , and D 23 of the LR matrix in 4.2. Ordering the LR slopes for the fused curve F
parallelogram structures exist created by {A(01), A(10)} and {A(11), A(02)}. This is similar to
the parallelogram structure of the 2 x 2 system discussed in Chapter 3.
The following theorem summarizes the 2 x 3 system discussed in this section.
Theorem 4.1.1 Consider the 2 x 3 system with strictly convex relay error curves. For a fixed
,q and a, the optimal d' = (a, a') is such that a' = & (1a; and a' . For a
given d' = (a', a'), the optimal a = - Q . The optimal decoding rule at the fusion point
is given by the decoder matrix of 4.1.
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4.2 Generalization to Larger Output Alphabets
The ideas of the 2 x 3 system are now generalized in several directions in the following theorem.
Relay A can transmit a symbol from an arbitrary sized alphabet. For fixed a priori probabilities,
each symbol from Relay A produces a different ratio of conditional a priori probabilities for
Relay B. Each of these ratios determines an encoding point of Relay B. Thus, the cardinality
of the set of encoding points of Relay B is equal to the cardinality of Relay A's alphabet size.
This implies that the alphabet size (number of quantization regions of the LR) of Relay B is
just one more than the alphabet size of Relay A.
Any M level quantization of a relay output corresponds to a M-ary DMC which has an error
curve that lies on or above the relay error curve. The points on that error curve are ordered
and form a convex curve. In other words, any M-ary encoding at Relay A can be associated
with M - 1 likelihood ratios ordered so that " < - < ... < 1 -1
Theorem 4.2.1 Suppose the encoding at Relay A is constrained to M levels. Then Relay B
needs at most M + 1 output quantization levels for optimality. Furthermore, conditional on
Relay A quantization vector d = (a1, 02, ... , aM-1), the optimal encoding vector of Relay B is
Proof: Let 7 and Relay A encoding vector a = (ali, a2, ... , am1) be arbitrary. If quantization
symbol j E {1, 2, ... , M} is received, the ratio of conditional a priori probabilities for Relay B
is qj = Pr(X=iI=j) q It follows that
af for j =1
/y = r7 for 2<j<M-1 (4.3)
-M r7 for j = M
For each ratio of conditional a priori probability rj, Relay B will make an optimal binary
decision. These optimal tests, (a, #3) for j E {1, 2 ... M} are simply threshold tests and are
the ?7j-tangent solutions to the Relay B error curve /'(a). Since the encoding points of Relay
A are ordered, the convexity of the relay error curve assures that the encoding points of Relay
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B are also ordered (in reverse). Thus, the encoding points of Relay B are
f ' f1__ ) for j=1
ce= ' -'-_ 1)for 2 j M-1 (4.4)
&' 1--OM) for j = M
Since there are M new ratios of conditional a priori probabilities, there are M threshold tests,
which translate to M + 1 quantizations of the LR for Relay B, or equivalently, M encoding
points on '(a). E
The optimal tests (a/, f ) are the q-tangent solutions to the conditional ratio of a priori
probabilities 7 = ,=Zi=j) 0 <  < M. Therefore, a= (gy)for 0 < j < M. Still
assuming that the error curve is strictly convex, the optimal tests (a/, fl) are all unique and
satisfy
do(a')- _ q- for 0 j M (4.5)
da 3
After finding the new quantizations of the LR for Relay B and fusing them with the M vertex
points of Relay A, the error probability is determined by looking at the f-intercept of the
n-tangent line and then scaling by po.
In general, if the encoding points of one relay are known, the optimal encoding points of the
other relay can be easily determined. Relay A does not necessarily need to have all its encoding
points on its relay error curve, but we will show it is sufficient for optimality in the next section.
Theorem 4.2.1 generalizes easily to an arbitrary number of relays with an arbitrary number of
quantizations of the LR.
Theorem 4.2.1 shows that one of the relays needs at most a maximum of one extra quantization
level of its LR than the other relay. This implies that for an arbitrary number of alphabet
symbols allowed per relay, the only cases that need to be considered are M x M and M x (M + 1).
Assume that M + 1 is less than or equal to the rate needed for a relay to transmit its full
observation to the fusion point. Section 4.3 assumes that the relay error curve is strictly
convex, i.e., q and d(7) are a 1-1 bijection. The arbitrary relay error curve merely requires a
slight modification of the strictly convex case and is treated in section 4.4.
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4.3 The Strictly Convex Relay Error Curve
4.3.1 The (M x (M + 1)) System
This section is under the assumption of a system with strictly convex relay error curves. Suppose
Relay A is constrained to an alphabet of M symbols and Relay B to an alphabet of M' symbols.
Without loss of generality, assume M < M', where M' might be infinite. As shown in theorem
4.2.1, Relay B can be restricted to (M + 1) symbols without loss in performance. For every
d= (al,a2 , ... , aM-1), choose the optimal d' = (al, a2,..., am) by equation 4.4 to get the
conditional solution pair (a, arg mnn P,( (5, &)). We will shortly show how to find the optimal
d given d'; in other words, how to find the conditional solution pair (arg min P(7 (a, '), a').
a
For a given 71, every (d, d') which simultaneously satisfies both conditional solution pairs is a
stationary point of P') (d, d') and a local minimum. For every q, we are interested in finding
the optimal encoding vectors (a, a') = (arg min P (a, a'), arg min P R (, ')) which minimize
a e 7 7 a/
error probability, i.e., arg min P) (a, a') which is the global minimum.
aa'
We will shortly see that the optimal Relay A encoder mapping is a quantization of its LR,
just like Relay B. The regions are chosen by (M - 1) encoding points on the error curve.
Since a uniquely determines 3 on the error curve, we will use the convention that the en-
coding symbols (0,1,... , M - 1) will specify the quantization regions, [0, a,] -> 0, (a 1 , a2] -+
1 . . . (aM-2, aM-1) -+ (M - 2), and (am_1, 1] -+ (M - 1). For the received symbol pair (i, j)
at the fusion point, let i, where 0 < i < M - 1, be the symbol from Relay A and j, where
0 < j < M, be the symbol from Relay B.
Since - < 2-l < 3- .. < < aM_ , the optimal encoding points of d' are determinedl1i 01 31-)32 032-03 /3M-1
in reverse order from equation 4.4. In other words, a, will determine threshold point a'M
Likewise, a, and a 2 will determine threshold point a'M_ 1 ; a 2 and a3 will determine threshold
point a'M2 and so forth. Finally, &M1 will determine threshold point a'. The optimal
decoding rule at the fusion point is the following: When the fusion point receives a "0" from
Relay A (which means that Relay A has an observation whose LR is in the quantization region
[0, a1 ), the ratio of conditional a priori probabilities places the optimal threshold at a' for
Relay B. Thus, the decoder maps the reception of Z = (0, M) -- 1 and Z = (0, j) -> 0
for 0 < j < M - 1. When the decoder receives symbol i or LR observation in the region
[ai, ai+I] from Relay A, the optimal Relay B threshold decision is a'-_ and the decoder maps
Z = (i,j) -> 1 for j ; M - i and Z = (i,j) -+0 for j M - i-1. Thus, given , the optimal
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decoder is fixed.
The LR matrix A( a~') for an M x (M + 1) system for relay encoder mappings of a and a' at
the relays is an M x (M + 1) dimension matrix. Let the rows be the output of Relay A and
the columns output of Relay B. Then the entry (i, j) of the LR matrix is the LR of receiving
the symbol "i" from Relay A and symbol "j" from Relay B. Since the output of the relays are
independent conditional on the input, the LR of the output is the product of the LR of the
individual relay outputs, i.e., A(e d')(i,j) = A)(i)A')(j).
1-#3 '1-1) (-,331-_'2 M) 1- f#
a ) i Ce a '2ti 1-a'y
(31-02 1 31-02 'l12 . (01-02 ) i
a2-1ai Q2-al a'2a / L 2-Q1 1-a's
A =~ (4.6)
_1-am_1f at (0 1- 1)(1-a') J
The elements for each row and column of the LR matrix are monotonically decreasing since
Vk > i, A00')(i, j) > A00) (k, j) and A('a')(j,i) > A00')(j, k). Therefore, by our labeling
convention for the relay outputs (ai < aj, Vi < j), the LR for symbol i is greater than the LR
for symbol j for i < j. It follows that the optimal decoder must be monotonic in the following
sense. At the decoder, for each row k , there exists a column k such that ,(kj) = 0 , Vj 5 k
and (k, j) = 1 , Vj > jk. In other words, (k, jk) is the last entry on the k-th row which is
decoded to "0" and the next entry (k, JA + 1) will be decoded to "1". A monotonic decoder
means that jk+1 ik for all k. A strict monotonic decoder means that jk+1 < k for all k. An
example is given in equation 4.7. The top left entries of the LR ratio matrix are mapped to
"0" and the bottom right mapped to "1". We can express this mapping by a decoder matrix
D(&, a'). From what was discussed previously, the optimal decoder at the fusion point for every
M x (M + 1) system solution pair (a, arg mn P) (a, a')) must be
.i . 0 for i+j<M-1 (4-7)
1 otherwise
This decoding rule, upon reception of symbol pair 2 = (Zi, z2 ), can be expressed by the following
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M x (M + 1) decoder matrix
0 0 ... 0 0 1
0 01
D( . . . (4.8)
0 0 1.-
0 1 1 ...... 1
This is the only possible form for the decoder matrix of an M x (M + 1) optimal solution
(a, a'). For each symbol from Relay A, the optimal solution for Relay B says that each row
must be different and monotonic. For the optimal solution to be satisfied, this means there
are no degrees of freedom left in the decoder matrix D. Thus, there are no identical rows and
no identical columns in D. This is due to the strict convexity of both relay error curves and
distinct encoding points of Relay A, which implies distinct encoding points for Relay B. Thus,
for each distinct symbol of Relay A, there is a corresponding distinct threshold test at Relay B.
From a simple extension of the 2 x 3 case to theM x (M + 1) case , we argue that for a given
a' and the specified Decoder Matrix, the optimal d is determined by the ratio of conditional
probabilities from the symbols 1,..., M - 1 of the Relay B. The decoder matrix in 4.8 says that
when Relay B transmits the symbol "0", the fusion point always decodes "0" and when Relay B
transmits symbol "M", the fusion point always decodes "1". Thus, the two end symbols of a',
"0" and "M", are never considered in determining the optimal a conditional on d'. By theorem
4.2.1, for optimality, each element in d is determined by its associated ratio of conditional a
priori probabilities determined by each symbol from Relay B for symbols 1, ... , M - 1. The
encoding points of Relay A are determined by the symbols of Relay B in reverse order, e.g.,
symbol "1" from Relay B will determine am-1 of Relay A, symbol "2" from Relay B will
determine aM-2, ... , symbol M - 2 from Relay B will determine Z2, and symbol M - 1
will determine a,. Call the associated pair of optimal a given d' in (arg min P) (a, a'), a')
a conditional solution pair. The joint optimality conditions are an = 6 ( --+_1 - q),
\ 0M -n 0M-n+1/
1 <n < M - 1, and a'=/ &(M +aM"r), 1 < n < M, with ao = 0. These conditions are
also expressed by equations 4.11 and 4.12.
We will now demonstrate the same joint optimality condition results via a different method
which provide some extra insights. Each entry of the LR matrix is specifically given as the ratio
of a numerator and denominator pair which are used separately to derive the error probability
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from the Decoder Matrix. For example, if an entry Dij is decoded to a "0" from the decoder
matrix, the error probability for that entry is the denominator term of that entry A(i, j) in the
LR Matrix. Similarily, if an entry is decoded to a "1", then the numerator of the same entry
given in the LR Matrix is added to the overall error probability. For any q and a, equations
4.4 gives an optimal choice for encoding vector a' and 4.8 the optimal decoding matrix D to
minimize error probability. Thus, in looking for a joint a and d' to minimize error probability,
we can restrict attention to the decoding matrix in equation 4.8. For any given solution pair
(a, arg mn P(' (a, ')), minimum error probability is then given by Pe = p1O+poFa,a1 () where
# = P(e|l) and Faaa() = P(e10). If the error probability for each entry in 4.8 were summed
up, we get the following expressions,
# = aia' + (a2 - ai)a' 1 + - + (aM-, - aM-2)a2 + (1 -- aM-1)a (4.9)
Fa,al(O) = (1 - 01)0m3 + (01 - 02)&_1 + - + (1M-2 - 1M-1)2' + ,3M-101 (4.10)
These points actually specify the middle vertex point of the fused error curve Fa,a'(q) for any
given a, a' which has at most M(M + 1) slopes.
For a given q, the necessary optimal conditions for (a, a') are obtained by taking the partial
derivative of Pe = p1' + poFa,al () (# and Fa,a (#) are given in equations 4.9 and 4.10) with
respect to each relay decision point ai and a' and setting them each equal to zero. That is,
a = 0 and Ope= 0, for I < n < M-1 and 1 < k < M. For Relay A, the necessary conditions
k
for optimality required of each element of a = (a1,... aM_,) are
_&o(a) 
_ a'mn+1 - 7n for 1<n<M-1 (4.11)49an &M-n ~~ &-n+1
and for Relay B, the necessary optimal conditions required of each element of d' = (a'i, ... am)
are
1-am_1 for n=1
13'(a') 3_ 1_-
aMrn+1-a-" q for 1< n < M (4.12)
,9a' Om-n -OM -n+1
0al, 71 for n = M
These joint optimality conditions are as expected from our earlier derivation.
We have now verified that the optimal encoding points for both relays are interval quantizations
of their respective likelihood ratios for an M x (M + 1) system. For any given 71, an iterative
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procedure can be implemented to find the local extrema points (a, a') which satisfy the neces-
sary optimal conditions in equations 4.11 and 4.12. First, find the optimal d' conditional on a,
then for the next iteration, find the optimal d conditional on a', and so forth. At each iteration,
the error probability can only decrease. Thus, the algorithm must converge. It will converge
to a stationary point which is a local minimum which is not necessarily the global minimum.
However, the stationary points do satisfy the necessary condition on an optimal solution.
The following theorem summarizes the M x (M + 1) system discussed in this section.
Theorem 4.3.1 For strictly convex relay error curves, if Relay A is constrained to M output
symbols, then the optimal Relay B output is M + 1 symbols. The optimal relay encoding points
have joint optimality conditions determined by the ratio of conditional a priori probabilities given
by equations 4.11 and 4.12. This optimal M x (M + 1) relay system has a unique decoding rule
at the fusion point given by the Decoder Matrix in equation 4.8.
4.3.2 The (M x M) System
We now examine the M x M system for strictly convex relay error curves and start by showing
the relationship between the M x (M + 1) and M x M systems. The following lemma shows
that as the number of quantizations allowed per relay increases, the error probability strictly
decreases for a strictly convex relay error curve.
Lemma 4.3.1 For a strictly convex relay error curve, the optimal M x (M + 1) system has
strictly lower error probability than the optimal M x M system which in turn has strictly lower
error probability than the optimal (M - 1) x M system. For an arbitrary relay error curve, the
optimal M x (M + 1) system has error probability lower or equal to that of the M x M system
which has error probability lower or equal to that of the (M - 1) x M system. In other words,
extra encoding rate at the relays always helps when 7 and &(7) have a 1-1 bijection. It may not
help error probability if 77 and &(,q) are not a bijection.
Proof: For an Mx (M+1) system, let the encoding vector for Relay A be a = (al, a2, .. , aM-1)
where am-_ = & ( g7). Recall that > ) is the ratio of conditional a priori probabilities
conditioned on symbol 1 being received by the fusion point from Relay B. Now, an additional
symbol for Relay A allows the fusion point to make the optimal MAP decision conditional on
receiving symbol 1 from Relay B. Since the relay curve is strictly convex, the optimal decision
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for this (M + 1) x (M +1) system is strictly better than the decision made on the M x (M +1)
case, which always decodes symbol 1 from Relay B into "0." The fusion point can use the same
decision rule as in the M x (M + 1) case for all other symbols from Relay B, making the error
probability strictly smaller in the (M + 1) x (M + 1) case than in the M x (M + 1) case.
We have shown in theorem 4.3.1 that for the strictly convex relay error curve, the optimal
solution must have M x (M + 1) symbols if one relay is constrained to M symbols. This
implies that the error probability of an M x M system must strictly increase from a system of
M x (M +1). D
Let d = al < a2 < - < am-, be the encoding vector for Relay A and a' = c < a' <
-</ '- 1 be the encoding vector for Relay B and let D(d, o') be the corresponding decoder
matrix. Each column of D must be monotonic in the sense that Dij < Di+l,j and each row in
i must be monotonic in the sense that Dij !5; Di,j+- Note that if two rows, say row i and i + 1
are identical, then the fusion point makes the same decision whether i or i + 1 is received from
Relay A. This means that the fusion point makes the same decision independent of whether
symbol i or i + 1 is received from Relay A, which means that ai can be eliminated from a-,
refining the system from M x M to (M - 1) x M.
Lemma 4.3.1 says that a and a' cannot be optimal if two rows of D are identical. By the same
argument, they cannot be optimal if two columns are identical. Combining the monotonicity of
D with the distinct columns and rows, we see that there are only two possible choices of an M x
M optimal decoder matrix, seen in equations 4.14 and 4.20. We call the form of these matrices
the "Left Decoding Rule" and the "Right Decoding Rule," which are explicitly expressed below.
No other decoder matrix other than Left and Right can be used at optimality. For given
7', the decoding rule (left or right) specifies how to generate the conditional solution pairs
(a, arg min PW (a, &')) and (arg min P ( , a'), a'). Each solution pair (d, d') is a stationary
point if it satisfies both conditional solution pairs. Each solution pair also corresponds to a
vertex point on the fused curve Fa (#). These vertex points are called the "left decoding
point" and "the right decoding point." Finally, the optimal solution is the minimum error
probability of the optimal left decoding rule or the optimal right decoding rule.
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The likelihood ratio matrix A5 of an (M x M) system given encoding vector (a, a') is
(1-02 1-
a2-1 a /
S 0-22 01 20 2- 0 1/ 06-0t
a 1-aM(I 1-)( 111__1
131-02 (
02-l/ 1-a- 1 /
(M-1-OM-2
QM-2~aM-1 al
1-3m -1
. .. OM-1-OM-2(aM-2-QM-1)k\ x )
1-M-1 
-'M-1
Again, the monotonicity of the LR results in the monotonicity of D.
Case: M x M (Left Decoding Rule)
At the fusion point, the optimal decoder for the Left Decoding Rule is defined as
gi, j) = 0
1
for i+j<M-2
otherwise
(4.14)
and represented in matrix form called the Left Decoder Matrix
DL(al ')=
0
0
0
1
0
1
0 1
.- . 1
................... 11
1
(4.15)
When the last quantization region [aM-,, 1] or symbol M is received from either relay, the fusion
point always decodes a "1", regardless of what the other relay says. The Left Decoding Rule
says for each relay to use each of the first M - 1 symbols, {0, . . . , M - 2} from the other relay to
generate its optimal encoding points from the ratio of conditional a priori probabilities. Thus,
using a similar argument for the M x (M + 1) system, the joint necessary optimal conditions
for encoding points of Relays A and B are given by equations 4.19 and 4.18, respectively.
a M-n-mn-1
The joint optimality conditions can also be expressed as a, = & and a'
(M-n-1 7i.M-n
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L
(4.13)
'
S(aMn-a n-I 77),withao= , for I <n<M-1.
We now use the alternative method to arrive at the same results. Again, using the same
arguments for the M x (M + 1) system, from the LR matrix in 4.13 and Decoder Matrix in
4.15, the corresponding middle locus point (#, Fa,a' (0)) on the error curve to optimize over is
#= oI 1a'M- + (Q2 - ai)o'M-2+ - -'+ (aM-1 - Oe-2)Q'i
Fd,a (#) = (1 - 01)/'I-1 + (f1 - /2)f'/- 2 + -.. + (1M-2 - OM-1)1 + fM-1
(4.16)
(4.17)
Taking partial derivatives of Pe1 (a, ') = pi#$+poFd,&' (#) with respect to each encoding point,
a and a' and setting it to zero, we get the necessary optimal conditions for the Left Decoding
Rule. The encoding points of Relay B must satisfy
CEM-n-cM-n-1{ -- n-1< ---'_ - _ for
n 77 for
and the encoding points for Relay A must satisfy
9/(a)
an
O'f_ 
-a'O 
- 7 for
-n-1-M-nf
T--- j 71for
1 < n < M-1
n = M - 1
1 < n < M - 1
n = M - 1
As expected, the form of these optimality conditions is exactly the same as implementing
theorem 4.2.1 for both relays, where each relay uses each of the first M - 1 symbols of the other
relay to determine each of the ratios of conditional a priori probabilities.
Case: M x M (Right Decoding Rule)
The Right Decoding Rule at the fusion point is defined as
ij) = {01 for i+j<M-1otherwise (4.20)
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(4.18)
(4.19)
and represented by a fusion decoder matrix upon reception of 2 = (z1 , z2 ) as the Right Decoder
Matrix
DR ( a') --=
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0 0
0 1
1
(4.21)
Note again that all rows and columns are distinct, which arises from the monotonicity of the
optimal decoder. This decoder matrix says that when the first quantization region [0, af] or
symbol "0" is received from either relay, the fusion point always decodes a "0", regardless of
what the other relay says. Again, using the similar argument for the M x (M + 1) system and
essentially the same argument as the left decoding rule, the joint necessary optimal conditions
(M4 n+1 and d'for encoding points of Relays A and B are given by a, = -+ ' and 7') =
M-n OM-n+1
( "(-n+1a'M_";), with ao = 0, for 1 < n < M - 1. This is also expressed in equations 4.25
\ M-01SM-n+1
and 4.24.
The corresponding middle locus point on the error curve to optimize over is
0 = a, + (a 2 - a)a'- 1 + -- - + (1 - M-1)ai
Fdd/(0) = (01 - 02)'W-1 + (#2 - /3)/'M-2 + - - - + (1M-2 - 3M-1)2 + OM-10'I
(4-22)
(4-23)
Again, taking partial derivatives of P, with respect to each encoding point and
zero, the necessary optimal conditions for the right decoding rule for Relay B are
8#'(a')1 aM -1)3m- -71 for n =
,ga'l CM-n+i-aM-n for 1 <n < M -1n I M-n-OM-.+1 l
setting it to
(4.24)
and for Relay A
M -(1) 77 fo r
4a - AM-n+1-M-n"r for
n=1
1 < n < M-1
Similar to the left decoding rule, the right decoding rule says to use the last M - 1 symbols
(1, .. . , M - 1) for both relays and implement theorem 4.2.1.
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(4.25)
--
--
The difference between the M x (M + 1) and M x M systems lies in how the end symbols are
treated. There is one end symbol in M x M which will not have an optimal threshold point for
the other relay when it is transmitted. The left decoding rule says it is the last symbol. The
right rule says it is the first symbol. For the M x (M + 1) system, the relay restricted to M + 1
symbols has both end symbols, 1 and M + 1, which do not have an associated threshold test
from the other relay. The iterative algorithm described for the M x (M + 1) case to find local
optimal solutions also works for the M x M system.
For relays with arbitrary output alphabet size constraints, we have shown for each relay that
the necessary conditions for optimality require the encoding point solutions to be the a-tangents
to the relay error curve. Thus, we have provided a simple explanation and understanding of
why the relay encoding points must lie on its error curve, verifying the known result that a
quantization of its LR is sufficient for optimality.
The fundamental ideas and main results of Chapter 4 are summarized in the following two
theorems. The final fused curve F(O) can be constructed by finding the optimal solution vertex
point for each q by theorem 4.3.2. The alternative and less insightful way is to take the convex
hull of the locus points varied over all (a, a') in theorem 4.3.3.
Theorem 4.3.2 If both relays have strictly convex relay error curves and are constrained to M
alphabet symbol outputs then the optimal M x M system decoder is either the Left Decoder Rule
(4.14) or the Right Decoder Rule (4.20). The optimal relay encoding points have joint optimality
conditions determined by the ratio of conditional a priori probabilities given by, respectively,
equations 4.19 and 4.18 or equations 4.25 and 4.24.
Theorem 4.3.3 Given Relay A with error curve O(a) and Relay B error curve 0'(a), both
strictly convex,
(A) The final fused curve F(O) of every M x (M + 1) system is the convex hull of the middle
decoder point (or middle vertex point defined by equations 4.9 and 4.10) of every fused
curve Fa,& (q) taken over all d and a'.
(B) The final fused curve F(O) of every M x M system is the convex hull of the left decoder
point (equations 4.16 and 4.17) and the right decoder point (equations 4.22 and 4.23) of
Fc, (0) taken over all d and d'.
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Proof: For all M x (M + 1) systems, every q-tangent solution to F(O) is the middle decoder
point of Faga (0) for some d and d' a stationary point (d, d'). A stationary point must simultane-
ously satisfy both conditional solution pairs (d, arg min P() (d, a')) and (arg min P (a, d'), d/).
It follows that the convex hull of the middle decoder point of Faya(#) described by equations
4.9 and 4.10 over all d and a' will give F(O). Note that the middle vertex point may not exist
for some a and d', but that does not matter since we are taking the convex hull of the equations
4.9 and 4.10, which are well defined for every choice of a and a'. The same argument applies
to the M x M system. Here, every q-tangent solution to F(O) corresponds to either the left
decoder point or right decoder point. By the same argument, taking the convex hull of 4.16
and 4.17 and 4.22 and 4.23 over all d, d' will result in F(O). L
4.3.3 Additive Gaussian Noise Channel
Since the AGN Channel produces a strictly convex relay error curve, it is used as an example
in this section to demonstrate the issues of the optimal solution of constrained relay output
alphabets just discussed. The solution to the additive Gaussian noise channel system with 2
relays, multiple symbol relay outputs, the solutions to ML decoding is assumed in the figures.
From the previous discussion, the LR of the Gaussian error curve is monotonic in the observation
space, so a quantization of the LR can be viewed as a quantization of the observation space.
For the 2 x 3 system, figure 4-3 shows the optimal encoding points for Relay A and B and the
decision boundary associated with those relay encoding points. The decoder maps all points to
the left and bottom of the decision boundary to "-1" and all points to the right and top of the
decision boundary to "1". The solution is symmetric which is not surprising. Symmetry of the
relays allows another solution where the decision boundary of figure 4-3(B) is reflected across
the t = -t' line. The roles of Relay A and B are reversed. From lemma 4.3.1, q and &(,q) are
in 1-1 correspondence for the Gaussian error curve. Thus, as the number of symbols increase,
the performance will be strictly better. For the 3 x 3 system shown in figure 4-4, the optimal
encoding points for both relays are the same and asymmetric. This is not too surprising from
our analysis of the 2 x 2 case. From our discussion of the M x M system, there should be 2
solutions - the left decoding rule solution and the right decoding rule solution. Figure 4-4 shows
the solution to the left decoding rule. The right decoding rule has its optimal encoding points
which are symmetric to the left encoding rule on the relay error curve (solutions flipped across
the a - 3 line, i.e. (,31, al) and (02, a2)). Again, the decision boundary for the right decoding
rule is the decision boundary of Figure 4-4 (B) flipped across the line t = -t'. Moving up to the
3 x 4 system, we are back to one unique and symmetric solution with different encoding points
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for each relay. The solution and associated decision boundary is depicted in figure 4-5. Again,
the second solution reverses the roles of Relays A and B. In summary the additive Gaussian
noise channel always has two solutions (the decision boundary has a mirror image across the line
t=t'), but the reasons are different for the M x M and M x (M +1) system. The M x (M +1)
system will have different encoding points for each relay which are symmetric on the Gaussian
relay error curve. There is one decoding rule. The roles of Relay A and B can be interchanged
for the second solution. The M x M system will have the same encoding points for both relays
which are asymmetric on the Gaussian relay error curve. The mirror image of the encoding
points across the line a = 3 on the Gaussian error curve is the other solution. There are two
asymmetric decoding rules - left and right - associated with each solution.
It is not surprising that as the number of symbols allowed per relay increases, the decision
border approximates more closely to the maximum likelihood diagonal line and converges to
the solution when the relays send full information. In general, this type of convergence to the
centralized MAP decision is true for all systems. The rate of convergence of the error probability
goes to 0 as roughly M 2.
Relay B
t
(m, m)
Decoding Rule
00-> 0
01-+ 0
02 -- + 1
S=1Q(t0+m) (,-)0 Relay A1 1 1
12 -- + 1
= Qt' + M) 
_-' -- M)
(A) (B)
Figure 4-3: The 2 x 3 system for the Additive Gaussian Noise Channel and ML decoding
(n = 1). (A) Optimal Relay B encoding points a' = ('1 a2) = (Q (2 m) , Q (-- '2i+))
conditional on Relay A encoding point at cf = 0 = Q (m). (B) Corresponding decision bound-
ary for the optimal relay encoding strategies (a, a').
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Relay B
a= a= Q(ti + m)
a = a'2= Q(t 2 + m)
t2 (0,0)
(A)
(-M, -m)0
t 2
t
(m,m)
0
tl
tl t
(B)
Figure 4-4: The 3 x 3 system for Additive Gaussian Noise Channel and ML decoding at the
fusion point. (A) Optimal Relay B encoding vector a' = (a', a) = (Q (t + m) , Q (t2 + i))
conditional on Relay A encoding vector a = (a1, a2) = (Q (tI + M), Q (t2 + M)) for the left
decoding rule. (B) Associated decision boundary for optimal encoding points (d, d') for the left
decoding rule. Note that the encoding points are the same for the relays a = bara' Thresholds
for both relays are the same.
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Figure 4-5: The 3 x 4 system for Additive Gaussian Noise Channel and ML decoding. (A)
Optimal Relay B encoding vector a' = (a, a, a') = (Q (4 + , Q (i) , Q (-t +
conditional on Relay A encoding vector a = (ai, a2) = (Q (t ±m) , Q (-t + m)) for r7 = 1.
(B) Decision boundary for optimal encoding vectors(a, a').
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z Relay A
4.3.4 The 2 x 2 Case Revisited
The 2 x 2 case was analyzed in detail in Chapter 3. It can now be understood from the
perspective of Chapter 4 since this 2 x 2 system is the smallest M x M case. Recall that for
each q, the optimal solution is either a left vertex or right vertex point. The "OR" rule is
the "Left Decoding Rule" and corresponds to a 2 x 2 Left Decoder Matrix D(a, a) = 0
0 0
where the ratio of conditional a priori probabilities is qo = 6 . The "AND" rule is the "Right
Decoding Rule" which corresponds to a 2 x 2 Right Decoder Matrix D(a, a) 0 where
1-a1
the ratio of conditional a priori probabilities is 77i = 1--. Both are consistent with the
treatment in Chapter 3. The error probability of the optimal solutions to both decoder rules
must be compared for global optimality. Equivalently, the type of the vertex point solution,
either left or right, of the q-tangent line to the final fused curve must be known.
Recall that for every binary channel (a, /), there exists an q such that for this particular q,
using one relay is equivalent to using 2 relays. For all other q, the error probability of two relays
is strictly less than the error probability of one relay. Let the single vertex point (a, 3) specify
the binary channel. If both relays have tests at (a,/3), then at the fusion point, the optimal
decoder matrix for given q = i( is
D(a, a) = (4.26)
{ f, 1} 1
where {0, 1} means "don't care" - that choosing either symbol results in the same error prob-
ability. Suppose the "0" symbol is chosen for both "don't care" symbols in 4.26. Then the
optimal decoding rule is the "OR" or "Left Decoder Rule" and corresponds to a left vertex
point of the final fused curve F(0). Likewise, suppose the "1" symbol is chosen for both "don't
care" symbols in 4.26, then the "AND" or "Right Decoder Rule" is optimal and this corre-
sponds to a right vertex point of the final fused curve. However, if we choose the "don't care"
symbols in the following way, D 12 = 0 and D 2 1 = 1 (opposite of each other) then the columns
are identical and the decoder matrix can be reduced to a (2 x 1) matrix. This implies that
the fusion point is only using the threshold test of Relay A at (a, 0) and ignoring Relay B.
Likewise, if D 12 = 1 and D 2 1 = 0 then the rows are identical and the decoder matrix can be
reduced to a (1 x 2) and only the Relay B threshold test at (a, /) is used. The optimal tests
corresponding to the decoder matrix in 4.26 correspond to points on the straight line portion of
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slope q = _~ between the left and right vertex point. The -intercept of all three decoding
rules is the same, so they all have the same error probability, as expected.
We now analyze this situation using the ideas of this chapter. Conditional on Relay A with
encoding point at (a,3), the ratio of conditional a priori probabilities for Relay B are 7o =
- = y and 771 = 17 Note that (o) = & has two solutions, (a,fl)
and (1, 0). Also, &(771) = N ) has two solutions, (a, 3) and (0, 1). The choice of encoding
point solution will determine the form of the decoder matrix. Suppose the Left Decoding Rule is
implemented. Then Relay B must choose the &(77 0 ) solution. If &(77o) = (a, 3) were chosen, then
the decoder matrix is the standard Left Decoder matrix D(a, a) = 0 0 If Relay B chooses
10 1
the trivial solution &(io) = (1,0), then the Left Decoder Matrix becomes D(a, 1) =
1 001
which can be reduced to D(a, 1) = . Only Relay A's threshold test is used and Relay B
10
ignored, as expected.
We have seen that carefully choosing the "don't care" symbols in the decoder matrix by carefully
choosing the optimal encoding point solution to the ratio of conditional a priori probabilities can
result in reduced dimension of the Decoder Matrix, and thus, lower symbol rate transmission
at the relays without loss in performance. The next section addresses this topic.
4.4 The Arbitrary Relay Error Curve
This section addresses the arbitrary relay error curve where (7) and q are not in 1 - 1 cor-
respondence. There are exactly two issues which need to be addressed which do not arise in
the strictly convex error curve. First, the 77-tangent line may intersect the relay error curve at
more than one point, and hence there may be 2 vertex point solutions to a particular q-tangent
line. Second, one vertex point will be the q-tangent solution for a range of q. This means that
the 77-tangent solution to different ratios of conditional a priori probabilities can map into the
same vertex point on the relay error curve.
For the arbitrary relay error curve, the form of Decoder Matrix is still monotonic but no longer
strict. The decoding matrices which were optimal before are now just sufficient for optimality.
When there are identical rows or columns, the decoder matrix can be reduced to a lower
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dimension decoder matrix by combining all identical rows and columns. From the property of
decoder matrices, the only optimal forms that the lower dimension decoder matrix can reduce
to are still the M x (M + 1) and M x M decoder matrices for some integer M.
4.4.1 The Decoder Matrix and System Reduction
Identical rows in the Decoder Matrix indicates that those quantization regions of Relay A can
be combined, which means that the decision points that separate those rows can be eliminated.
Likewise, identical columns means that those regions of Relay B can be combined and the
corresponding encoding points which separated these columns can be eliminated. Furthermore,
if there are some encoding points which are the same, then the regions which these points
separate can also be combined into one region. For example, if there exists some ac in a such
that there exists at least one aj for i $ j where ai = aj, then rows i through j + 1 will be
identical and can all be combined into one row. Therefore, any identical encoding points or any
identical rows/columns in the decoder matrix means that the dimension of the decoder matrix
can be reduced. For a strictly convex error curve, lemma 4.3.1 implies that a reduced dimension
decoder matrix must be strictly suboptimal since an (M - 1) x M system is strictly worse than
an M x M system which in turn is strictly worse than an M x (M +1) system. In other words,
if the decoder matrix is of dimension less than M x (M + 1), then extra encoding points can
always be added to make the decoder matrix of dimension M x (M + 1), which will strictly
decrease error probability. Thus, the 1-1 correspondence between q and &(7) guarantees that
all the elements of the optimal a and a' are unique and no two rows and no two columns of
the decoder matrix D(d, d') are identical. This implies that the form of the decoder matrix
must be strictly monotonic, which says that the matrix in 4.8 is the only form that the decoder
matrix can have for all optimal solution pairs (a, a') for an M x (M + 1) system. Likewise, the
matrices in 4.15 and 4.21 are the only forms that the decoder matrix can have for all optimal
solution pairs (a, a') for an M x M system.
The reduction process of reducing rows and columns to a minimum in the Decoder Matrix can
only be possible if there are (i) "don't care" symbol entries or (ii) identical rows or columns.
A situation of a (i) "don't care" symbol entry occurs when the encoding points of the conditional
solution pair associated with the "don't care" entry has two solutions, a trivial and non-trivial
encoding point. To reduce matrix dimension, choose the trivial encoding point solution. This
will result in either two identical columns or two identical rows in the decoder matrix. A
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situation of (ii) identical rows or identical columns occurs when the encoding points of the
conditional solution pair associated with those rows or columns are not unique. That is, there
exist different ratios of conditional a priori probabilities which map to the same vertex point.
In other words, 5(qii) = &(77) for some i 5 j.
We now address the iterative algorithm described previously for finding the stationary encoding
points (a, a') for the strictly convex error curve. Observe that this algorithm does not work
as well on discrete parts of the relay error curve. The initial start value is critical because
convergence can be to a trivial point. Once the dimension of a Decoder Matrix is reduced,
the algorithm does not allow the matrix to return to its original larger dimension, unless the
algorithm is modified. We modify the iterative algorithm as follows. If at each step, the number
of output symbols for a relay is less than the maximum allowable, then increase the number of
encoding points at the next iteration step by using all the symbols of the other relay for the
ratio of conditional a priori probabilities.
4.4.2 The Maximum Rate Reduction Process
We are now interested in the problem of determining the smallest encoding alphabet size needed
per relay to do the best possible job for any MAP detection, with or without relay symbol
constraints. We have seen from lemma 4.3.1 that if a relay error curve is strictly convex,
minimum error probability is achieved only when both relays send full information, which
requires an infinite number of bits. Hence, any extra encoding rate allowed at the relays will
strictly decrease error probability. Suppose that both relay error curves have the same N vertex
points. If both relays send their full information or an alphabet size of (N + 1) symbols per
relay, which is the centralized problem, then the best MAP detection can be achieved. It might
appear that sending anything less will increase error. It turns out that sometimes the relays
can send less than an alphabet size of (N + 1) symbols and still achieve the minimal error
probability. A simple example of this situation is provided below.
Example: Consider the binary input and four output relay channel in figure 4-6 for both
relays. Suppose po = pi and we are interested in minimizing error probability. The fusion point
achieves its best performance if Relay A and B each send their full information which requires 4
symbols as shown in figure 4-6 (I). However, suppose Relay B transmits 2 symbols to the fusion
point by mapping its outputs {0, 1} -- 0 and {2, 3} -- 1 which is a binary channel equivalent.
Suppose Relay A transmits 3 symbols by mapping its output {O} -+ 0 and {1, 2} -- 1 and
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{3} -- 2 which is a ternary channel equivalent as shown
error probability is exactly the same.
(a, 0)
(-y,-y)
(2, a)
Relay Error Curve
1-13
' 
Y
13 -
13--Y
(I)
in figure 4-6 (II). Surprisingly, the
1-Q
1-
1--y
Figure 4-6: ML decoding (7r = 1) for a symmetric relay error curve. If the vertex points
(a,#O), (y, y), (3, a) form a convex curve, then the parallel channel in (I) has the same error
probability as the parallel channel in (II). In other words, Relay A and B transmitting their
full information of 4 symbols each to the fusion point is equivalent to Relay A transmitting 3
symbols and Relay B transmitting 2 symbols to the fusion point.
Definition 1 An (M - 1) point error curve is defined to be symmetric with respect to 77 if it
satisfies all of the following 2 conditions for a given q: (i) 1 0 = 1 and (ii) =+
OM-j-1-'M-j for all 1 < j < M - 2.
aM-i-im -i-1 ~-
The greatest symbol reduction is a symmetric relay error curve. The number of relay output
symbols can be reduced by half. If both relays have the same error curve, then from symmetry
of the relays (the labels of Relay A and Relay B can be interchanged), the decoder matrix
generated from both relays using all the points on the relay error curve must have anti-diagonal
symmetry.
If both relays have the same symmetric finite discrete relay error curves with respect to a
particular 77, then the minimum number of encoding points for each relay to preserve the error
probability at q is half the number of vertex points on the relay error curve. The relay encoding
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points are d = (ai, a3,...) and a' = (a2, a4,...). In this particular example, each encoding
point chosen is the rn-tangent solution to two different ratios of conditional a priori probabilities.
This allows for the maximum reduction of rows and columns in D.
The reduction procedure described in section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 can be applied to any optimal
M x M or M x (M + 1) system. In summary, first find all the global optimal encoding points
of the system. The set of elements in the stationary point solutions will be a subset of vertex
points of the relay error curve. Take all the optimal encoding points for one relay and order
them by a. If a trivial point solution exists, choose it. If an encoding point is part of two or
more solutions, then choose it. Now create the new decoder matrix D from the chosen encoding
points and reduce the dimension of D by combining identical rows and columns. Note that if
there is no intersection of vertex point solutions to the set of ratios of conditional a priori
probabilities or if there are no trivial point solutions, then all the encoding points are distinct
and non-trivial, and no reduction in the dimension of the decoder matrix is possible.
For maximal reduction, the encoding points should be chosen to maximize the number of
identical columns and rows of D. This is achieved by strategically mapping as many different
ratios of conditional a priori probabilities into the same encoding points for each relay. In other
words, maximal reduction is achieved when the set of encoding points is minimzed for each
relay.
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We then examined the case of non-binary relay outputs and two relays. The problem was solved
through the perspective of one relay as fusion point. We first investigated the 2 x 3 case in detail
and then generalized to arbitrary relay outputs. The structure for the necessary conditions of
optimality and the decoding matrix were established. We found that all constrained systems
reduce to an M x (M + 1) or M x M system. We established the joint optimality conditions
and specified the optimal decoding structure for each system.
We have only looked at the simplest non-trivial forms of distributed information and detection
networks, but have developed an essentially complete set of results about this sub-class of
problems. The set of counter-examples presented have results we once hoped were true is as
impressive as the set of results that are true. This is an area of research in which intuition is
developed slowly and great patience and care are required.
5.1 Future Directions for Research
We have developed preliminary results about a number of extensions to the problems here.
Many of the results extend to the case of more than two relays, but these results are not yet
in a sufficiently mature state to express them clearly. Another interesting extension is when
the relays employ coding on a sequence of successive binary symbols from the source. It turns
out that significant reductions in error probability are possible by first using symbol by symbol
encoding at the relays, followed by Slepian-Wolf encoding of the relay outputs.
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conditional locus curve, 54
left, 55
right, 55, 56
conditional solution pair, 106, 107, 111, 113,
116, 126
convex envelope, 33, 50, 53, 55, 62, 64, 66,
69, 71, 72, 74
convex hull, 33
matrix, 72, 73
left vertex curve, see conditional left locus
curve
likelihood ratio, 29, 48-50, 53, 54, 102, 108,
109, 114
matrix, 108, 112, 117
LR, see likelihood ratio
Maximum a posteriori (MAP), 28
left, 36
right, 36
Maximum Likelihood (ML), 28
Neyman-Pearson, 28
ratio of conditional a priori probabilities, 104,
109, 113, 115, 117, 120, 124, 125
relay channel, 28, 37, 40, 42-44, 47, 48, 53,
127
canonical, 41, 59
equivalent, 42, 44, 45, 48
erasure-like, 41, 76, 79
Gaussian, 59, 75
right vertex curve, see conditional right lo-
cus curve
test, 29
coordinated randomized, 44
randomized, 29
randomized threshold, 36
threshold, 29, 56
trivial error curve, 53
vertex point, 36
left, 50
right, 50
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